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One of the current fundamental objectives in biomedical research is understanding molecular and cellular mechanisms of disease progression. Recent work in genetics
support the stochastic nature of disease progression on the single cell level. For example, recent work has demonstrated that cancer as a disease state is reached after the
accumulation of damages that result in genetic errors. Other diseases like Huntingtons,
Parkinsons, Alzheimers, cardiovascular disease are developed over time and their cellular mechanisms of disease transition are largely unknown. Modern techniques of disease
characterization are perturbative, invasive and fully destructive to biological samples.
Many methods need a probe or enhancement to take data which alters the biochemistry of the cells and may not be a true representations of cellular mechanisms. Current
methods of characterizing disease progression cannot measure dynamics of a process
but rely on an average state of a system at a fixed endpoint. They track cellular changes
at a population level that rely on static ensemble averages that compare the same population at different time points or populations exposed to different stimuli. Ensemble
averaging obscures spatiotemporal and dynamic molecular and cellular mechanism information by only measuring changes before and after disease transitions which neglects
mechanistic information. This type of snap shot measurement contains no information

regarding the transition into a disease state. The use of an ensemble averages ignores
single cell level changes by assuming cells in a population are similar. In reality individual cell-to-cell variability in the same cell population can cause one cell to transition
to disease state while another cell does not. Fluctuations are indicators of disease and
if cellular processes are not studied spatiotemporally then key molecular changes are
undetected. If the path to disease progression is known on an individual cell level, then
treatments can be modified to alleviate or prevent disease through early detection. The
aim of this thesis is to quantitatively and dynamically measure a biomedical sample on
the single cell level without destroying or manipulating it significantly to characterize
cellular mechanisms. The technique developed uses microRaman Spectroscopy to analyze molecular signatures of single cells and compare differences between signatures of
cells in different populations.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Biological organisms have two predominant processes that regulate homeostasis: cell division and cell death. Zhivotovsky and Orrenius [2010] The processes of
life, replication and death in a cell are controlled by an intricate network of pathways
regulated by the cell cycle. The cell cycle is a way for cells to monitor and ’check’
their health and react appropriately to damages via repair or cell death. The cell cycle
consists of several check points that the cell must pass in the life, replication and death
of the cell. Check points in the cell cycle, as seen in 1.1, happen before or after essential

Figure 1.1: Pictorial representation of the Cell cycle. At each check point the cell can
undergo apoptosis or repair if needed.
events in the cell cycle such as mitosis and DNA replication. If there is a checkpoint that
is not sufficiently passed the cell will attempt to undergo repair or if the damage is too
1

great, it will undergo an abort pathway and program itself for cell death or apoptosis.
This insures genomic stability and mechanism maintenance. It also insures that cells
with abnormalities or disease do not go on to proliferate and cause disease in the whole
organism. Zhivotovsky and Orrenius [2010] In some cases, over time, minor genetic
errors can pass cell cycle checkpoints and are not completely repaired. The cell will
keep replicating with minor genetic defects that over time can accumulate.
There are approximately 1013 cells within the human body and these cells encounter tens of thousands of DNA-damaging events each day. As the cellular errors
amass from the ineffective repair, it results in increasing numbers of mostly functioning
but significantly defective cells. The cells with a defective cell cycle continue to proliferate or cause unnecessary and excessive cell death of cells that are otherwise healthy
and functioning. Over time as cells proliferate and undergo the cell cycle the probability of accumulating significant defects from ineffective repair, increases. The aberrant
regulation of the cell cycle becomes a platform for the direct or indirect onset of disease. These types of diseases of the cell cycle can be considered diseases of time or
aging. These diseases include but are not limited to, cancer, Huntingtons, Alzheimers,
Parkinsons, AIDS etc. Zhivotovsky and Orrenius [2010]
Cellular functions are intricate due to the various biochemical and physical interactions in their network of genes, proteins and metabolites. A defect in cellular function
can cause a multilayered cascade of failure events that activate disease(s) expressed at
the individual cell level or in a cellular population. The defective cellular function can
be from exposure to environmental risk factors, genetic risk factors or both. The challenge in studying diseases of the cell cycle is discovering early indicators of disease
or before disease manifestation. These indicators of disease and disease transition are
better known as biomarkers. Biomarker discovery for early detection of disease would
improve patient prognosis via more effective clinical treatments and therapeutics and
prevention.
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Methods of biomarker discovery of disease transitions must consider the lack
of well-defined biochemical differences between cells that are healthy, transitioning or
diseased. Current methods of analysis take an ensemble approach that makes use of time
and population averaging. Ensemble averaging limits the identification of biochemical
changes and the elucidation of disease mechanisms by obscuring cellular information
from cell to cell variability. Yeo et al. [2016] Even in cell populations that are considered
similar such as cell type, there can be differences in genomic expressions, cell cycle
stages and cellular responses when exposed to environmental stimuli. Zhivotovsky and
Orrenius [2010]
In taking ensemble averaging measurements at finite endpoints dynamic information about disease transition is lost. Critical biochemical disease differences or
biomarkers that tend toward disease could appear and disappear during the transition
before disease state is achieved. In Figure 1.2 there is a pictorial representation of

Figure 1.2: Pictoral representation of ensemble averaging. Population is considered
homogenous.
cell before and after becoming diseased in which temporal information is unknown.
Populations are treated as homogenous.
This is a more accurate representation of what is happening as a cell transitions
to disease. The progression of disease is stochastic and dynamic. It is not a sudden
linear increase to disease as seen in Figure 1.3. it is more likened to the fluctuating step
3

Figure 1.3: Cell Cycle as Step Function into a Disease State. Schematic illustration
showing that diseases of the cell cycle behaves much like a fluctuating step function that
eventually crosses into a disease state. Ensemble averaging treats disease transitioning
as a smooth linear progression. Illustration of a cell described by ensemble averaging
lacking time component. (Red nucleus indicates disease and colors in between are varying degrees of disease state) (top) Stochastic nature of disease transition at the single cell
level. Cell fluctuates in health till it transitions to disease state. Stochastic cellular health
(cellular repairs and errors not being completely repaired) indicated by color change of
nucleus till it reaches red.
function as seen under the line. Protein concentrations spatiotemporally fluctuate as
cells undergo a multitude of cellular processes. Above the graph is a cell whose nucleus
fluctuates between green (healthy) and orange till it reaches red (unhealthy). These
fluctuations represent measurable biochemical changes that correlate to cellular events
like disease transition. The biochemical differences could be fluctuating indicators or
intermittent biomarkers that stage disease state of cells as they transition.
1.1 Current Techniques for Cellular Visualization and Measurement
To better understand the molecular and cellular basis of disease mechanisms in
the cell cycle, it must be studied at the single cell level to account for the cell to cell
variability as a result of the individual dynamic and stochastic biochemical behavior.
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Current ensemble methods are perturbative and usually fully destructive to the sample. Different types of techniques that are less destructive and more informative are
rapidly being explored. They are being used to characterize, biomolecules, body fluids,
bioparticles, and biological tissues addressing important biomedical questions related to
infectious diseases, cancer diagnostics and other pathologies. Current techniques used
to study cellular mechanisms range from optical microscopy to flow cytometry. The
most common techniques are optical detection and spectroscopic techniques. Yeo et al.
[2016] Light microscopy being the most common of those which can be found in every
cell culture lab.
Microscopes have become integral in examining cellular mechanisms and are
responsible for major break-through discoveries in biology. Advancements and improvements have been made in microscopy that facilitate better quality data collection;
and the ability to quantify and observe biological activities.
Classic microscopy however, does not absorb or scatter enough light to image
biological structures and cellular mechanisms effectively. It also does not address the
issue in keeping tissue cultures alive while imaging. Biology requires strict conditions
for viability such as controlled temperature, nutrient exchange, carbon dioxide levels
etc. The ability to acquire better resolved images through microscopy and image cellular
structures in a dynamic non-destructive way has been a major undertaking in biology.
A common microscopic technique utilized is fluorescence. Fluorescence is an
established technique and a popular choice in cell biology microscopy since there are
many fluorescent molecules that can target with great specificity different cellular structures, proteins etc., without wholly hindering normal cell function. However, fluorescent
probes are still considered an invasive labeling method and how they affect cellular
mechanisms is largely unknown. A consideration in using fluorescence is that fluorescent probes undergo the phenomena of photobleaching in which a fluorescent molecule
cannot be re-excited for a second emission limiting measurements. Fluorescent probes
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simply represent where they in are in a sample environment or label biochemical moieties that are already present within the sample. It is generally less useful for discovery
of unknown species or variants.
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) is a popular type of fluorescence
microscopy that combines the improved resolution of CLSM with fluorescent imagery.
A laser light source is focused on a diffraction-limited spot onto the sample/object by
an objective and the emitted fluorescence is focused by the same lens to the detector
via pinhole which will only let light in from the in-focus spot. Yeo et al. [2016] CLSM
has improved spatial resolution over wide-field but it is generally more time consuming
and requires higher energy for the excitation source. Slow scanning can miss cellular
processes and the high laser power can damage a biological sample. Other microscopy
techniques used for cellular visualization are electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. These techniques resolve subcellular structures for visualization however they
are destructive to the sample.
Other techniques in characterizing cellular mechanism are different types of
spectroscopies such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Raman and Infrared radiation (IR). NMR spectroscopy is a technique that has recently become more widely
used in biomedical research. It can acquire structural and functional information of
biomolecules in their native environment and in living cells with atomic resolution.
However, NMR methods do not provide spatial information. Due to the reduced spectroscopic sensitivity and high background of NMR spectroscopy in cells, in order to
detect NMR signals a label is needed. To label biomolecules certain atomic nuclei are
selectively replaced with stable NMR-active isotopes. This method is destructive to the
sample and uses ensemble averaging.
Vibrational spectrcopies such as IR spectroscopy provides detailed information
in sample biochemical composition and molecular structure. IR spectroscopy is able
to detect the molecular vibrations that arise form functional groups in the sample when
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excited with a radiation source. Huh et al. [2009] Data from IR allows for structure
elucidation of compounds and peptides, identification of different bacterial strains, discrimination of healthy and diseased tissue or cells, cell cycle analysis effects of known
toxins, and the identification of molecular targets of natural and synthetic anticancer
drugs.
However in studying biological systems, IR spectroscopy can be problematic
due to the abundance of water. Water has a strong and wide absorption band in IR
spectroscopy which tends to mask bands of other molecules. This is a severe limitation
because of the high water content in biological samples. Much of the components in the
tissue matrix principally those associate with water and bodily fluids i.e. blood lymph
etc., cannot be examined.
Unfortunately, many optical techniques require probes, labels or staining for
visualization of cellular activity which requires careful control studies when adding foreign molecules, chemicals etc. to the cell because it has the potential to alter a cells
biochemical profile or can harm the cell. A label-free approach is especially important
in medical applications where the addition of staining techniques and certain probes are
not able to be utilized. Vibrational spectroscopies like Raman become of great interest
due to their ability to unequivocally identify molecules using their molecular fingerprint,
minimal sample preparation, and no prerequisite for staining or probes. Raman is easily
integrated and adapted into microscopic approaches to produce high quality images and
data. Cox [2002] This is essential in characterizing and analyzing cellular mechanisms
in disease progression and transitions.
Raman Spectroscopy is a potentially label-free, non-perturbative scattering
based spectroscopy that uses a monochromatic light source to excite molecules by
inducing a change in their polarizability. The mechanisms that change polarizability
in Raman spectroscopy are Stokes and Anti-Stokes scattering. Raman measures the
inelastically scattered photons (Stokes and Anti-Stokes) which carry information of
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the vibration of atoms in a molecule which are distinctive for each chemical moiety.
Kann et al. [2015] Therefore, Raman spectra resembles a molecular fingerprint of
spectral markers for a sample of interest. Changes in the Raman spectral markers can be
associated with the changes for a particular sample system such as a change in disease
state of a cell. Huser and Chan [2015], Katz et al. [2003] Subsequently, Raman spectroscopy can give information about the relationships between structures, dynamics and
functions of biomolecules. Kann et al. [2015] Biochemical changes in cellular spectra
that are the cause of a disease or caused by a disease can lead to significant changes in
Raman spectra. The changes seen in the Raman spectrum can be used as sensitive and
phenotypic spectral markers for diseases. Katz et al. [2003], Wang and Bodovitz [2010]
Raman spectral markers can then be applied to a range of diseases such as brain cancer
Krafft et al. [2012], gastrointestinal disorders and dental disease Erckens et al. [2001].
Raman spectra have also been used to develop classification models to diagnose certain
cancers like bladder cancer Choi et al. [2015], prostate cancer Koljenovic et al. [2002],
basal cell carcinoma Ko et al. [2005]
Raman is suitable for biological systems since a Raman spectrum can be obtained with minimal sample preparation and doesnt require any sort of labeling or staining to gain information like other techniques used to study biology. Nijssen et al. [2002]
It can be used to non-destructively to characterize biological samples. Another benefit
in using Raman in biological samples is that water is not an interferent as is in IR spectroscopy. Thus can be used to study samples in aqueous environments such as cells and
tissues.
Raman spectroscopy of biological specimens can be extremely difficult because
of the poor Raman cross sections for many biological molecules and their lack of symmetry. Raman scattering is inefficient making the dynamic monitoring of cellular activities over time difficult. Unfortunately, Raman signal in biomolecules has a large
interference caused by autofluorescence background noise from biomolecules which is
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typically several orders of magnitude greater than Raman signal. Molckovsky et al.
[2003], Erckens et al. [2001] This causes peak broadening and large intense peaks that
hide Raman peak information.
The advantage of Raman spectroscopy is that the instrumentation is easily modified depending on sample type to overcome many of the difficulties mentioned. There
are a variety of instrumental conditions and optimal excitation wavelengths that can be
selected for different sample types. In biological samples there are extra considerations
in picking instrumental conditions and excitation wavelengths due to the delicate nature
of biology.
Biological samples are very sensitive to temperature changes and require a lower
frequency excitation wavelength to minimize damage. Unfortunately, Ultraviolet (UV)
light is photomutagenetically damaging to biology and thermally damaging with high
intensity light sources. Excitation wavelengths for a laser source in the Near Infrared
(NIR) region ranging from not limited to 488, 514, 532, 632.8, 785, 830 and 1064
nm are non-damaging for biology at lower laser intensity (power). Huser and Chan
[2015] NIR lasers also do not induce electronic absorption so there is little fluorescence
interference from biological tissue. Wavelengths above 850nm are ideal to reduce autofluorescence but the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) detector efficiency decreases and
statistical noise increases with increasing wavelength. However, with different data processing techniques some of the autofluorescent background can be subtracted. Even
with background subtraction the low abundance of biomolecules of interest make for
a weak Raman signal which is overwhelmed by the stronger signal of more abundant
biomolecules. However, there are new methods that are circumventing some of these
challenges such as Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS).
SERS is a vibrational technique that enhances Raman scattering as much as 1014
times by using metals like Au, Ag and Cu Molckovsky et al. [2003] allowing for single
molecule detection. Huh et al. [2009] Of particular interest for biology is gold since it
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is biocompatibility and non-toxic at the nanoscale. Kann et al. [2015] SERS is a good
alternative to fluorescence due to its high sensitivity, real-time detection ability, improved temporal and spatial resolution, resistance to photobleaching and narrow spectral
bands Huh et al. [2009], Wang et al. [2013a] Nanoparticle-based SERS is increasingly
more popular in biomedical applications due to an enhanced spectrum that gives a better
molecular fingerprint than Raman alone with low concentration biomolecules in cells
and tissues. However, the enhancement region of SERS is dependent on the morphology, size and material of the nanoparticle used. The nanoparticle itself can influence
large changes in the detected signal of the enhanced region Huh et al. [2009], Huang
et al. [2014] .
1.2 Approaches in Single Cell Measurements
Dynamic single cell measurements must have several criteria met; (1) The ability
to keep cells alive over time. (2) Gain information about a cell on a cell by cell basis. (3)
Be able to quantifiable measure changes, dynamics and mechanisms without damaging
the cell or interrupting the cellular activity (minimal perturbation), and lastly if signal
enhancement is used (4) Be able to target a biomolecular process with a non-perturbative
probe that will be able to be used over and over and not photobleach.
The ability to measure a single cell at a time has become possible with the advent of microfluidic devices. Microfluidic devices are becoming more common in single
cell studies including but not limited to gene expression measurements, protein analysis, signal response and growth dynamics. Wang et al. [2013a] Microfluidic devices
circumvent some of the issues associated with ensemble measurements by providing
a platform for dynamic single cell analysis and measurements. Living cells can be
observed, treated and positioned in a chemically defined liquid environment and have
tailored biomechanical or physical conditions in small volumes. Huang et al. [2014]
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Microfluidic devices allow for the integration of optical and spectroscopic analysis by exploiting absorption and scattering techniques. Lecault et al. [2012] Combining
Raman microscopy with microfluidics is a powerful tool which allows for the rapid,
accurate monitoring, analysis and detection of a wide range of biological samples in microfluidic environments. Raman is also an ideal method since it is non-destructive, label
free and is able to provide fast and multiparametric insight into chemical components at
low sample volumes like in a microfluidic device.
Raman Spectroscopy is a powerful nondestructive optical technique with high
spatial and temporal resolution for obtaining detailed biochemical information. The
combination of microscopy, Raman, SERS, and microfluidics provide a powerful platform in characterizing cellular disease state transitions at a single cell level avoiding
ensemble effects. The primary aim of this thesis is the method optimization of using a
confocal microRaman instrument for single cell studies that is minimal destructive and
maximally informative. The method can then be applied in the staging of disease for
early detection and mechanistic understanding of disease states.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Microscopy
In biology, optical microscopy is a technique in which revolutionized the way a
scientist could observe biological mechanisms. It has allowed scientists to image and
investigate microorganisms, cells, tissues, and organs in living conditions. Hummer
et al. [2016], Pavillon et al. [2014] More than 300 hundred years ago Leeuwenhoek
used lenses he self-ground to discover bacteria thus starting the field of microbiology.
Around 200 years later Ramon y Cajal used light microscopes to visualize Golgi-stained
brain sections, which lead him to envision how information flows in the brain and helped
propel the formation of modern neurobiology. Wang et al. [2014], Huang et al. [2010]
The goal is to capture the cellular activity but there are challenges to overcome for
good, usable images. Spatial resolution is limited by the wavelength of light that is
used. Resolution limitations due to wavelengths are from diffraction called the Abbe
diffraction Limit. Pavillon et al. [2014], Abbe [1873].

d=

λ0
2(n sin θ)

(2.1.1)

where λ0 is the wavelength of light traveling in a medium with the refractive index n,
which converges to a spot with angle θ, and that term is also known as the Numerical
Aperture (NA). The resolution is defined as the minimum distance two objects are
separated by to appear as two entities. According to Abbe this limit is 250nm in the
lateral direction and 550nm in the axial dimension. If the objects are closer together
they will appear as a single entity or unresolvable. Huang et al. [2010].
In wide-field microscopy the resolution is limited by NA within the objective,
which results in optical blurring since each focal plane is being contaminated by out-offocus light from adjacent planes above or below the area of focus making it difficult to
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resolve small organelles and analyze images for data. This is a result of light diffraction
through the optical system (optics in the microscope) and results in the limited optical
resolution. Abbe [1873], Sibarita [2005] The NA is the maximum angle of light collected by the objective and the wavelength, λ, used in imaging. Patterson [2009] It can
be described by the Rayleigh criterion (which is similar to the Abbe Diffraction Limit
equation) shown by the equation below:

rlateral =

0.61λ
0.61λ
=
n sin α
NA

(2.1.2)

where n is the refractive index of the medium between the sample and the objective, α
is the half cone angle captured by the objective and λ is the emission wavelength. This
dictates the minimum distance that can be separated laterally by an ideal object of a
NA for a given wavelength (λ) in 2 dimensions. The value for r minimally is 222nm.
Sibarita [2005] The higher the NA the brighter the image will become. Sometimes a
higher NA is not desirable for example when extraneous light will increase the loss of
contrast. However, this will cause the image resolution to be diminished but give better
visualization of the object. Patterson [2009], Foldes-Papp et al. [2003]
2.1.1 Darkfield Microscopy
Darkfield microscopy is a non-fluorescence based type of microscopy in which
the objects viewed appear bright and the background is dark, the opposite of Brightfield
microscopy. This type of microscopy is based on the set up seen in Fig. 2.1 below as
compared to Brightfield microscopy, where light is incident on the sample at a large
angle relative to the optical axis so that reflected light is not collected by the imaging
optics. Darkfield is a relatively simple method of microscopy that doesn’t need sophisticated equipment beyond a high intensity light source and darkfield condenser. Sibarita
[2005], Wax and Sokolov [2009] In darkfield for illumination of the sample a hollow
cone of light formed in the condenser and the objective lens is in the dark hallow of
13

Figure 2.1: Basic Schematic of a darkfield condenser as compared to a Brightfield condenser.
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the cone and light travels around the objective and not through the cone. In this way
the only light that is collected for imaging is light that has been scattered by the sample. Foldes-Papp et al. [2003], Wax and Sokolov [2009] Unlike bright field darkfield,
samples do not need to be artificially stained for viewing. Samples that are good for
viewing with the dark field are samples that have refractive indices close to the value
of their surroundings and are difficult to view in a conventional Brightfield microscope.
For example, cells in tissue culture have a refractive index ranging from 1.2-1.4 which
is a negligible optical difference from 1.3 refractive index of their surrounding medium.
(Nikon µscopy U) Darkfield also is ideal for low density samples like cells because
phase boundaries like between plasma membrane and surrounding medium, are highly
contrasted by diffraction of incoming light. Wax and Sokolov [2009], Piper and Piper
[2013] The increase in light scattering on biological samples makes it possible to detect
extremely small structures thereby permitting the observation of cellular mechanisms.
Darkfield microscopy is ideal in viewing metallic nanoparticles especially gold
nanoparticles due to their localized surface plasmon resonance. Wax and Sokolov [2009]
Metallic nanoparticles are easily visualized with darkfield due to the fact they scatter
light strongly Wax and Sokolov [2009]. The advantage of using gold nanoparticles for
particle tracking inside living cells is that unlike fluorescent probes they do not photobleach and have toxicity concerns, and they create optical contrast via high scattering
and absorption cross sections. Piper and Piper [2013] capability for darkfield to view
cells and nanoparticles with good resolution coupled with the biocompatiblity of gold
nanoparticles makes it an advantageous method to observe and image gold nanoparticle
uptake and localization for cellular studies. Wax and Sokolov [2009], Gibbs-Flournoy
et al. [2011] Optical properties and biocompatibility of gold nanoparticles are discussed
more in depth in a later sections.
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2.2 Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy is the study of matter of and its interactions with electromagnetic
radiation. When characterizing biological systems and their changes when introduced
to different stimuli, spectroscopic methods become essential in their evaluation. There
are 3 main classifications of optical spectroscopy, absorption, emission and scattering
spectroscopy. Spectroscopy is based on different types of light scattering When light
interacts with a molecule or particle it can either be absorbed or scattered. Absorption
is when the photons are absorbed and travel no further as discussed in the fluorescence
section. There are many different types of spectroscopy employed in material characterization. Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis), Infrared radiation (IR), Raman etc. They
measure the changes in molecular bond vibrations, rotations and electronic states and
then graphically/mathematically represent the frequencies and energies as a form of
data e.g. spectrum. Frequencies and wavelengths are therefore generally transformed
into wavenumbers ṽ. The wavenumber is defined as:

ṽ =

1
ν
=
c
λ

(2.2.1)

where ν is the frequency, c is the speed of light, λ is the wavelength, and the unit of the
wavenumber is cm−1 .
2.2.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
2.2. Absorption spectroscopy is a fundamental method to characterize optical
properties of materials. Absorption is when is light absorbed in a sample and results in
a measurable result due to attenuation of frequency. In absorption spectroscopy a light
source is shined into a sample and the decrease in photons is detected or decrease in
light intensity is collected. It can then be graphically represented as a function of the
photons energy as wavelength or frequency. It is also common to record the absorbance
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Figure 2.2: Basic schematic of using Absorption Spectroscopy to obtain an output signal.
vs. intensity Xu et al. [2014], Borchert [2014] where:

absorbance ≡ αl = − ln

I
I0


(2.2.2)

where I is measured intensity after sample, I0 is input intensity, α is absorption coefficient, l is path length.
Chemical makeup and concentration of the sample can be extrapolated from the
wavelength and intensity of where the sample absorbs by applying Beers-Lambert Law.
The Beer-Lambert Law states that [Gibbs-Flournoy et al., 2011]:

A = αlc
A = − log10

(2.2.3a)
I
I0

(2.2.3b)

where c is the concentration, l is the path length of the sample, I is the intensity of the
transmitted light, I0 is the incident light intensity. The absorption coefficient

α=

4πk
λ
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(2.2.4)

where k is known as the extinction coefficient and λ is the wavelength of the absorbed
radiation. Combining eqn. (2.2.3a) and eqn. (2.2.4) gives

A=

4πkl
c
λ

(2.2.5)

The wavelength at which photon absorption occurs directly correlates to a quantized energy transition within the atom or molecule, related to the photon wavelength.
This can be an electronic transition between the various orbitals, which would manifest
as an absorption in the visible to Ultraviolet (UV) region of the electromagnetic spectrum, or an absorption creating vibrational, rotational or translational motion within the
intra-molecular bonds that appear as absorptions in the infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. where:
E=h

c
λ

(2.2.6)

Where E = Photon energy (transition energy), h = Plank’s constant, c = speed of light,
λ = wavelength of absorbed photon Common absorption techniques are UV-Vis and IR
spectroscopy. Typical applications of absorption spectroscopy include environmental
monitoring for substances such as mercury or in the monitoring of chemical reactions.
They are also vital in biomedical research in evaluating cellular mechanisms by giving
information in biochemical changes of biological samples.
2.2.2 Emission Spectroscopy
Emission spectroscopy is a method to measure excess energy or light from a
sample. A light source is shined on the sample and the molecules are out into an excited
state and then they return to a lower energy state and release a photon. Excited state
can be reached using thermal energy, absorption of a photo from a light source or via
chemical reaction. The light intensity from the emission is plotted as a function of
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wavelength that corresponds to energy transition described by the below equation:

Ei − Ef = h

c
λ

(2.2.7)

Where Ei = Energy of the initial level, Ef = Energy of the final level. The spectra
obtained usually have narrow but not monochromatic line widths. Common emission techniques are Atomic Emission Spectroscopy, Flame Emission Spectroscopy, and
atomic fluorescence spectroscopy. Some typical applications of emission spectroscopy
are the study of chemical compositions of materials such as galaxies or for the study of
advanced light emitting materials.
2.2.3 Scattering Based Spectroscopy
Scattering based spectroscopy is based on looking at the way light interacts with
the sample and how it how it scatters when interacting with it. The basic equation for
this phenomena is:


1
1
Esc = hc
±
λin λvib

(2.2.8)

Where: Esc = Energy of the inelastically scattered photon, λin = Wavelength of the incident photon λvib = Corresponding wavelength of the vibrational energy gap excited or
de-excited during scattering process. A common scattering technique is Raman spectroscopy that has various applications from food quality testing to biomarker discovery.
In biomedical research Raman spectroscopy is a way to nondestructively analyze a biological sample for dynamic information
2.3 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman Scattering was discovered in 1928 by Sir C.V. Raman and his colleague
K.S. Krishna while looking for an optical analog to the Compton Effect, see Masters
[2009] for a nice summary of this discovery. Raman won the Nobel Prize in 1930 for
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this discovery and this effect on light scattering was named after him, Raman Effect. He
discovered it by observing inelastic scattering of light by focusing sunlight and then later
focusing a quartz mercury arc lamp through a photographic filter and directing it into
samples of common solvents. This type of measurement was inefficient due to the radiation source and could only be used on highly concentrated samples. Then in the 1960s
with the advent of lasers Raman became a more popular tool due to the ability to have a
monochromatic light source but was still ineffective due to inefficient detection systems.
However, with the development of more effective detection systems e.g. notch filters,
holographic gratings, high through put monochromaters, Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs),
multi-channel charge coupled devices etc, in 1986 the first Fourier Transform (FT)Raman instrument was demonstrated. Later in the 1990s dispersive technologies were
developed such as Near Infrared (NIR) lasers, multi-channel detectors, Raman microscope refinements, and fiber optic probes, which furthered the abilities and usefulness
of Raman as an accessible instrumental tool. This brought on what many called the
’Raman Renaissance’ where compact integrative dispersive systems and analytical FTRaman systems became accessible.
2.3.1 Raman Spectroscopy Theory
Raman Spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopy that relies on inelastic scattering of monochromatic light produced by atoms and molecules to generate a signal.
The observation of the vibrational energies of the molecules then provides molecular
information about the chemical make-up. An excitation source (laser) is used to excite the photons in a sample and the interaction produces a shift in energy that gives
vibrational state information (spectrum) that is unique to each molecule. The energy
shift is measured by the reflected light from the sample that is collected with a lens
and sent through a monochromaters that usually has a holographic diffraction grating
and multiple dispersive stages in order to be able to achieve resolution for the desired
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wavelengths. The reflected light is detected and measured by a detector like a Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) camera or PMT.
Spectra can be obtained using different laser wavelengths including those that
are water transparent which is important in dealing with biological systems. Raman
Spectroscopy is a sensitive technique that results in a spectrum for molecular identification (Fingerprinting) Spectral linewidths are 100 − 1000× narrower than fluorescence
and there is no photobleaching as seen in fluorescent tags. Light scattering is when light
interacts with a molecule and changes, when light is scattered by a particle the majority
of the incident photons do not change their frequency and there is no energy loss which
is known as elastic scattering or Rayleigh scattering. This type of scattering gives no
molecular information.
In Raman scattering a small fraction of the incident photons scatter inelastically
meaning that that they change in frequency and energy due to changes in the vibrational
or rotational modes of the molecules. The frequency or energy of the scattered photons
can be red shifted, stokes scattering (hν0 + hνm ) or blue shifted, anti-stokes scattering
(hν0 + hνm ), see 2.3. Therefore, ∆E = E1 − E2 must represent that change. In
most Raman measurements stokes scattering is measured due to the rarity of anti-stokes
due to the low likelihood of a molecule being in excited state. Only about 1 in 108
photons will Raman scatter. Typical scattering cross-sections are ∼10 × 30cm2 (15
orders of magnitude lower than fluorescence excitation). However, if there is a large
fluorescence interference anti-stokes preferred. Borchert [2014] Molecules and crystal
lattice systems constantly undergo vibrational and rotational motions (oscillations) and
they are exact frequencies with corresponding energy levels that are a function of the
involved particle mass and the dynamic behavior of its chemical bonds (force constants).
This molecule specific behavior allows for a unique Raman Spectrum for every molecule
thus the reason why it is used for molecular characterization and identification. See in
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Figure 2.3: Jablonski diagram of energy states for Rayleigh, Stoke and anti-Stoke scattering

Process
Cross Section of...
Absorption Ultraviolet/visible
Absorption
infrared
Emission
Fluorescence
Scattering Rayleigh scattering
Scattering
Raman scattering
Scattering Resonance Raman
Scattering
SERS
Scattering
SERS

σ(cm2 )
10−18
10−20
10−19
10−26
10−29
10−24
10−17
10−19

Table 2.1: Typical cross sections in spectroscopy. Adapted from Aroca [2006]
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Fig. 2.3. There are two types of inelastic scattering that are used to generate Raman
signal, stokes and anti-stokes.
2.3.2 Rayleigh Scattering
Rayleigh scattering is when the light scattered is inversely proportional to the
fourth power of the wavelength of light:
1
λ4
r6 m − 1
∝ 4
λ m+2

I∝
Iscattered

(2.3.1a)
2

(2.3.1b)

Where I = intensity of the incident photons and λ is wavelength. It occurs when incident
interact with a particle whose radius is much smaller than the wavelength of incident
light. This condition is met in the case of visible light and the main components of
our atmosphere (N2 , O2 , Ar, and CO2 ). The equation to calculate the intensity of the
unpolarized beam of Rayleigh scattered light is defined by the general equation
 4 

I0 2 2π
1 + cos2 θ
I = 2α
r
λ
2

(2.3.2)

where I0 is the original intensity, r is the distance traveled, α is a constant related to the
polarizability of a particle, λ is the wavelength of the light, and θ is the azimuthal angle
from the original direction. In other words, the degree that Rayleigh scattering affects
light is dependent on the wavelength of light.
2.3.3 Raman Scattering
Raman scattering happens when an electric field or laser beam interacts with an
electron cloud of a molecule. see Fig. 2.5 for plane polarized magnetic radiation) and
the there is a change in polarizability. The most intense Raman signal comes from nonpolar bonds having symmetrical charge distribution meaning symmetrical vibrations.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of scattering types and spectrum of where the scattering would
appear in relation to the laser line
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Figure 2.5: Rayleigh and Raman Scattering on a sample
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McCreery [2005a] It can be mathematically explained using classical theory, the electric field strength (E) of the electromagnetic wave (laser beam) fluctuates with the time
(t) as expressed by the following equation:


E = E0 cos 2πν0 t

(2.3.3)

where E0 is the vibrational amplitude and the quantity ν0 is the frequency of the laser or
incident photons.
When the laser hits the molecule it induces an electric dipole moment (polarization) P that results in in an interaction with electric field E:

P = αE = αE0 cos(2πν0 t)

(2.3.4)

Where α0 is the polarizability of the equilibrium conformation of the molecule, αm is
the polarizability change with molecular vibration, and νm is the vibrational frequency
of the molecule. When νm equals zero and the polarizability α equals one then there
is no Raman scattering and leads to Rayleigh scattering. When the equations above are
combined the dipole can be described as:

P = [α0 + αm cos(2πhνm t)]E0 cos(2πhνm t)

(2.3.5)

Then with description of the dipole the equation can be made to define the 3 light scattering processes that happen within a Raman measurement.
1
1
P = α0 Eo cos(2πhνm t) + αm E0 cos[2π(hν0 + hνm )t] + αm E0 cos[2π(hν0 − hνm )t]
{z
} |2
|
{z
} |2
{z
}
Rayleigh

Stokes

Anti−Stokes

(2.3.6)
This equation shows that the Stokes/anti-Stokes lines depend on the change of molecular
polarizability α for the vibrational modes of the molecule. However, Raman scattering
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also induces oscillation of a molecular dipole moment which oscillates with the same
frequency as the incident wavelength which causes polarizability to change with a small
displacement from equilibrium i.e. molecular vibration. This makes the explanation
of classical electromagnetics incomplete since it is a scattering process in a quantized
molecular system. It requires an additional selection rule from quantum mechanics
to explain the Raman effect completely. This phenomenon can be described quantum
mechanically as follows. If the electric field, oscillating at a frequency ν0 is given by
E = E0 cos(2πν0 t), or consider the angular frequency ω = 2πν then E = E0 cos ωt,
the induced dipole will be:
P = αE0 cos(ω0 t)

(2.3.7)

At any one time the molecule is in a complex motion of vibrations which are approximated as the summation of normal vibrations. The polarizability is a function of the
normal coordinate Q = Q0 cos ωt, where is the frequency of the j th vibration. That
way the polarizability can be expanded as a Taylor series:

α = α0 +

∂α
∂Q



1 ∂ 2α
Q+
2 ∂Q2
0



(2.3.8)

Neglecting the contributions of second order terms and higher, and after replacing Q =
Q0 cos ωt as defined, the polarizability function looks like:

α = α0 +

∂α
∂Q


Q0 cos ωj t

(2.3.9)

0

Then, substituting eqn. 2.3.9 into eqn. 2.3.7, the induced dipole moment p becomes:

P = α0 E0 Q0 cos ωt +


∂α
E0 Q0 cos ωj t cos ω0 t
∂Q
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(2.3.10)

Lastly applying the trigonometric identity cos α cos β = 12 [cos(α + β) + cos(α − β)]
and rearranging, eqn. (2.3.10) can be expressed as:




1 ∂α
1 ∂α
Q E cos[(ω0 − ωj )t] +
Q0 E0 cos[(ω0 + ωj )t]
P = α0 E0 cos ωt +
| {z } 2 ∂Q 0 0 0
2 ∂Q 0
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Rayleigh
Stokes

Anti−Stokes

(2.3.11)
As with equation (2.3.6) the first term is Rayleigh scattering, second is Stokes and the
last is Anti-Stokes. In both inelastic scattering, the excitation frequency has been modulated by the vibrational frequency of the bond. This allows for the selection rules for

Figure 2.6: Schematic of Raman Scattering with laser on a sample.
Raman spectroscopy. The main selection rule for Raman scattering results from the
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change in the polarizability during the motion of the vibration:


∂α
∂Q


6= 0

(2.3.12)

0

Typical motions are: (1) bond stretching, which is when the bonds elongate or contract
(C-C, C-H, C=C, C-N, etc.) (2) Bond bending, this involves movements perpendicular
to the bond between two atoms (rocking and twisting and wagging and scissoring). (3)
Torsion, involves the twisting of a bond along the main axis. In complex molecules
there are more motions like ring breathing in cyclical molecules. Prochazka [2016],
Castner [2005]. Commonly used descriptions for these vibrations are: (i) symmetric
CH-stretch, (ii) antisymmetric CH-stretch, (iii) CH2 -scissors, (iv) CH2 -rock, (v) COstretch, (vi) out-of-plane bend, see Fig. 2.7 [Smith and Dent, 2005]. Therefore, the

Figure 2.7: Molecular Bond Motions
various characteristics and changes in a Raman spectrum can give information about
a molecule. The shift of a peak in a Raman spectrum corresponds to its molecular
vibration which is determined by the mass of the atoms and the chemical bond. A double
bond will have a shorter bond length and less movement than a single bond. A larger
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atom bonded to smaller atom will have an increase in its spring constant and frequency
of oscillation. The peak is also indicative of a molecules polarization properties which
can describe its symmetry. Functional groups such as –C–X (X = F, Cl, Bror I), –C–NO2 ,
–C–S–, –S–S–, –C C–, –C S–, –N N–, –S–H–, –CN, etc., exhibit more polarizability
changes, give strong Raman signals [Prochazka, 2016].
Peak widening could indicate environmental heterogeneity by having an increase
of scattering.
2.4 Raman Spectroscopy
The basic function of a Raman Spectrometer is to deliver the laser to the sample
and collect the Raman Scatter and the graphically/mathematically represent the scatter
as a Raman Spectrum. The spectra are generally displayed in the range 400-2000 cm−1
relative to the excitation wavelength. The energy lost by photons during light scattering
is known as the Raman Shift. The energy can be described as:

∆ER = EL − ES

(2.4.1)

Where ∆ER is the total change in energy and EL is the energy of the incident photons
(laser) and ES is energy from the inelastic scattering. If the change is positive, then
it is a Stokes shift and if it is negative it is an anti-Stokes shift. This is denoted as
wavenumbers in a spectrum. A Raman spectrum is obtained when the light or Raman
intensity (counts) is plotted against Raman shift, ν̃(cm−1 ) which is dependent on the
incident wavelength (laser). A wavenumber is calculated from a known light frequency
ν, by:
wave number = k =
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ν
1
= (cm−1 )
λ
c

(2.4.2)

where ν is the frequency of the photon, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum, 2.998 ×
1010 cm/s. Raman shift, ν̃, can then be calculated using

ν=

∆ν νi − νs
−
c
c

(2.4.3)

where νi and νs are the frequencies of the incident and scattered photons, respectively.
The Raman shift is the difference between the wavenumbers of the Raman-scattered
photon and the Rayleigh-scattered photon. The unit for Raman spectroscopy is the
wavenumber, the reciprocal of the wavelength shift expressed as 1/∆λ with units of
cm−1 . Raman shifts in the range 10–400 cm−1 can be used to study the rotational aspect
of molecular bonds, whereas the range 400–4000 cm−1 contains vibrations associated
with vibrational-rotational structures. For organic molecules the range from 500–2000
cm−1 is known as the ’fingerprint’ region.
2.4.1 Raman Instrumentation
In Raman Spectroscopy there are three main components in instrumental set up:
laser source, sample illumination system, and a spectrometer, Fig. 2.8. Typical components of a Raman instrument are; lasers, Optical filters, Monochromaters, diffraction
gratings, Detectors like a CCD, and collecting and illuminating optics. All of these components are easily modified and changed depending on systems measured and types of
Raman utilized.
2.4.2 Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (Laser)
In Raman the excitation source is almost always a laser because of the fact that
it takes high intensity to produce enough Raman scatter for detection [Castner, 2005].
The most commonly used laser sources in Raman applications are in the visible or NIR
region (λ = 480 − 1100 nm). Commonly used lasers and wavelengths are Argon ion
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Figure 2.8: Basic Raman Instrument Schematic
(488/514 nm), Krypton ion (530.9/647.1 nm), Helium/Neon (632.8nm), Diode lasers
(782/830 nm), and Nd/YAG (1064 nm) Skoog et al. [1998].
The intensity (I) of Raman Scattering is related to the power (l) of the excitation
source (laser), the square of the molecule’s polarizability (α) and the fourth power of
the angular frequency (ω) of the laser, in simplified terms K [Das and Agrawal, 2011]:

I = Klα2 ω 4

(2.4.4)

So by controlling the power and frequency (wavelength) of the laser the molecular polarizability remains the property of the analyzed matter. The intensity of the Raman
signal depends on the concentration of the scattered molecules. Red lasers (600 - 800
nm) are used in biological systems for reduced tissue Autofluoresence (AF), the line
width at half-intensity of 632.8 nm (red) radiation from a heliumneon laser can be less
than 0.05 cm [Skoog et al., 1998].
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2.4.3 Sample Illumination System and Light Collecting Optics
Depending on sample type there are different methods for sampling. In Raman
glass can be used for windows, lenses and other optical components unlike in other
spectroscopic methods like IR. Also Raman can handle small sample amounts due to
the fact that the laser can be easily focused on a small area and efficiently focused
through a slit [Smith and Dent, 2005].
2.4.4 Optical Filters
There are two types of filters used for wavelength selection, interference and absorptions filters. Absorption filters are only used for visible light. Interference filters are
used in ultraviolet light, visible and into the IR region of the electromagnetic Spectrum
[Castner, 2005]. There are four basic filters (1) long wave pass. (2) Short-wave pass (3)
notch filter. (4) laser line filter. (1) Long Wave Pass (LWP) filters are used to blocks the
laser line and transmit the stokes signal. (2) Short Wave Pass (SWP). Block the laser
line and transmits antistokes signal. (3) Notch filter blocks only the laser line and allows
shorter and longer wavelength to pass. (4) laser line filter is considered the laser ’clean
up’ and it only transmits the laser line and blocks all other wavelengths.
2.4.5 Monochromater
Monochromaters are used to vary the wavelength of the radiation source, laser,
continuously over a large range for scanning a spectrum. The basic components are
slits, lenses, mirrors, windows and gratings or prisms [Skoog et al., 1998]. Gratings in
the monochromater are used to insure only one wavelength is diffracted from input to
output and reject all other wavelengths.
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2.4.6 Diffraction Grating
A diffraction grating comprises of a series of parallel grooves ruled on a hard
glassy surface or metallic material. These grooves are spaced close together in the order
of 1 µm. Gratings usually have a coating with a reflective material like aluminum so
that they can act as a mirror as well. The surface can be concave or planar, the concave
is better for focusing and being able to disperse and reflect light [Skoog et al., 1998].
2.4.7 Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Detector
CCDs are electronic devices that convert light into electronic charge in a silicon
chip (integrated circuit) and it is digitized and processed as an image on a computer.
They are the most common detector used Raman spectroscopy. A CCD is a two dimensional array of silicon photosensors and each of those photo sensors are typically
referred to as a pixel. When the laser light hits a pixel, photoelectrons are produced in
numbers proportional to the intensity of incident photons (laser) [Skoog et al., 1998].
The typical sensitivity for a CCD is 400-1050nm but it can down to 1.5nm with a phosphor for converting short wavelengths into visible light [Castner, 2005]. The CCD chip
is a two-dimensional array with rows and columns of pixels in which each row should
give the same intensity spectrum of wavelength verses intensity. Typically, a CCD
can contain 2000 columns and 800 rows of pixels with the area of each pixel being
15µm × 15µm. This results in a higher signal-to-noise ratio than from a one dimensional array like photomultiplier tube [Castner, 2005]. The CCD detectors is preferred
over a single-channel detector like a PMT and Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) because
it reduces integration time, has spectrum multiplexing ability, enhanced quantum efficiency, reduction in etaloning effect over a large wavelength range ( e.g. 400-1000nm)
[Castner, 2005, Debouttiere et al., 2006]. and has improved detection sensitivity due to
low dark count rate and vertical binning [Castner, 2005].
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2.5 Confocal MicroRaman Spectroscopy
A Raman spectrometer can be coupled with an optical microscope for characterizing biological systems like cell cultures. The advantages are being able to use confocal
light collection, there is high lateral spatial resolution, increased depth resolution, and a
large solid collection angle for the light. Raman scatter is collected either at a 180◦ or
90◦ angle with respect to the incident beam and then directed through a filter to eliminate
the Rayleigh line. The use of a microscope allows for high spatial resolution and imaging and typically uses low laser power (∼20mW) to minimize sample damage especially
important in biological systems. This allows for the detection of Raman scattering from
small volume elements of ∼0.3 × 0.3 × 1.3µm3 in size depending on the excitation
wavelength used. This is comparable to the spatial resolution in in standard optical microscopy and allows to measure small sample size like a single cell [Debouttiere et al.,
2006].
In biological systems a low noise CCD is used in conjunction with the confocal for better image and spectral resolution and sub-micron spatial resolution. As seen
in Fig. 2.9 below a basic Raman confocal system includes a laser, illumination and
confocal pinholes, excitation filter, emission filter, an imaging spectrograph and a CCD
camera. The experiments done in this thesis followed this basic set up and will be discussed in later chapters. The illumination pinhole is to virtually make a single point
source and it is refocused onto the sample by the objective. The confocal pinhole acts
like a spatial filter and has good depth resolution by allowing only in focus light and
effectively eliminating the out of focus light from the sample. The object point and
image point lie on the optically conjugated planes meaning the image point on the detector has the same illumination spot on the object plane thus making the object and
image confocal. The confocal pinhole is set to the size of the Airy disc or smaller so
that maximum axial resolution can be reached. In this way confocal Raman spectra is
acquired from different depths within the sample when the sample stage is z-scanning.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of a Basic Raman Confocal microscope set up with a biological
sample.
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This makes it an important non-invasive technique for studying biological systems like
tissues and cells because spectra can be acquired at different depths so that biochemical
distributions can be measured (characterized).
2.6 Raman Spectroscopy in Biological System
Raman spectroscopy has been widely utilized for biomedical analysis [Matthäus
et al., 2007, Short et al., 2016]. Biological samples are notoriously difficult to characterize due to heterogeneous characteristics, low physiological concentration in the
body,[Pappas et al., 2000], which Raman spectroscopy has the ability to overcome. It
has a small sample requirement, minimal sensitivity to water, and sensitivity to conformation and environment [Kong et al., 2015].
The Raman Spectrum of cells are based on molecular vibrations from functional
groups of building block molecules in cellular proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, phospholipids and carbohydrates [Moreira et al., 2008]. The cellular spectrum is separated into
three parts: the fingerprint region < 1800cm−1 , the silent region 1800 − 2800cm−1 and
the high frequency region < 2800cm−1 , that is dominated by CH- stretch vibrations. In
the silent region there are no natural molecular vibrations so that if any peaks do appear
here they are not part of the cellular spectrum [Skoog et al., 1998]. Cellular analysis in
this thesis is concentrated on the fingerprint region, < 1800cm−1 .
2.7 Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
SERS was discovered by Fleischmann et al. [1974] by trying to characterize
chemicals on the surface of a metal electrode. This effect was originally observed by
Fleishman but the prevailing explanation was proposed by Van Duyne in 1977. Typical SERS enhancement factors are (102 − 106 ) [Fleischmann et al., 1974, Kneipp et al.,
1996, 1997, 1999, Kann et al., 2015, Sharma et al., 2012], allowing studies of samples at
very low concentration which is important when studying biological systems due their
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auto-fluorescence. The enhancement is mainly due to strong electromagnetic fields localized around metallic nanoparticles through Plasmon resonance when the laser hits
the sample. There are two major components to SERS (1) electromagnetic effect and

Figure 2.10: SERS Physical Phenomena Diagram
the (2) chemical effect [Emory and Nie, 1997, Kann et al., 2015, Kneipp et al., 1999]
Electromagnetic enhancement of a molecule needs to be close to the metal particle but
not absorbed on it. It is considered the main mechanism for Raman enhancement. It
results from the amplification of Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) generated by a nanoparticle and the incident excitation source (laser) [Schlucker, 2014]. This
enhancement is a direct consequence of roughness on the noble metal nanoparticle. The
roughness alters the Raman effect because at the metallic surface the electromagnetic
field is dramatically increased and results in possible local field enhancement. Due to
the fact that Stokes shifts are generally small in comparison to the width of the plasmon
resonance both the incident laser source and Raman scattered photons can get amplified
in the presence of a nanoparticle. Etchegoin et al. [2007]
The Raman scattered photons from the molecule are also enhanced by the field
in the same way. It is this amplification by the nanoparticles that makes the SERS spectrum of the molecule. The localized plasmon field has a very short range (field strength
drops as r−12 ) so that the molecules must either be in contact with the surface of the
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nanoparticle or within a few nanometers of it. Baker et al. [2007] Typical enhancement
for SERS is in the order of 106 but for a highly optimized system the enhancement can
be ∼1010 − 1011 [Kneipp et al., 2006]. Chemical enhancement can only happen when
the molecules of interest are adsorbed on the metallic surface like in a thin film. It primarily involves a charge transfer mechanism, where the excitation wavelength (laser)
is resonant with the metal-molecule charge transfer electronic state. The chemical enhancement was theoretically calculated for enhancement factor ∼103 [Etchegoin et al.,
2007].
The Raman scattered photons from the molecule are also enhanced by the field in
the same way. It is this amplification by the nanoparticles that makes the SERS spectrum
of the molecule. The localized plasmon field has a very short range (field strength
drops as r−12 ) so that the molecules must either be in contact with the surface of the
nanoparticle or within a few nanometers of it. Baker et al. [2007] Typical enhancement
for SERS is in the order of 106 but for a highly optimized system the enhancement can
be ∼1010 − 1011 [Kneipp et al., 2006, Wustholz et al., 2010]. Chemical enhancement
can only happen when the molecules of interest are adsorbed on the metallic surface like
in a thin film. It primarily involves a charge transfer mechanism, where the excitation
wavelength(laser) is resonant with the metal-molecule charge transfer electronic state.
The chemical enhancement was theoretically calculated for enhancement factor ∼103
[Etchegoin et al., 2007].
The enhancement factor, E, is determined by comparing both the normal Raman
intensity and SERS intensity of the same sample taken under the same conditions:

E=

NNRS
ISERS
×
INRS
NSERS

(2.7.1)

where I is the signal intensity and N is the number of molecules contributing to the
signal.
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Total SERS enhancement is a combination of the two types of enhancement
mechanisms and for a highly optimized system. This allows for many applications in
biological systems by giving enhanced and detailed information of biomolecules for
selective detection and identification with Raman techniques particularly microRaman.
Using SERS in biological systems biomolecules like proteins and DNA located on a
nanoparticle surface or between nanoparticles can be located to give information about
biomolecular changes inside of a system as it relates to disease. Kneipp et al. [2006],
Wustholz et al. [2010], Ye et al. [2007].
SERS enhancement in biological systems can be done via nanoparticles or via
probe enhancements. Nanoparticles SERS can give dynamic cell information unlike
probe SERS. The ability to track and continuously take spectra of a single living cell
with nanoparticles inside allows for the fluctuations in the SERS spectra taken of the
molecules within the enhanced area be observed. These spectral fluctuations could
give insight into biomolecular processes by the ability to temporally show biomolecular changes in a living system [Yu and Irudayaraj, 2007]. Using this approach not only
could chemical information be gathered but cellular mechanisms and dynamics from
the associated trajectory information [Yu et al., 2007]. The spectral differences between
healthy and diseased cells are extremely subtle so using SERS enhancement and proper
spectral processing are crucial to being able to discern these differences [Huang et al.,
2014].
2.8 Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles are a nontoxic nanomaterial that has widely become utilized
in biomedical research due to their unique physical and optical properties such as LSPR,
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), nonlinear optical properties, and quantized charging effect. Huang
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et al. [2010]. These properties can be manipulated for specific use and biological applications by controlling their size, morphology and surface functionalization. Rizzello
et al. [2013] Gold nanoparticle synthesis is cost effective, reliable and allows precise
control over size and morphology as well as facile surface chemistry and tunable optical
properties. Along with their biocompatibility, this makes them desirable in biomedical
research and applications. Austin et al. [2015]
Gold nanoparticle colloids have been used in applications like stained glass dating back to Roman times and have been used medicinally dating back to 2500 BC to the
ancient Chinese and Egyptians McAughtrie et al. [2014], Zhou et al. [2016]. However
modern evaluation of gold nanoparticles and their properties did not begin till the 1850’s
with Michael Faraday’s work when he discovered gold nanoparticles had different properties than bulk gold Mody et al. [2010]. Later German bacteriologist Robert Koch
discovered that gold cyanide was bacteriostatic to tubercle bacillus (bacteria associated
with tuberculosis) in vitro, which led to the use of gold as a treatment of tuberculosis into the 20th century. When used for treatment it was discovered to be effective in
treating rheumatoidsd arthritis. Positive results were published in 1935 and gold therapies are still used today in rheumatoid arthritis treatments. Thakor et al. [2011] Gold
nanoparticle synthesis methods were first published by Turkevich in 1951 and a refined
method later by Frens in 1973. Mody et al. [2010], Thakor et al. [2011]
Gold nanoparticles can enhance molecular signal of those that are low in abundance using SERS. This is especially beneficial for studying living systems since a
major issue in studying molecular changes within a biological system is the fact that
the biomolecules of interest are low in abundance and their signals are overwhelmed
by other biomolecules. Due to the non-toxic properties and biostability as well as the
unique chemical and physical properties and ease of synthesis, functionality and manipulation of size and morphology, gold nanoparticles make for an ideal system to interact
and measure biological changes especially coupled with SERS.
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2.8.1 Gold Nanoparticle Coatings
Nanoparticle coating material has a critical role in tuning size, morphology, colloidal stability, functional versatility and sometimes plasmon resonance wavelength or
mode multiplicity. Thus being a significant function in determining the physical, chemical, optical, electronic and catalytic properties of the nanoparticle system. Chanana
and Liz-Marzán [2012] Optimal surface coating is dependent on the nanoparticle system contingent on properties such as, size, nanoparticle composition and surrounding
medium. Sperling and Parak [2010] Surface coatings on nanoparticles prevent aggregation. Sperling and Parak [2010] Coatings that stabilize nanoparticles can simply consist of an inert molecular chain such as a hydrocarbon or a polymer like Polyethylene
glycol (PEG) (more detail in Sec. 2.8.3) that has functional groups that are terminating linear molecules. Sperling and Parak [2010] Most common types of coatings for
gold nanoparticles that allow for surface modification are physically adsorbed polymers. Rodrguez-Lorenzo et al. [2011] Physical adsorption or physisorption is when
the polymer is adsorbed onto the nanoparticle surface via weak interactions rather than
covalent bonding. This allows for post synthetic surface modification of the nanoparticle surface. Rodrguez-Lorenzo et al. [2011] The polymer coating can completely
cover the nanoparticle surface or adsorb partially allowing for direct surface interactions. Rodrguez-Lorenzo et al. [2011] The ability to interact directly with nanoparticle
surface is important in doing measurements like SERS which are dependent on distance
between ligand of interest and nanoparticle surface for data signal.
In biological research another limiting factor is that nanoparticle coatings also
need to be biocompatible. Chanana and Liz-Marzán [2012] Polymer coatings are one
of the most diverse and widely used coatings for nanoparticle systems. Chanana and
Liz-Marzán [2012] They enhance gold nanoparticle stability from salt-induced colloid
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aggregation and can be used to further functionalities and properties of gold nanoparticles such as regulating shape during synthesis. Chanana and Liz-Marzán [2012] Therefore, the functionalization of the nanoparticle surface is central in how the nanoparticle
interacts with biomolecules of interest or inside a biological system.
2.8.2 Common Coating Polymers: Polyethylene glycol (PEG), Poly(lactic-coglycolic acid) (PLGA), and Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)
Different polymer coatings are desirable to coat nanoparticles because they
can provide biocompatibility and prevent aggregation as well as possessing functional
groups such as carboxylic acids that stabilize nanoparticles by electrostatic repulsion.
Kobayashi et al. [2014], Sperling and Parak [2010] The functional groups can also serve
as a conjugation of other ligands, molecules or particles. Sperling and Parak [2010]
Common polymer coatings for gold nanoparticles in biomedical research are PEG,
PLGA, and PVP.
2.8.3 Polyethylene glycol (PEG)
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a highly hydrophilic polymer that is able to absorb
water and generate hydrogen bonds that facilitate solubilization in polar solvents like
water and stabilize nanoparticles in acidic or basic pH environments. Gamucci et al.
[2014] PEG also neutralizes the surface of a nanoparticle that prevents it from nonspecific protein binding. Depending on the terminal functional group on the PEG chain
a different immune response can be trigged. For example, hydroxy and thiol-groups do
not activate the complement cascade while methoxy groups trigger the cleavage reaction Gamucci et al. [2014] The terminal functional groups can be altered and conjugated
allowing for selective attachment to nanoparticle surfaces and can lead to bifunctionalization. Thanh and Green [2010]
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The ability to interact within a biological system that does not trigger an immune response or have less specific binding to proteins or cells allows for the creation
of ’stealth’ nanoparticles. Gamucci et al. [2014], Sperling and Parak [2010] Unfortunately clinical studies using PEGylated nanoparticles over long periods of time are not
available to assure immune-safety. Gamucci et al. [2014] Another issue with polymers
that have chemically covalently bonded attachment molecules like therapeutics in drug
delivery, is that it can result in premature drug release in circulation which limits their
adequacy for systematic drug delivery. Wang et al. [2016]
2.8.4 Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)
Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) is a polymer that is commonly used in
therapeutic devices and systems because of safe biodegradability and biocompatiblity.
Gamucci et al. [2014], Wang et al. [2016] PLGA has been approved for use in various drug delivery systems by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European
Medicine Agency (EMA). For in vivo studies PLGA has been shown not to induce an
immune response. Gamucci et al. [2014] The PLGA polymer slowly degrades in vivo
into lactic and glycolic acid and then further degrades into carbon dioxide and water
via tricarboxylic acid cycle. Wang et al. [2016] The degradation by-products of PLGA
cause minimal system toxicity because they are by-products of various normal metabolic
pathways in the body. Gamucci et al. [2014] Nanoparticles coated with PLGA have better mechanical strength than other typical coatings such as monomolecular layers of
lipids or surfactants. PLGA is easily loaded with drugs or ligands for targeted imaging
or target drug delivery. Wang et al. [2016] PLGA unfortunately has low drug loading
efficiency which limits some of its uses.
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2.8.5 Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)
Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) is a hydrophilic polymer that is known for its
non-toxicity and biocompatibility, effective biodegradability, complexation ability and
remarkable medicinal properties. Behera and Ram [2013] PVP is a neutral polymer
that gives exceptional stability to colloidal nanoparticles in a variety of environmental
conditions such as a wide range of pH changes. Pinkhasova et al. [2012]
PVP is water soluble due to its amide functional group within the pyrollidone
structure. It behaves as a stabilizing agent for different types of coupling to amino
functionalized colloids. Thanh and Green [2010] Water stability of nanoparticles is important in biological applications because for nanoparticle biocompatiblity they cannot
be synthesized or kept in organic solvents. Hoppe et al. [2006] Some capping agents
or adsorbents used in gold nanoparticle synthesis can be cytotoxic. PVP efficiently displaces these agents which increases biocompatibility for biological systems Pinkhasova
et al. [2012].
2.8.6 Compatibility of Coating Polymers and Raman Spectroscopy
In taking Raman measurements a factor to consider is the Raman cross-section
of not only the nanoparticle material but also the nanoparticle coating. The polymer
PEG when coating gold nanoparticles has shown to efficiently stabilize particles so that
their SERS signals do not change in harsh conditions including strong acids (0.1 M
HCl), strong bases (0.11 M NaOH), concentrated salts (12 M NaCl) and organic solvents
(methanol, ethanol and dimethylsulfoxide). Qian et al. [2008]
PVP has a low Raman scattering cross section and is good at displacing adsorbents on the nanoparticle surface that produce unwanted spectral features. Pinkhasova
et al. [2012] Adsorbents on nanoparticles can be an issue with different synthesis methods so the reduction of them could potentially increase the Raman signal.
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PLGA has a distinctive Raman peak at 1768 cm−1 for ester bonds in PLGA.
As PLGA breaks down one of its br-products is glycolic acid, that has strong Raman
peak signals at 845, 890, 1274, and 1424 cm−1 . van Apeldoorn et al. [2004] This is
problematic when dealing with biological systems because these peaks fall into the
region of interest (ROI) for cellular activity. The peak signals could be from the system
or from the PLGA breakdown. This would interfere with data collection and analysis.
2.8.7 Gold Nanoparticle Effects on Fluorescence
Metal nanoparticles have shown to have an effect on fluorescence. Lakowicz
et al. [2004] A metallic nanoparticle can influence fluorescence depending on proximity
to the fluorophore, size of the nanoparticle intrinsic fluorescent properties. Lakowicz
et al. [2004] Applying Mie theory, small particles quench fluorescence by increasing absorption whereas larger particles enhance fluorescence by enhancing scattering.
Lakowicz et al. [2004] This is important in Raman measurements since fluorescence
can mask Raman signal. In biological systems there are many biomolecules that have
autofluorescence that can interfere with Raman signal. Gold nanoparticles can serve as
fluorescence quenchers at the right size and distance from fluorophore. Lakowicz et al.
[2004] The quenching phenomena of gold nanoparticles can be useful in SERS measurements of biological materials like cells since they have intrinsic autofluorescence
that interferes with Raman signal.
2.9 Microfluidic Devices
Microfluidics refers to the ability to process or manipulate small volumes of
liquid (10−9 −10−18 liters) in channels ten to hundreds of micrometers in size. Turkevich
et al. [1951] Microfluidic technology was first used in 1975 by Terry et al in a miniature
gas chromatographic analysis system. Then in 1990 microscale total analysis systems
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started being used in research and sparked an interest in microfluidic technologies and
has continued developing at an ever-increasing rate. Frens [1973]
Biological systems have a finite and short ability to be out of their biological
environment even with artificial help and need to be stressed as little as possible during
measurement for accurate results. Microfluidic devices can address some of these issues. Microfluidic devices were was quickly integrated into biological research because
it allows for increased sensitivity, cost reduction, high throughput, automation, portability, high control of flow conditions, parallel transport, and small sample size. Choi
et al. [2016], Wu and Mitra [2014] The ability to analyze small sample size volumes is
critical in biomedical research since sample quantity is usually limited and costly i.e. a
biopsy sample of tissue or blood. Lecault et al. [2012] Many types of instrumentation
for biomedical analysis like flow cytometry need a large number of cells in order to
get meaningful data but this impedes analysis on limited quantity biological samples.
Perozziello et al. [2016] Therefore, having a platform that could accurately measure the
same data with less material is critical.
Many materials used in making microfluidic devices are inexpensive, biocompatible and easily manipulated for different applications. Wu and Singh [2012] Materials used to fabricate microfluidic devices are silicon or glass, thermosets, hydrogels,
thermoplastics, paper, polymers, and elastomers. In some devices these materials are
layered and varied for different functions. Wu and Singh [2012] Common low-cost
polymers used are Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyurethane methacrylate (PUMA),
thermoset polyester (TPE), poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC),
and Teflon polymers. Lo and Yao [2015] PDMS is an especially popular material due
its low cost, gas permeability Lo and Yao [2015] and the fact it uses a relatively simple
fabrication process of soft lithography. Xiong et al. [2014]
The advantages of microfluidic systems made it straightforward to integrate with
existing cell culture techniques. Lo and Yao [2015] (More in depth about existing cell
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culture techniques in 2.10) The advantages that cell culture in a microfluidic device offers over classic cell culture is close spatial and temporal control over fluids and physical
parameters, integration of sensors for a direct read-out, and the possibility to increase
through put of screening by utilizing parallelization, multiplexing and automation. Zhou
et al. [2016] The ability to measure cells effectively over long periods of time is limited
to the fact that cells in culture need very specific conditions to thrive (described in depth
next section) such as temperature, pH, and CO2 concentrations. Choi et al. [2016] Microfluidic devices and systems allow for the precise control of crucial parameters such as
temperature, gas content, nutrient supply, waste removal Barata et al. [2016] and precise
control over chemical environment. Choi et al. [2016]
Microfluidics has become an integral and versatile platform for single cell analysis especially in biomedical fields by enabling technology to investigate the intricacy
of cellular mechanism and response to physical and chemical stimuli like in disease
progression. Choi et al. [2016], Rothbauer et al. [2015] Microfluidic devices enable the
manipulation, isolation, sorting, patterning, Yin and Marshall [2012] chemical stimulation Sabuncu et al. [2012] and trapping of single cells for analysis and observation
under highly reproducible conditions. Rothbauer et al. [2015] This enables the analysis
and study of cellular response and cell-cell interactions. Wu et al. [2015] Microfluidic
devices have been developed to manipulate single cells for analysis that trap a single
cell from a population and quantitatively detect cellular biomolecules like proteins and
nucleic acids. Rothbauer et al. [2015] Many of the detection methods need minimum
acquisition time (usually a few seconds) for data acquisition (imaging, spectral, etc.) so
it is vital that cells can be trapped in some way for measurement. Wu and Mitra [2014]
There are several techniques used in microfluidic devices to trap cells; encapsulation of a
cell in a droplet, hydrodynamic trap, magnetic trap, acoustic trap, dielectrophoretic trap
and optical trap. Wu and Mitra [2014] Ability of trapping a single cell for analysis enables the characterization of a single cell and mitigates ensemble effects from studying
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cells as a population. One of the principal challenges of microfluidic devices is designing an efficient detection system that can accurately and non-destructively analyze
cell behavior in real-time. Perozziello et al. [2016] The integration of optical detection methods is gaining popularity particularly because it can be done non-invasively
and non-destructively on living cells in a microfluidic system. Wu et al. [2015] Popular optical methods are fluorescence and absorbance techniques like IR and Raman
spectroscopy. Choi et al. [2015]
2.10 Cell Culture
Cell Culture is an important tool in biological research. It is a process in which
cells are isolated from an animal or plant that are grown in favorable artificial conditions outside of their natural biological environment, and termed in vitro. In biomedical
applications mammalian cell culture becomes the primary way to study cellular mechanisms before moving to animal models. There are many commercially available cell
lines propagated from a large number of different sources. There are 3 types of cells
grown in culture: 1.) Primary cells which are directly taken from target tissues and
grown in cell culture medium. It is a selected cell line that is more homogenous. 2.)
Secondary cell lines which are well established stable cell lines usually commercially
bought. 3.) Organ culture cells which are a heterogeneous mix of cells that are cultured in three-dimensional shape for specific histological interactions. Secondary cell
lines are the most popular for studies due to their ease to model a disease and look for
interactions and cellular processes without the sacrifice of an animal, and ease of generation and homogenous cell population. Secondary cell lines can be bought and simply
maintained unlike an animal model. Secondary cell lines also can be immortalized by
manipulating the cell genome to overcome senescence. Philippeos et al. [2012]
There are many benefits to using cell culture instead of animal models in studying and investigating disease progression. The primary being it’s a non-invasive way to
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study diverse cellular function in which experimental conditions are easier to manipulate and observe than in an organism. This allows medical studies on human cell culture.
Other benefits are; ease of pharmaceutical and genetic manipulation, homogenous populations, large quantities of cells, well suited for imaging techniques particularly light
and fluorescence microscopy and the cellular environment can easily be controlled. The
drawbacks are that it requires care, can have a high cost, ease of contamination, cell
morphology can be different in culture, genotypes and phenotypes can change by culturing and since cells are not in their natural environment where other cells and tissues
can influence them like in an organism it may not demonstrate real cell physiology. This
is the reason that after cell culture studies animal model studies will follow. Choi et al.
[2016]
Cell culture was first documented for use in scientific research about 125 years
ago by William Roux who successfully cultured chick embryo tissue in saline for several days. In 1898 the first human experiments were done by Ljunggren with human
skin in ascitic fluid. Modern cell culture is credited to Ross Harrison when in 1907 he
introduced tissue from frog embryos into frog lymph clots that survived and grew nerve
fibers. Then the first cancer cells were cultured in 1914 by Losee and Ebeling. The
first continuous rodent cell lines were cultured by William Earle in 1943 at the National
Cancer Institute followed by the first human continuous lines in 1951 by George Gay.
These cells are the infamous HeLa cells that are still used in culture and research today.
Currently there are thousands of cell lines available for different research purposes. Lo
and Yao [2015]
There are two types of cells grown in culture, adherent cells and suspension cells.
Adherent cells grow attached to the bottom of a culture flask and require the addition
of Trypsin/EDTA to remove from the substrate as they become confluent. Confluency
is defined as the amount of space the cells cover in a culture vessel. Adherent cells can
be large and flat making them idea for imaging however they are generally not suitable
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to be grown in large volumes. Suspensions cells are suspended in a culture vessel with
media and are easier to culture since they require only dilution. They can be grown
in large volumes however they are not well suited for imaging applications. Cells can
also be semi-adherent meaning that they can be both attached and suspended in media.
Philippeos et al. [2012]
There are three typical cell morphologies: 1.) Fibroblastic. 2.) Epithelial-like.
And 3.) Lymphoblast-like. Fibroblastic cells are bipolar or multipolar generally have
elongated shapes and grow attached to the substrate. Epithelial like cells are generally
polygonal in shape, tend to have more regular dimensions and grow attached to substrate in discrete patches. Lymphoblast-like cells are generally spherical in shape and
are grown in suspension. Though some can be semi-adherent depending on culturing
conditions. Cree [2011]
Splitting or passaging or sub culturing cells is a technique that cells are removed
or split from the culture vessel and re-plated in a new culture vessel with fresh medium.
It is important in prolonging cell lifetime and for expanding cell numbers. Cells cannot
be in culture indefinitely because of sterics from other cells growing, and a rise in toxic
metabolites excreted from cells and use of nutrients. Splitting produces a new culture
with lower cell density, replenishment of nutrients and no toxic metabolites thus decreasing the risk of cell death. Cells generally have a finite lifetime and are limited to
the number of times they can be split/passaged/subcultured. The lifetime is determined
by the number of times a cell population can double before it reaches senescence. Cree
[2011]
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Chapter 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experiments and methods described here are a proof-of-principle study focusing on basic research. To address the needs of creating a system to observe, measure
and characterize a cellular system with minimal perturbation and maximal information
the following methods were employed. A custom built confocal microRaman (Seen in
Figure 51)set up that included a translational stage, multiple excitation wavelength options and high a resolution detector were combined with a custom in-house programmed
LabVIEW program for instrumental control and spectral analysis. Cells were introduced
to gold nanoparticles and measured for optimal uptake for Surfaced Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy (SERS) enhancement measurements using darkfield microscopy and ImageJ for image processing. A microfluidic device was tested for integration with the
MicroRaman system. This method sets the stage for temporally observing dynamic cellular changes of a single living cell in cell cycle, activity, disease transition and disease
state. Figure 3.1 gives a pictorial representation of the method for these experiments.
Cells are measured over time till a change is observed. Then the cells are grouped into
populations by final state. The spectral data for each population is statistically processed
and compared quantitatively for differences.
3.1 Confocal Raman Microscope Set Up
Confocal microRaman is when a Raman spectrometer is integrated with a standard microscope that permits the collection of Raman spectra, well resolved images and
detailed chemical information of a sample. A schematic of the Raman microscope is
shown in figure 3.2. Briefly it consists of a standard upright optical microscope with
two optical paths (excitation and collection). In this set up the sample was placed on
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Figure 3.1: Pictorial representation of Experimental Method

Figure 3.2: Raman Set up Schematic
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the translational stage of the confocal microscope where the laser can excite the sample. The laser was focused on the sample through an objective. The scattered light goes
into a liquid nitrogen cooled Charge Coupled Device (CCD) for spectra and Avalanche
Photo Diode (APD) for Raman Imaging. The system includes excitation filter i.e. narrow band pass filter, for suppressing laser noise, emission filter (dichroic reflector) i.e.
stopline notch filter for suppressing Rayleigh scattered light but allowing Raman signal to pass, a dichroic beam splitter, used to minimize transmitted light intensity and
maximize reflection, and a spatial filter to minimize the spot size.
3.2 Raman Set up
The sample stage was constructed with a custom fitted metal plate, with an
opening drilled in the middle to allow access to the sample underneath for microfluidic devices or perfusion chamber, that was mounted on an x, y, z translational stage.
The laser, a CW 532nm laser (lsr 532-u-50) remained in a fixed position and the sample
was moved rather than the laser beam. The laser light was focused to a diffraction limited spot (typically 1 µm) via an objective (Olympus Plan N 40x/0.65 ∞/0.17/FN22).
Following the Raman set up schematic in figure 3.2 once the laser illuminates the sample the resulting Raman signal from the sample is collected through the objective in
a backscattering geometry and is filtered through the Semrock stopline 532 (532 nm
StopLine R single-notch filter Part Number: NF03-532E-25) notch filter in the nosepiece. The stopline notch filter has a narrow suppression band that allows for high
attenuation of the Rayleigh scatter and has good transmission of stoke and anti-stokes
scatter.
The signal then went through a dichroic mirror that couples the signal into a fiber
optics bundle which then leads to the monochromater. The spectrometer/monochromater was an Acton’s SpectraPro 2300i focal length=300 mm, resolution of 0.1nm at
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435.8nm, dispersion 2.7nm/mm, focal plane size 27mm wise × 14mm high and motorized standard adjustable slits from 10um to 3mm wide and slit heights of 4 and
14mm. monochromater/ spectrograph, three gratings are available (1200Blz/750nm,
850Blz/150nm and 750/150nm). It had a direct digital grating scan mechanism with full
wavelength scanning capabilities and built in RS232 and USB 1.1 computer interface
which made it possible to interface with LabVIEW. The data collection program was
WinSpec and LabVIEW for Raman microscope control of APDs, confocal reflectance
and data processing.
Experiments were also run using the 632.8nm CW laser (Melles Griot HeNe
RML-635-60). The set up remained the same only changed the green laser optics for red
laser specific optics, most notably, the Stopline filter (633 nm StopLine R single-notch
filter Part Number: NF03-633E-25). To maximize the Raman Signal, the instrument
needed to be aligned and calibrated appropriately. (See Appendix A for a more detailed
explanation)
The collected scattered light was dispersed into a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD
camera by one of three interchangeable gratings, 750 lines/ 150nm, 850 lines /150 mm
or 1200 lines / 750mm allowing a range of 150cm−1 to 4000cm−1 to be covered in
a single spectrum or a smaller range for higher resolution. The CCD camera was a
Princeton Instruments’ SPEC-10 100 CCD detector, 1340 × 100 pixel front illuminated,
20 × 20 µm pixel size operating at -100◦ C.
To use the microRaman system first the CCD camera was cooled with liquid
nitrogen. Then the laser and spectrometer were turned on. They were left on for 60
minutes to allow for cool down and laser stabilization. Once system was stable then
experiments/measurements were made.
Measurements were made using the software WinSpec. The program controlled
integration time, shutter speed and grating position. In earlier trials APDs were used
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for confocal reflectance imaging using a custom in-house LabVIEW program to control laser scanning, imaging, stage position and spectrometer parameters. (See D for
more details) This method turned out to be ineffectual at imaging the cells and their
components therefore it was not continued.
3.2.1 Detector Efficiency
Detector efficiency is also an important parameter considered. The ability of
collecting the Raman data depends on the detector. For these experiments a CCD detector was used. The quantum efficiency of a CCD detector is the number of electrons
generated per incident photon, so CCD detectors with a high quantum efficiency are
desirable. The advantages of using a CCD is the ability to combine low-light sensitivity and durability and multiplex advantage into a single detector. LaPlant [2010]
Low-light sensitivity is especially important in Raman techniques since Raman scattering efficiency is low, only 1 in 108 photons Raman scatter, as described in chapter 2.
In biological sample where the signal to noise ratio is large, like in a cellular system, a
CCD detector is preferred.
The dispersion of a CCD grating increased Raman spectral resolution and it is
increased by either changing the focal length or increasing the number of lines/grooves
in the grating. Usually the focal length is not changed and a grating with higher groove
density is used. CCD have optimum response in the visible range. In these experiments
for better resolution a 1200/750nm Blz grating was used.
3.2.2 Alignment of laser, fiber optics bundle, spectrometer, and CCD chip
For a complete description of the alignment procedures see Appendix A.
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3.2.3 532nm Continuous Wave laser set up
Laser power of the CW 532nm laser was measured by turning up the power by
setting the current to 0.587A. See Figure 3.3 for green laser set up. The power outputs
were as follows, at the laser source 80mW, after pinhole 42mW, after focusing lens
40mW, after dichroic 36mW, and at sample 24mW.
For the nosepiece a 532 the stopline filter was bought and installed The standard
size was too large for the nosepiece so it was cut down to 1in × 26mm and installed into
the nosepiece. To limit laser power at the sample an optical density filter was employed.
3.2.4 632.8nm HeNe Continuous Wave laser Setup
Laser power of the 632.8nm CW laser at source was as follows, 20mW, after
neutral density filter 16mW, after mirror is 15.5mW and at sample is 14.6mW.. Laser
power is cut down with a neutral density filter(≥OD2) and acquisition time is 100ms.
As with the 532nm Raman stopline filter the standard size was too big for this nosepiece
and was cut to 1in × 26mm.
3.2.5 Crystal Violet Spectrum as Standard
To make insure the system is calibrated correctly a known and well characterized
Raman standard of crystal violet was used Wang et al. [2013b] A spectrum was collected
with the 532nm laser to insure accuracy of instrument (alignment and calibration) and
signal. See figure 3.4 for crystal Violet spectrum. Crystal Violet was also used as a
calibration standard for spectral processing which will be discussed in 3.7.
3.2.6 Confocal Reflectance Imaging
A complete description of the imaging procedure is given in appendix D.
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Figure 3.3: Raman Set up Schematic
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Figure 3.4: Crystal Violet Spectrum
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3.3 Raman Experimental Parameters
The microRaman system was set up and optimized for the measurement of cells
with and without SERS enhancement using gold nanoparticles. This was achieved by
finding optimum settings for biological samples for collection of suitable spectra with
constructive peak signal information. In these experiments the 1200blz/150mm grating
was used and the ROI chosen was 650cm−1 -2400cm−1 . The 1200blz/750mm grating
had a spectral dispersion of ∼1 cm−1 per pixel. The confocal microscope system allowed for sample analysis and measurement with little to no sample preparation. The
ROI of 650-1800cm−1 was selected because this region gives molecular spectral information pertinent to cellular activity and is considered a fingerprint region for cellular
biomolecules. The region between 1800-2800 cm−1 is considered the silent region
where most biological molecules do not produce significant Raman scattering signal.
Proteins, nucleic acids and lipids are what establish the features of Raman spectra of
cells due to their main vibrational modes of the bonds N-H, C=O, C-H, and P=O. This
limited the Raman bands to the wavenumber region 600cm−1 -1800 cm1. Kann et al.
[2015], Mitchell et al. [2010] SERS spectra and images were acquired after focusing
the laser beam to an area of interest on cells adhered to the glass coverslip. Brightfield
imaging was used to focus on cell or cellular structure of interest. Before each set of
Raman spectra, a Brightfield image was taken with the AMscope MU900 camera. Then
the brightfield light was turned off after image acquisition and Raman spectra of the cell
sample were collected. Figure 3.5 and 3.6 are typical brightfield images before Raman
measurement of NIH 3T3 cells and C2C12 cells with the laser spot focused. Once the
Raman measurements were finished another image was taken of the sample for quality
assurance of the focus and insuring cell had not detached from the coverslip. To prepare
cells for analysis, they were passaged into 25mm petri dished with a coverslip and let
grow for 12 hours. After 12 hours, the cells are dosed with either gold nanospheres or
deionized water as a control. The coverslip was taken out of the dish and placed face
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Figure 3.5: NIH 3T3 Cell with laser focused on it on the microRaman setup
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Figure 3.6: C2C12 cell with laser focused on it on the microRaman setup
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down on a slide glass and sealed. Sealing the cells in with some growth media allowed
the cells to survive longer in situ which in turn allowed for additional data collection.
The top of the coverslip was cleaned and then placed under the microscope for Raman
measurements. To be able to make the microfluidic device measurements, the cells were
first grown to a high cell density. This was accomplished by letting the cells reach confluency, which takes a minimum of 24 hours in a 25mm petri dish. Once confluent, they
were then trypsinized, diluted with cell culture growth media and injected into the microfluidic device via syringe pump with a flow rate of 0.03µL per hour. The cells were
trapped inside the device and Raman measurements were taken.
3.4 Gold Nanoparticle Engineering Design Parameters
Many considerations had to be made in order to engineer a nanoparticle that
would be compatible with a biological system and have suitable Raman signal for SERS
enhancement The effects of gold nanoparticle interactions with cells are dependent on
many factors that include dose, cellular exposure time, and the gold nanoparticle properties such as surface chemistry and net charge, size, morphology, and modification. Wang
and Yu [2015] Gold nanoparticle toxicity is dependent on size, morphology surface
chemistry, particular cell type and model being tested and surface properties. Hua et al.
[2016] The following appealing properties described for gold nanoparticles account for
the emphasis on gold nanoparticles as the model particle system for this experimental
method.
In order to perform SERS enhancement for data collection, cellular uptake studies were done. The gold nanoparticle dosage concentration for cellular uptake studies
was chosen from Connor et al. [2005]. The authors used a 25 µM concentration of
spherical 18nm citrate stabilized gold nanoparticle without cytotoxicity for 24 hours,
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including gold nanoparticle uptake. To insure normal cellular activity and minimal perturbation of cellular function a reduced concentration of gold nanoparticles was used of
3 × 1012 AuNP/ml. Calculated in Chapter 4.6.2).
Spherical gold nanoparticles of 18-20nm are suitable for SERS studies in cellular
systems due to their rapid cellular uptake, optical properties, and biocompatiblity. Kann
et al. [2015] Gold nanoparticles with a diameter of 18nm were shown to have effective
penetration into cells without cytotoxicity. Winston et al. [2014]
Gold nanoparticles have unique surface chemistry. The conducting properties
of gold are such that both charged and uncharged species will physisorb to the gold
surface. Certain molecular groups, thiols and amines, extremely strong covalent bonds
are formed (40kJ/mole and 15 kJ/Mole respectively) These properties make for facile
attachment of biomolecules and functionalization. (reference) Gold nanoparticles also
have a large surface area due to their easily and readily functionalizable surface. Large
surface area combined with high ligand binding affinity make gold nanoparticles exceptional therapeutic agents because they are capable to bear a high ligand pay load that
can include, drugs, antibodies, gene therapies etc. Winston et al. [2014]
Part of the consideration of designing the gold nanoparticles is choice of stabilizer. To prevent aggregation gold nanoparticle had to be stabilized early. Albanese
and Chan [2011] As described in 2.8.1, there are many choices for gold nanoparticle
coatings for stabilization. For these methods the polymer Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)
was chosen over other coatings described in 2.8.1 PVP stabilized the gold nanoparticles
so that they would not aggregate under physiological conditions. In addition, PVP, can
stabilize the gold nanoparticles for a wide range of pH’s. Pinkhasova et al. [2012] PVP
also effectively displaces the citrate anions from the citrate reduction gold nanoparticle
synthesis that could interfere with Raman scatter and ligand interaction Pinkhasova et al.
[2012]
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As part of proof of principal, for PVP coating stability, the gold nanoparticles
used for cellular studies were placed into salt concentrations found inside of cellular cytoplasm (0.150M KCl and 0.015M NaCl) Lodish et al. [2006] in increased and decreased
salt concentrations to show stability (0.2, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.05M KCl and 0.02, 0.01,
0.015, and 0.005M NaCl). The measurements were made using UV-Vis absorbance and
Dynamic Light scattering measurements. If the gold nanoparticles were aggregating and
destabilizing the UV-Absorbance peak around 520nm should either shift, disappear or
begin to flatten. In the Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements the size distribution around 20nm should broaden, become polydisperse or have a peak distribution at a
larger size signifying aggregation.
As seen in figure 3.7 and 3.8 the UV-Vis and DLS measurements of the gold

Figure 3.7: UV Vis spectra of 20nm spherical gold nanoparticles in varying salt concentrations. Physiologically relevant concentrations are 0.15M KCl and 0.015M NaCl.
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Figure 3.8: DLS stabililty measurement of Gold nanoparticles coated with PVP.
DLSmeasurements of 20nm spherical gold nanoparticles in varying salt concentrations.
Physiologically relevant concentrations are 0.15M KCl and 0.015M NaCl
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nanoparticles coated in PVP show that they are stable not only in physiologically
relevant conditions but in low and high concentrations of salt. Figure 3.7 and 3.8
demonstrate that even at higher than physiologically relevant salt concentrations the
gold nanoparticles did not aggregate.
3.4.1 Optical Criteria for Gold Nanoparticles and Sample Compatibility
Gold nanoparticles have unique optical properties that make them advantageous
for Raman measurements. In order to engineer and determine the best size gold nanoparticle for this method and system, another consideration is which wavelength the particle
would most efficiently scatter light for best Raman signal. Therefore, not only does
the nanoparticle have to be biological stable and biocompatible but it must fulfill certain optical criteria. Other instrumental considerations for optical criteria fulfillment
were diffraction grating efficiency and detector sensitivity for use with engineered gold
nanoparticles and cellular system.
3.4.2 Choice of Excitation Wavelength
The first optical criteria for gold nanoparticles considered was the excitation
wavelength. The choice of excitation wavelength is not only dependent on the nanoparticle but on sample type as well. Since the intensity of Raman scatter depends on the
inverse of the fourth power of the wavelength (see eqn 3.4.1) it is preferable to use
a shorter wavelength but as described in Chapter 2.6, this is destructive for biological systems due to their ability to strongly absorb optical energy especially at shorter
wavelengths i.e. Ultraviolet (UV).
Biological samples exhibit natural autofluorescence. LaPlant [2010] Unfortunately this poses a problem in Raman measurements. To reduce fluorescence, the
excitation wavelength can be altered. Common wavelength used for reduction of fluorescence with biological samples are 785nm, 830nm and 1064nm. LaPlant [2010] The
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scattering efficiency of some of the different lasers used in Raman measurements can
be seen in Figure 3.9s Regrettably the Raman Signal is reduced by a factor of 3.5 using

Figure 3.9: Relative Scattering efficiency of different wavelengths used for Raman measurements. Colors correlate with color of laser source. 532nm and 633nm are highlighted since they were both used in these studies. Adapted from LaPlant [2010].
the 785nm excitation source and is even further reduced the shorter the wavelength. LaPlant [2010] A 632.8nm laser was tested and used to gather preliminary cellular data.
The 632.8nm laser had less sample degradation with cells, since cell damage increases
at longer excitation wavelengths. Gold nanoparticles are unique because they can also
have SERS enhancement from 600nm to 1200nm. Israelsen et al. [2015] However, the
shorter excitation wavelength had a strong decrease in Raman scattering intensity. Kann
et al. [2015] See Figure 3.9 for 632.8 scattering efficiency. Kann et al. [2015] contrary
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parameters had to be considered when choosing a wavelength appropriate for these experiments. Raman scattering efficiency is proportional to λ4 , where λ is the scattered
wavelength. Therefore, Raman scattering at 532nm is more efficient than at 785nm and
16 times better than at 1064nm. This phenomenon is described mathematically:

Pscattered ∝

I0
λ4

(3.4.1)

Where P is defined as the scattered photons, I0 is the excitation wavelength (Incident
wavelength, laser), and λ is the wavelength.
Higher laser power and longer scan time can overcome some of the signal reduction for example the excitation wavelength 1064nm uses 1-2W for measurement.
LaPlant [2010] However these high laser powers are destructive to biological samples
and can lead to changes in the sample such as causing apoptotic pathways to be activated
and cell death. LaPlant [2010] There are protective schemes used to mitigate some of
these effects unfortunately they are perturbative to the system and would interfere in
normal cellular processes. LaPlant [2010] Therefore, it would hinder in the collecting
of data for cells that are healthy verses disease transitioning for this project.
Laser power was also an important consideration when dealing with biological
systems. High power densities on the sample cause damage to thermally sensitive biological samples. Laser power must be carefully optimized to ensure sample longevity
during measurements. Byrne et al. [2016] Many experiments were run to optimize these
ranges. Another way to mitigate laser power effects was to reduce integration time
which reduces potential damage to the sample. However, there was an increase in the
signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum which is important to consider when taking noisy
data. Therefore, a careful balance must be maintained between minimally damaging the
sample and gathering acceptable data with acceptable Raman signal. In these experiments, several measurements were taken before finding optimal laser power, integration
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times and focal depth, to reduce sample damage, increase signal and adjust signal for
data collection.
Ultimately the excitation wavelength of 532nm was chosen for cellular studies.
Even though the 532nm laser can produce some fluorescent signals in biological samples, it increases Raman scattering efficiency and requires less power from the laser
and shorter integration times which is crucial in biological systems for damage reduction. The 532nm excitation wavelength compromises between autofluorescence and
Raman signal intensity for living cells. Cree [2011] Another factor to consider is that
glass coverslips have a substantial background especially at NIR wavelengths of 785nm.
However, a 532nm wavelength reduces this background substantially. Kann et al. [2015]
When considering wavelength not only must the biology be considered but the whole
system, including the gold nanoparticles themselves. PVP has autofluorescence and
can be fluoresced using longer wavelength excitation sources. The 532nm laser plus
the gold nanoparticle should mitigate any fluorescence from the PVP. Therefore, any
fluorescence seen in the Raman spectra is from the autofluorescent biomolecules
In designing the gold nanoparticle, the optimal excitation wavelength for SERS
enhancement was calculated from its Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR).
Ideally the LSPR peak, λLSPR , should be between the excitation wavelength, λ0 , and the
Raman wavelength of interest, λR . Israelsen et al. [2015] It can be expressed mathematically in the following equation.

λLSPR =

λ0 + λR
2

(3.4.2)

Using equation 3.4.2 for the spherical 20nm gold nanoparticles, the λLSPR calculated
was ∼520nm which, facilitates a strong resonance Raman effect using the 532nm laser.
The resonance Raman effect was triggered by utilizing a laser wavelength close to or on
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the absorption band of the molecule(s) of interest, the gold nanoparticles, which resulted
in strong Raman scattering. Freshney [2010]
This effect of size on scattering cross section can be seen in Figure 3.10. The

Figure 3.10: Gold nanoparticle scattering cross-section. Normalized scattering crosssectional area for spherical gold nanoparticles of diameters ranging from 590 nm. Data
was obtained from a simulation using a Mie theory program called Mie Plot available
online Laven [2016]
scattering cross section of gold nanoparticles of different diameters (starting at 5nm to
90nm in diameter) modeled by the mathematical program Mie Plot. In figure 3.10, the
plot shows that the larger particles scatter at shorter wavelengths and smaller particles
scatter at smaller wavelength. Absorbance effects can be seen in Figure 3.11. of spherical gold nanoparticles from 5nm-90nm. The absorbance of a 20nm spherical particle is
around 520nm. Small particles have a blue resonance and scatter red and larger particles have a red resonance and scatter blue. As particle size goes up, scattering dominates
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Figure 3.11: Absorbance for spherical Gold nanoparticles. Normalized absorbance for
spherical gold nanoparticles of diameters ranging from 590 nm. Data was obtained from
a Mie theory program called Mie Plot simulation available onlineLaven [2016]
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over absorption. Less light would be absorbed into the sample from the particle. For
purposes of Raman measurements this would be desirable for good signal. However
more scattering of light would also increase local heating which would be detrimental
to a biological sample. Therefore, in designing and engineering a gold nanoparticle with
a sized diameter that balances these two properties is vital for delicate samples like cells.
Change in nanoparticle size can be observed by the naked eye and approximate
size of gold nanoparticles can be estimated colorimetrically. In Figure 3.12 is an image

Figure 3.12: Synthesized gold nanoparticles developed in the Mason Lab. Yellow is gold
salt which nanoparticles are made from. Pinkish color is small particles from around
5nm in diameter through teal that are around 100nm in diameter.
of synthesized gold nanoparticles ordered from Gold salt (yellow) then gold nanoparticles around 5-8nm (red) to larger particles around 100nm (blue) developed in the Mason
Lab. The colors follow the theoretical curves from figures 3.10 and 3.11.
Ultimately based on the theoretical models and calculations, the gold nanoparticle chosen for this method and system was a 20nm spherical gold nanoparticle. In
figure 3.13, the final gold nanoparticle is shown with its plotted theoretical scattering,
absorbance and extinction coefficient. This engineered gold nanoparticle fulfills the criteria of being compatible with a cellular system and optically efficient at Raman scatter
for SERS enhancement.
Consideration were also made for the integration of microfluidic devices. The
choice of the laser power, together with the magnification of the objective lens, governs
the power applied per unit volume for use in microfluidic devices. A larger spot size
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Figure 3.13: Final design of engineered gold nanoparticle for method. 20nm spherical
gold nanoparticle shown with data simulated from a Mie theory simulation using Mie
Plot available online Laven [2016].
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allows the use of larger laser powers. Generally, at magnifications of 40× or higher is
better to keep the laser power under 1 mW for long exposure times. Note that flowing
fluids will tend to dissipate heat and remove damaged analytes from the focal region,
thereby allowing higher laser powers to be used.
3.5 Gold Nanoparticle Procedures
3.5.1 Nanoparticle Synthesis and Characterization
Synthesis procedures are based in well-established single-phase water-based reduction methods modified from Turkevich 1951Pelli and Bex [2013] using citrate reduction of gold salts. An aqueous solution of 25mM gold chloride and a reducing agent,
50mM solution of sodium citrate, was prepared. A 500ml round bottom flask (RBF)
with a stir bar and 200ml of 18MΩ water was prepared. The RBF was placed in
a hot oil bath and heated to 85◦ C. When temperature reached a steady state, 4ml of
Tetrachloroauric acid (gold chloride solution) was added to the RBF followed by rapid
continuous stirring. The 4ml of the reducing agent Sodium Citrate, is added to the solution. This reduction reaction caused the Au3+ ions to be reduced to neutral gold atoms
as seen in the reaction below.
Au3+ → Au0

(3.5.1)

The Gold solution was left to stir continuously for 2 hours at 85◦ C to complete reaction
and insure a uniform size distribution. During this two-hour period the clear solution
became a dark murky red. Chemically, during the color change, more neutral gold atoms
formed and as the solution became supersaturated the gold gradually began to precipitate
in the form of sub-nanometer particles. The rest of the reduced gold atoms that form
stick to the existing particles, to finally form gold nanoparticles.
Finally, when the reaction was complete after two hours it turned a deep red
wine color. The RBF containing the solution is then lifted out of the oil bath and let
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cool to room temperature. Once cooled to room temperature the colloid was then stabilized by the rapid addition of 0.4gm of PVP followed by continuous stirring for 12
hours. Once stable the gold colloid size and morphology was characterized using standard techniques of UV-vis absorbance spectroscopy, DLS and Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM).
All glassware used was cleaned with aqua regia (1:3 ratio of HNO3: HCl) and
rinsed thoroughly with ultrapure (Milli-Q, 18.2 MΩ cm) water. All solutions that included water were prepared with ultrapure Milli-Q water unless stated otherwise. Tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4.3H2O), sodium citrate tribasic, were purchased from SigmaAldrich and Fischer Scientific respectively and used without further purification.
3.6 Data Processing Methods
3.6.1 Spectral Processing of Raman Spectra
Careful considerations needed to be taken when processing Raman data as to
not distort data, lose signal or create false signal. There are several standard analysis techniques employed in Raman signal data processing including different types of
noise filtering techniques, normalization and statistics. Processing methods are strongly
sample dependent. Biological samples are complex and inherently noisy due to the heterogeneous mix of biomolecules. Due to the low signal to noise ratio found in Raman
spectra of biological samples it is important to apply the correct spectral processing
techniques. Palonpon et al. [2013] In analyzing Raman Spectra of biological molecules
it is imperative to filter out as much noise as possible without signal disruption.
Other types of noise such as the appearance of fluorescence background, CCD
background noise, Gaussian noise and cosmic noise need to be also taken into consideration. Salman et al. [2015] Ideally the Raman instrument would obtain high resolution
data that would reduce noise and increase signal but at this time instruments are limited
in their data collection ability of low signal to noise samples. Therefore, to uncover
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meaningful data processing is a way to overcome issues with noisy data by clarifying signal and filtering out noise. In this processing method developed the following
features are included. 1.) Low sensitivity to slowly varying backgrounds such as autofluorescence from cells. 2.) Ability to distinguish low signal from noise. 3.) Ability to
compare large sets of data in a meaningful way.
The use of multivariate analysis with large Raman data sets allows for the analysis of multiple spectra simultaneously and independently for an effective comparison
between spectra and groups of spectra within a dataset. The whole spectrum must be
considered not just a single value. This allows the ability for identifying trends that
could contain spectral markers of disease, identification of nanoparticle containing spectra, response to external stimuli etc. Lasch [2012] Raman spectra of cells are similar
and include peaks from typical biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids and lipids.
The information of importance is the changes in these areas between cell types, cell
states, cell cycle, disease state etc. The spectral processing method developed spectrally
compare NIH 3T3 cells and C2C12 cells with and without gold nanoparticles (SERS
enhanced) as a proof of concept for application across cell types and disease states.
3.6.2 Normalization, Background Correction and Spectral Flattening
To normalize a Raman spectrum, spectral flattening or background correction is
used to remove sample background noise. Raman Spectra needs to be baseline corrected
to increase the comparability between sets of data. Polynomial baseline correction is
used in Raman spectral analysis to flatten the baseline from contributions of fluorescence. Bocklitz et al. [2011] In this process an nth-order polynomial function is used
to fit spectral data points. Byrne et al. [2016] To avoid artifacts and data distortion a
low-order polynomial should be used. Subtracting the polynomial from the spectra will
remove or reduce the fluorescence interference and generate the Raman peaks. Lasch
[2012] This establishes a relation between column numbers of the CCD detector and the
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individual Raman lines. Polynomial curve fitting is used in biological samples because
it accounts for much of their autofluorescence. Lasch [2012]
Performing a baseline correction is to increase the comparability between different experiments. Normalization is used to identify and remove sources of systematic
variation from the sample or instrumental variations such as its detector sensitivity, optical length, and intensity variations of the excitation source. This gives an effective
comparison across sets of heterogeneous samples. Lasch [2012] Normalization factors out the intensity fluctuations and systematic failures, simplifying the detection of
structural changes in the sample spectra. Zhao et al. [2008]
3.6.3 The Rolling Ball Filter
A rolling circle or sometimes called a rolling ball filter is used to subtract spectral
background noise. The basic concept is a circle or ball that is mathematically calculated
to have a certain radius that is greater than the Raman linewidths and significantly less
than the curvature of the background Brandt et al. [2006] This calculated circle then rolls
under the spectrum and subtracts the fragments of the curve whose radius of curvature is
greater than the radius of the circle and the background is subtracted leaving the signal
unchanged. Brandt et al. [2006] The center of the circle is recorded during the process
and the path of the circle is then subtracted from data. In figure 3.14 is an example of

Figure 3.14: Example of rolling ball background removal.
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the application of this method to a spectrum. The circle radius can be changed to best
fit data sets. Care needs to be taken that signal is not subtracted out as well, if the circle
is made too large signal is lost.
3.6.4 Noise Filtering
There is a certain amount of noise in taking spectral data that can come from the
sample, the instrument and baseline drift. The spectral data can be filtered to remove
unwanted frequencies from the signals to be analyzed. Lasch [2012] There are several
methods and filters that can be applied to the data to reduce noise and increase signal
without distorting data A low pass noise filter reduces random noise but care must be
taken to not filter too much because then the signal can be distorted. Lasch [2012] The
low pass filter attenuates high frequencies and retains the low frequencies.
3.6.5 Boxcar Averaging or Pixel Binning
Boxcar averaging or pixel binning is mathematically taking 2 or more pixels or
point values on a spectrum that are in row and averaging them together thereby replacing
those points to one-point value on the spectrum. When this happens, it can also be called
’binning’, where pixels from a given array are grouped together into a larger ’bin’. Lasch
[2012] In this way signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is improved and reduces the number of
signals required to be processed, but it reduces resolution. Lasch [2012] It is important
to not ’bin’ too many points together and distort or lose data.
3.6.6 Signal to Noise Ratios
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a measure that compares the level of signal (meaningful information) to noise. Lasch [2012] Ideally signal should be high and noise
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low. Unfortunately, biological samples are complex and biomolecules have weak signal which reduces signal to noise. Therefore, it is important to have a method that can
recover Raman signal. Lasch [2012]
There are many ways to define SNR in spectroscopic systems, the most traditional however is where the signal S is the average number of photoelectrons at a
given wavelength collected over many measurements. For Raman spectral measurements the intensity or signal is measured above any background noise. Welvaert and
Rosseel [2013] The standard deviation of intensities at dead regions without any peak is
generally considered noise. Noise fluctuations are sample type dependent. Chen et al.
[2014] The total associated noise at the same wavelength is defined as the standard deviation (σ) of the n individual measurements used to determine the mean signal. The
resulting signal to noise can then be calculated as:
v
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(3.6.1)

In using a CCD detector, the ratio is defined as the ratio of the mean pixel value
to the standard deviation of the pixel vales where N is the average pixel value and σ
the standard deviation (noise) over the pixel values. For Raman spectra, the SNR can
be calculated by taking the mean signal intensity over a region of interest (ROI) and
dividing it by the standard deviation of the signal. For this Raman system, a CCD is
used to collect signal. There are three primary sources of noise in the CCD: (1) Photon
noise. (2) Dark noise. (3) Read Noise. These all must be factored in when doing SNR
calculations. The most important source of noise is shot noise. Shot-noise arises from
the fact that the signals are quantized, and shows a statistical variation which obeys a
Poisson distribution. McCreery [2005b] SNR can be taken for a single set of data or for
a large set of data. For cellular data, the SNRs are calculated in sets.
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3.6.7 Contrast to Noise Ratio
Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) analysis are generally done on image analysis
like Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or conventional photos but can easily be applied to Raman spectroscopy. Contrast-to-noise ratios are the ratio of the estimated point
by point or pixel by pixel contrast (difference) in signal and noise between two different
sets of data. The final result is a spectrum of values that fluctuate around 0 on the xaxis and the values above or below zero are indicative of areas of differences. In image
analysis the contrast is quantified as luminance from background. Gautam et al. [2015]
The calculated CNR spectrum fluctuates around zero, and the larger the peak
whether negative or positive, the more dissimilar the two spectra are at that point. The
smaller and closer to zero the fluctuations become the more similar that region is between the data sets. CNRs alone are not precise enough to look at differences (contrast)
between two sets of data due to noise. Therefore, it is important to filter out as much
noise as possible before calculating contrast, which is done by the techniques mentioned
previously. The basic equation of CNR is:

CN R =

Ii − Ij
σ(Ii − Ij )

(3.6.2)

Where Ii is the average signal of one set of grouped spectral data and Ij is the average
of a second set of grouped spectral data that is to be compared. Where σ is the average
standard deviation of both spectra subtracted from each other (Ii − Ij ). The CNR spectrum provides information by eliminating non-informative variables from the spectrum,
i.e. Raman peak signals that are the same.
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3.7 Proof of Concept and troubleshooting using Raman Standards
Raw spectral data from samples was processed using a custom LabVIEW program developed in-house, that applied flattening, normalization, filtering and CNR calculations to compare and examine differences between spectral data sets. The spectral
data collected from cell lines NIH 3T3 and C2C12, with and without gold nanoparticles,
were collected using the WinSpec program with file extension .spe are grouped into file
folders by sample parameter i.e. NIH 3T3 control, C2C12 Control, NIH 3T3 with gold
nanoparticles and C2C12 with gold nanoparticles. The sorted raw spectral data was
then loaded into the LabVIEW program folder. A mean spectrum was calculated for
the sorted raw data sets and then flattened and normalized to mitigate spectral information loss in processing. The mean processed spectrum was uploaded to Origin software
which has a function that will identify significant peaks. Those peaks were then analyzed
and given structural assignments. After the data was processed it then was compared to
another set of processed grouped spectral data by extracting differences using a point by
point contrast to noise ratio. The samples sets compared differences between cells of the
same type with and without SERS enhancement and two different cell types (NIH 3T3
verses C2C12) with and without SERS enhancement. The mean spectrum for the two
data sets compared are subtracted from each other and divided by their mean standard
deviation. This process gave an output in the form of a CNR spectrum that exposed and
plotted peaks in positions where the two mean spectra differ.
To calibrate the x-axis for accurate wavenumbers, a Raman standard of crystal
violet was used to calibrate the LabVIEW program that converted the x-axis from pixels
to relative wavenumbers (cm−1 ) by inputting 5 known crystal violet peaks (804cm−1 ,
1176cm−1 , 1436cm−1 , 1534cm−1 , and 1586cm−1 ) at the correct pixel.
For LabVIEW program optimization and proof of concept, two spectra from
two spectroscopically different standard Raman probes, Crystal Violet and Malachite
Green were fully analyzed using the custom LabVIEW program. See Figure 1 and 2
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for spectral processing of crystal violet and malachite green. For each sample, there are
4 spectra shown in Figure 3.15 and 3.16 that correlate with the four steps described of

Figure 3.15: Full processing of Crystal Violet Spectrum. Starting with Raw and finishing with fully processed.
spectral processing. The first step was to take the raw data and flatten it. The data was
flattened using a 3rd order polynomial function for baseline correction to account for
contributions of fluorescence from the sample. Benedek et al. [2000] For spectral (filtering)smoothing a low pass filter was used. The last step in processing as is seen in the
4th spectrum of figures 3.15 and 3.16 of crystal violet and Malachite green, respectively,
is using a 5-point boxcar filter. These settings were optimized for processing and used
for all Raman spectral data analysis here on out.
Once the spectra were processed as seen in figure 3.17a of crystal violet and
malachite green, then SNR calculations were made for all the spectra in one data set
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Figure 3.16: Process of reducing raw data for Malachite Green. Starting with Raw and
finishing with fully processed.
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(a) Fully processed spectra of Crystal violet and Malachite green side by side.

(b) Spectra from Malachite Green and Crystal Violet overlapped.
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(c) CNR comparison spectrum of Crystal Violet Spectrum and Malachite Green Spectrum that
combine the SNR differences from spectra in A.

Figure 3.17: Comparison spectra of Crystal Violet and Malachite Green
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and averaged together for a single mean signal to noise ratio. In Figure 3.17b the two
processed spectra of malachite green and crystal violet are overlapped. The differences
are seen qualitatively. The two spectra have a different Raman signal peak pattern. A
CNR spectrum will give a quantitative measure of just how different the two spectra.
In order to calculate a CNR spectrum each data set had a mean SNR calculated. The
calculations for CNR spectra can be applied to any set of spectral data that needs to be
compared. Fig 3.17 is the CNR spectrum of crystal violet and malachite green. The
qualitative assessment is supported by large CNR differences with peaks reaching 25.
Normally the ratios approach one. For subtle differences like in cells these ratios will be
much smaller.
The CNR was calculated on a processed mean spectrum of a set of spectra per
sample condition i.e. NIH 3T3 cells without SERS Enhancement and SERS enhancement. In Fig 3.17 of the CNR spectrum between malachite green and crystal violet show
large areas of contrast. The CNR reaches -20 on the y axis signifying the two samples
were extremely different. In the cells, due to homogeneity of biomolecules and cellular composition the differences are less distinct. When viewing their CNR spectrum
the values do not reach one. This type of analysis can show the assessable differences
between cells even with noisy data and similar sample type.
3.8 Integrated Raman and microfluidic device
3.8.1 Microfluidic Device
A microfluidic device was designed to position a single cell for Raman spectroscopic characterization in the Smith Lab at LASST. (All microfluidic device development and manufacturing was done at LASST in the Smith Lab by Joseph Fricks and
Chia-tsen Yeh.) As seen in the schematic in Figure 3.18 the microfluidic device was
placed on the sample stage with inlet and outlet tubing threaded through the bottom of
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of Raman and device
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the sample stage. The Raman set up was the same throughout all Raman experiments
only changes were in the sample platform.
The design of the microfluidic device had to be optimized so that a single cell
would be trapped and could be visualized under a Brightfield light and withstand Raman
measurements without damaging the cell. A microfluidic device was designed around
the average cell size of 10µm and design was modeled in AutoCAD and COMSOL seen
in figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Microfluidic device Comsol and autoCAD design and model. Circled area
is optimal for cell trapping. By Joseph Fricks of the Smith Lab.
Afterwards it was experimentally tested using polystyrene beads (FluoSpheres)
of a homogenous size distribution of 10µm. In Figure 3.19 the mirofluidic channels
that have more red color have increased flow and the channels with more blue color
have decreased flow. Ideally, the cells would settle into a channel with decreased flow.
This would keep the cells less stressed and would insure entrapment of the cells for
measurement.
For silicon wafer design standard photolithography methods were used. The
following steps are show in figure 3.20. A photomask plate was created. The plate
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Figure 3.20: Microfluidic device construction process from mask to silicon wafer. Process of transferring design mask to the silicon wafer by Joseph Fricks of the Smith
Lab.
consists of a glass plate with a thin chrome surface which is covered with a thin photoresitive film. The pattern that was designed in AutoCAD is then enetered into a pattern
generator and the design is made on the mask through small segment exposure to UV
light. The photoresist was then developed by removing the segments exposed to the UV
light which exposes the chrome layer. The chrome was then dissolved using a chemical
etchant and then the original photoresist was removed to transfer the wafer.
Once the pattern was transferred the microfluidic channels were then made by
using deep reactive ion etching to an approximate depth of 16µm seen in figure 3.21.
Lastly, a final passivating film was deposited. Micropatterned Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) was using this mask/mold, seen in Figure 3.22.
To change the hydrophobicity of the PDMS from hydrophobic to hydrophilic to
enable the microfluidic device to function properly, a plasma treatment of the PDMS was
done. It changed the properties of the surface by introducing polar groups. The PDMS
segments were separated into devices and bonded to glass coverslips. The fluid flow was
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Figure 3.21: Etched Silicon wafer with microfluidic device pattern. The Silicon wafer
after etching by Joseph Fricks of the Smith Lab.
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Figure 3.22: Micropatterened PDMS by Joseph Fricks of the Smith Lab.
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connected to the device via two inlet and two outlet channels seen in figure 3.23. The

Figure 3.23: Constructed microfluidic device with attached tubing. Joseph Fricks and
Chia-tsen Yeh of the Smith Lab
device was integrated into the microRaman set up and tested and characterized. The
microfluidic in the actual Raman set up is shown in figure 3.24.
A solution of FluoSpheres were made and flowed through the device to check
for trapping efficiency of the channels. See figure 3.25 of bright field images with beads
trapped in a channel and a lower magnification image of many channels with beads.
Figure 3.26 shows that the microfluidic device was able to be imaged for use in confocal
reflectance imaging experiments.
3.8.2 Raman Testing of microfluidic device plus bead
Once the microfluidic device had beads trapped it was placed under the confocal
microRaman set up using the 532nm laser. A spectrum of a channel without a bead
and a channel with a bead were taken and compared. There was a spectral difference
between the two conditions. Two peaks at 1018 cm−1 and 1085 cm−1 appeared with the
addition of the bead. As proof of concept to show that the peaks were from the beads
and not inference a Raman spectrum of just the beads in water was taken. The peaks
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Figure 3.24: The microfluidic device under microscope. Testing of microfluidic device
with Fluosphere polystyrene beads
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(a) Image of the device

(b) Close up of device by Joseph Fricks of the Smith Lab

Figure 3.25: Microfluidic device with trapped polystyrene beads (FluoSpheres)
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Figure 3.26: Confocal Reflectance image of microdevice. 100µm x 100 µm, 532nm
laser, 150 pixels per line
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of the beads were consistent with the peaks found with beads in the device and did not
appear in the spectrum of the device without the beads.
3.8.3 Syringe Pump
To pump media, cells and nanoparticles through the device a syringe pump
(NE-1000 single channel programmable syringe pump, fig. 3.28) was connected and
programmed using a custom in-house programmed LabVIEW program called NE-1000
Syringe Pump Programmer v3 which was modified to work with the microfluidic device. A 1ml syringe was secured onto the pump and connected to the microfluidic
device via tubing. A flow rate of 0.5µl per minute was used to pump cells in and a flow
rate of 0.03µl per minute was used continuously for media change over when cells were
trapped.
3.8.4 The Memory effect
The integration of microRaman and a microfluidic device does have some drawbacks to consider. One being the ’memory effect’ This is because some of the analytes
stick to the surface of the microchannels in the microfluidic device causing unwanted interactions. Some of the methods to overcome this is using disposable devices. Another
is to clean the device after each usage or protect the microchannels during the experiment to avoid analyte interactions. One of the methods employed is using a segmented
flow system in which a thin layer of oil is used to protect the microchannel from contamination Jain et al. [2006], Ye et al. [2007] Some of the other methods involve chemically
changing the properties of the microchannels wall and making them hydrophobic. The
way the memory effect was avoided in these experiments was using different devices
for the control and the nanoparticle dosing to avoid contamination. The channels were
also thoroughly cleaned and purged between uses. Figure 3.29
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(a) Raman spectrum of device during testing without Fluospheres.

(b) Raman spectrum of device during testing with Fluospheres.
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(c) Raman spectrum of device during testing with Fluospheres in solution.

Figure 3.27: Raman Spectra of Device during testing with, and without, FluoSpheres.A.
without FluoSpheres, B. with FluoSpheres and C. FluoSpheres in solution.
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Figure 3.28: NE-1000 Syringe Pump and syringe

Figure 3.29: Final set up of microRaman, device and syringe pump.
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3.9 Uptake studies
3.9.1 Preparation of Adherent Cell Culture Procedures
Two adherent cell lines were obtained: NIH 3T3 and C2C12. These two cell
lines were chosen due to their specific properties and large representation of major cell
types in the body. For cell culture background see 2.10 and for full cell culture protocols
and procedures See Appendix C. Both cell lines are representative of two types of cells,
fibroblasts and myoblasts. They are used because they could determine the mechanisms
of cell cycle and disease transition that other types of cells in the body may undergo in
vivo.
NIH 3T3 cells, as seen in figure 3.30, are murine embryonic fibroblasts, that

Figure 3.30: Brightfield and darkfield of NIH 3T3 cells
are readily available, cheap, well characterized, and an immortalized model cell line.
Subsequently, making NIH 3T3 cells an effective model at method optimization. The
NIH 3T3 cell are fibroblasts which are the most common cell type in the body and are
associated with diseases such as fibrosis, cancer, aging and foreign body response. Holt
and Grainger [2011] They are representative of a type of quickly replicating cell that has
been shown to contribute to tumor growth. Kalluri and Zeisberg [2006] Fibroblasts are
mesenchymal cells that are most common in connective tissue. Their main function is
to maintain the structural integrity of connective tissue by excreting extracellular matrix
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proteins like collagens, glycosaminoglycans, and glycoproteins. Connective tissue is
one of four main types of tissue in the body. Embryonic connective tissue like the NIH
3T3 cells, include bone, cartilage and blood. NIH 3T3 cells can differentiated in vitro
into adipogenic, chondrogenic and osteogenic cell lineages. Horton et al. [2011]
NIH 3T3 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM)
with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin + Streptomycin (PS) and subcultured every 2-3 days at 85% confluency.
C2C12 cells as seen in figure 3.31 are well-established, widely used, murine

Figure 3.31: Brightfield and Darkfield of C2C12 cells.
myoblasts used commonly as a skeletal muscle model. They can be easily and quickly
differentiated in cell culture into myotubes leading to observations of cell changes that
can be studied in real time. C2C12 differentiation is commonly used to study cellular
mechanisms of muscle mass development and maintenance. Murphy16. Skeletal muscle is the largest organ in the human body composing 50% body mass. Murphy16. The
skeletal muscles are responsible for whole-body metabolism, energy homeostasis, locomotion and serve as a body protein pool, all which are important for long term health
and quality of life. Murphy et al. [2016] The C2C12s are a good model for studying
cell health and disease transition due to their large representation in the body and ease
of differentiation for studying cellular changes in vitro.
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The C2C12 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM)
with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum) FBS and 1% Penicillin G + Streptomycin (PS) and sub
cultured every 1-3 days at 50-70% confluency. C2C12 myoblasts double every 18 hours
so it was imperative to check them daily. Cells should not reach confluency unless they
are to be differentiated. Sub culturing involved rinsing the cells with 0.25% Trypsin0.53mM EDTA to remove traces of serum that contains trypsin inhibitor. Then 2-3mL
of trypsin were added to the flask and let sit in the sterile biological safety cabinet at
room temperature 5-15minutes for cells to detach. They were checked under the light
microscope for detachment. If cells were having difficulty detaching, then they were
placed into the incubator for 5 minute increments. To avoid clumping the cells could
not be agitated or shaken while detaching. Once cells were detached then the trypsin cell
suspension was pipetted into a 15ml conical with 5-8ml of warmed complete DMEM
media. The cells were spun down at 1300rpm for 5 minutes in megafuge (Heraeus
Megafuge 1.0R). Once cells were spun into a pellet the supernatant was pipetted off and
cell pellet was re-suspended in 5ml of warm complete DMEM media. Then the cell
suspension was distributed into 1:8 ratios into culture vessels. The ratios are dependent
on culture vessel size but generally C2C12 cells are cultured in T75 Flasks.
To differentiate the C2C12 cells as seen in Figure 3.32, there are several methods

Figure 3.32: Bright and dark field Images of C2C12 differentiated. Left side: Bright
field Images of C2C12 differentiated. Right side: Darkfield image of C2C12 differentiated
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employed. One method is to let them grow to confluency and change media often.
Sometimes cells will not differentiate so to stimulate them they can be serum starved
for a few days, meaning their media is without FBS. Then regular media with FBS is
given back. Another method is to make their media with 2% horse serum. There was
success with all methods except when passage numbers increased it was more difficult
to differentiate C2C12 cells without using the serum starvation or horse serum methods.
3.10 Gold Nanoparticle Uptake Studies of NIH 3T3 and C2C12
To be able to take SERS spectra of living cells it is critical to understand the
dynamic interactions between the gold nanoparticles and the living cells especially at
the particle and single cell level to insure minimal perturbation to cellular function. The
affinity for and cellular uptake of the gold nanospheres needed to be understood to insure
success of SERS. The cellular uptake studies were done with a biologically high gold
nanoparticle concentration of 4.01×1011 to insure uptake, and efficacy of SERS. Uptake
was monitored over 48 hours to choose optimal time point for measurements.
3.10.1 Protocol for Slide Preparation and Cell Imaging
For darkfield uptake studies, when NIH 3T3 cells reached 85% confluency and
C2C12 cells reached 50% confluency, the cells were split into 25mm petri dishes with
sterilized 25mm × 25mm glass coverslips. Each dish contained 3ml of cell growth
media. Cells were grown for 12 hours and then dosed with 0.5ml of DI water or 0.5mL
gold nanospheres at a concentration of 2×1011 gold nanoparticles/0.5ml. (see Sec. 4.6.2
for dosing concentrations.) From this point forward any data labeled with ’control’ was
dosed with 0.5ml water and samples labeled ’spheres’ or ’dosed’ were dosed with 0.5ml
of gold nanoparticles. The water was used as a control to show that differences in data
are from the addition of particles not the deionized water.
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The coverslip was removed from the petri dish, and then placed cell side down
on slide glass and sealed to avoid drying during imaging. The adherent cells were sandwiched between the two glass surfaces. Lens paper was used to clean the coverslip from
cellular debris for clear imaging. A dish per time point was prepared since the samples
were destroyed for measurements.
The cells were imaged using the darkfield (Leitz Microscope) at several different
time points, hours 0, 2 ,4, 6, 12, 24, and 48 hours. For insurance of usable images 510 images at random locations on the coverslip were taken using an Amscope MU900
camera at magnifications 10×, 20×, and 40×. A scale bar was added post imaging
using protocol found in Appendix E. C2C12 cells followed the same protocol for uptake
studies as the NIH3T3 cells.
3.10.2 Protocol for analysis: Particle Counting with ImageJ
An initial qualitative assessment was done comparing the darkfield images of
control cells with the cells with nanoparticles. Images from control cells and cells with
nanoparticles were examined side by side and visually identified for cellular uptake
markedly at time points 12 and 24 hour. The program ImageJ was then used to provide
a quantitative assessment estimate of the concentration of gold nanoparticles contained
in a cell via colorimetric analysis. ImageJ is a commonly used scientific software that
is a free, cross-platform image analysis tool developed by the NIH. The ’J’ in ImageJ
stands for Java the programming language in which it is written. The source code is
public domain and is readily extended by adding extra features in the form of plug-ins,
macros or scripts. It can be downloaded for free from http://imagej.net.
In order to analyze gold nanoparticle concentration in a single cell, images were
carefully obtained of cells that were not clustered. Once an image of a cell was taken a
pre-processing step of edge detection for the region of interest (the cell) is accomplished
using Microsoft paint.
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The segmentation of the background as described was for reducing R255 signal and insuring that analysis did not include nanoparticles in extracellular space giving
falsely elevated nanoparticle concentrations. In Figure 3.33a shows a cell without preprocessing of background subtraction, and in 3.33b shows the same cell after edge
detection for background subtraction.
The images taken were digital so they were comprised of pixels. Each pixel has
a numeric value associated with detected light emitted from the sample. The numerical
value is important because qualitatively two pixels can look the same but have different
pixel values and vice versa. Therefore, it was important to breakdown the images into
pixel values.
In the analysis the images were treated as RGB images meaning the channel
colors in the image are fixed to 8-bit red, green and blue channels. There are 256 (28)
intensity graduations which can be assigned to a pixel meaning that for a black and white
image the intensity 0 is black and the intensity 255 is white and everything in between
is a shade of gray. The higher the bits the more intensity graduations. For example, in
a 16-bit image it would be 216 or 65,536 intensity graduations with 0 being black and
65,536 being white. For image analysis thresholding techniques were used for the red
channel. Thresholding or segmentation is when pixels are separated by intensity values
of those that fall into the desired range and those that do not.
A macro was written in ImageJ to detect all pixels in an image that exceeded
specified criteria on hue, saturation, and brightness. The thresholds set for these parameters were set such that only the color of gold nanoparticles fell within the threshold,
ideally selecting only the gold nanoparticles and none of the cell or the extracellular
space. The assumption made was that red was associated with gold nanoparticles. In
Figure 3.34 the result of the testing of this method was tested with just gold nanoparticles
for validation. It will be further explained in following sections.
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(a) before edge detection

(b) after edge detection

Figure 3.33: Darkfield Microscopy images of a NIH 3T3 cell
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Figure 3.34: Gold nanoparticles (20nm) using the R255 Filtering process showing the
pixel intensity (counts) value correlating with image.
After the pixels that met the criteria were identified by the program, they were
all converted to red pixels (100% R, 0% B, 0% G) so that they were distinct from other
pixels in the image. ImageJ detects color based on pixel combinations of red, blue, and
green. Pure red in a 8-bit image was R255, which denotes the pixel intensity (count)
value for all pixels in the red channel for the image. The blue and green channels were
set to 0 so that B=0, and G=0.
The R255 pixel count did not represent the number of particles in a cell; only the
number of pixels that could compose particles in the image. To provide a more quantitative measurement, images from a sample that had been analyzed and attributed with an
R255 value were also analyzed with a manual particle counting macro in ImageJ. The
macro counted assumed particles in the R255 channel. The approximate number of particles counted in a cell by the ImageJ macro was plotted against the R255 channel pixel
intensity(count) value, which showed a linear correlation. The slope of that line was
used to calculate the approximate number of gold nanoparticle in a cell given its R255
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pixel intensity value. In this way, an approximate value was placed on the qualitative
observations in the darkfield microscope.
As a proof of concept, a background of gold nanoparticles in just solution was
taken under the darkfield and processed with the R255 Channel only shown and with
the R255 completely removed. In Figure 3.34 the process is shown with the darkfield
image of the gold nanoparticles. The first image is the gold nanoparticles under the
darkfield microscope without any image alteration. The second image shows just the
red R255 channel. The nanoparticles appear bright and distinct. Then the last image is
the original image with the R255 channel removed. Most of the gold nanoparticle red
channel signal disappears. This confirms that the R255 channel is where most of the
gold nanoparticles are observed. Thus, making it a good approximation of cellular gold
nanoparticle uptake.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Gold Nanoparticle Characterization Results and Analysis
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements were taken using a zeta sizer
(Malvern Nano ZS system based on light scattering technique). The DLS gave a measurement based on refractive index of the particle medium. The % number measurement
is used to measure the hydrodynamic radius using optical properties of the particles derived from the intensity distribution using Mie theory Lasch [2012] The results can
be seen in Fig 4.1. DLS not only gives average size but average size distribution of

Figure 4.1: Hydrodynamic radius measurement.
the nanoparticles. Hua et al. [2016] Even in monodispersed samples such as the gold
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nanoparticles used for these experiments, a small size distribution in diameter is common because nucleation and nanoparticle formation is not an instantaneous process.
There is some variance in sizes however the bulk of the particles should be within 2%
of the desired diameter. Hackley and Clogston [2011] From Figure 4.1 of the DLS
measurements the bulk of the nanoparticles are within 2% of the 18-20nm range.
Absorbance spectra was acquired using an Ocean Optics UV-vis spectrophotometer, with a 1cm borosilicate cuvette. The UV-Vis has a characteristic absorption
for gold spheres around 520nm which is seen in figure 4.2. The typical positions of

Figure 4.2: UV-Vis spectrum of gold nanoparticles and simulated UV-Vis absorbance
spectrum using mathematical computer program Mie Plot.
the surface Plasmon maximum absorption wavelength of 520nm correlate to absorption
maxima correspond to spherical (or nearly spherical) nanoparticles with a characteristic
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average diameter between 2 and 100 nm. The theoretical UV-Vis abs is plotted in figure
4.2 along with actual results, showing that they are similar.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were collected at the University of Maine Microscopy Facility using the Philips/FEI CM10 a high-resolution
instrument (point resolution 0.5 nm; lattice resolution 0.3 nm). TEM confirms average
core diameter and morphology. See Figure 4.3 for TEM image. From UV-Vis, DLS and

Figure 4.3: Gold nanoparticles TEM image.
TEM characterization data the gold nanoparticles were on average 18-20nm in diameter
and spherical in shape with a narrow size distribution.
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Once the nanoparticles were characterized they were concentrated and cleaned
of salts and synthesis by-products by centrifugation. The protocol for centrifugation
of gold nanoparticles is as follows. The gold nanoparticles were distributed into 1.5ml
conicals. They were then spun on a table top microfuge (Fischer Scientific accuSpin
Micro R) for 30 minutes at 13,000rpm which was optimal for gold nanoparticle recovery
and removal of non-gold nanoparticle by-products. The supernatant was decanted and
the pellet was transferred into a new vial to a final volume of 30ml. Higher centrifugation
was also tested and found unnecessary since the lower centrifugation was effective for
gold nanoparticle recovery and by-product removal.
The gold nanoparticles were stored in amber vials with nonreactive caps. When
gold nanoparticles were ready to be used, they were diluted with deionized water for
desired concentration. One synthesis produced enough gold nanoparticles for all experiments described.
4.1.1 Proof of Gold Nanoparticle Stability
As proof of concept that the spherical 20nm Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) stabilized gold nanoparticles do in fact promote Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
(SERS) enhancement, Raman spectra were taken of Crystal violet at 10µM and 25µM
concentrations, PVP stabilized gold nanoparticles alone and Crystal violet plus gold
nanoparticles. The SERS effect can clearly be seen in the spectral overlay, Fig. 4.4. The
higher the concentration of gold the greater the enhancement.
4.2 Uptake Results and Analysis
Darkfield Microscopy was used to obtain images for time dependent cellular
uptake of gold nanospheres and was quantitatively analyzed using the computer program ImageJ. From the ImageJ analysis described in 3.10.2, the time points for large
amounts of gold nanoparticle concentration inside of the cell are chosen for the reliable
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Figure 4.4: Overlay of Raman Spectra from just gold nanoparticles, Crystal violet at
25µM and 10µM and Gold nanoparticles 2 OD plus crystal violet 25µM and gold
nanoparticles 0.5OD plus Crystal Violet 10µM
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probability of SERS enhancement. Images of cells post gold nanoparticle dosing were
performed at 0, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24 and 48-hour time points. The time points were chosen
for uptake studies to be consistent with other nanoparticle uptake studies in literature.
Hardy 2013 Analysis was performed on those images to observe the time at which the
most gold nanoparticles were localized in cells. The assumption was that the higher the
concentration of gold nanoparticles the greater the chance of SERS enhancement.
From the images taken with the darkfield microscope, there is a visual qualitatively difference between controls and cells with gold nanoparticles. The cells with
gold nanoparticles have noticeable orange/red material. Figure 4.5 shows an image of a

Figure 4.5: Darkfield Microscopy images of NIH 3T3 cells for uptake analysis. (A)
Cells without gold nanospheres at 12-hour exposure. (B) NIH 3T3 Cells with gold
nanospheres at 12-hour exposure
NIH 3T3 cell control (Fig 4.5A) and an NIH 3T3 with gold nanoparticles(Fig 4.5B) at a
12-hour time point, There is a visual difference in the color of material localized within
the cells.
The figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the R255 intensity for the NIH 3T3 cells and C2C12
cells controls and with gold nanoparticles throughout the time points. The correlating
images for all time points can be seen in figures 4.8. and 4.9 The optimal time point
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Figure 4.6: Uptake of gold nanoparticles NIH 3T3
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Figure 4.7: Calculated cellular uptake of C2C12 cells with and without gold nanoparticles.

Figure 4.8: Uptake images of NIH 3T3 Cells at major time points.
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Figure 4.9: Uptake images of C2C12 Cells at major time points.
range for uptake of the NIH 3T3 cells for SERS measurements, was 6-12 hours. large
variability in cellular uptake.
In the C2C12 cells the highest uptake was between 4-24 hours. The large span
of time for gold nanoparticle uptake as compared with the NIH 3T3 cellular uptake for
the C2C12 cells could be attributed to the growth pattern of the cells. The C2C12s proliferated quickly and grew in groups that are more tissue-like so the gold nanoparticles
were trapped between the cells rather than freely moving in the culture media. This
feature also made analysis of C2C12 cells difficult. From the cellular groups the gold
nanoparticle concentration could be falsely elvated.
For analysis it was important not to have a high cell density so that analysis
could be done on a single cell. Due to the high proliferation rate of the C2C12 cells
and their high cell density at later time points the ImageJ analysis became completely
unreliable. In figure 4.10 an image of the C2C12 cells at the time point of 48 hours
under the darkfield microscope is showing the high density that hindered measurement.
To validate the consistency of the C2C12 growth rate several experiments were done
at the time points 24 and 48 hour. The images from those experiments were similar to
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Figure 4.10: C2C12 Cells at time point 48 hour with gold nanoparticles.
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figure 4.10. Since data could not be reasonably analyzed nor practical for single cell
measurements using SERS, those time points were no longer performed.
Cellular uptake data had high variability after the 12 hour time point. This was
another consideration for the time point choice. A consistent uptake of gold nanoparticles was desired. Those time points were chosen even though when seeing update data
there is a large amount of R255 intensity, considering the error, the 12 hour time point
was increased over the previous time points. After 12 hours the error increased suggesting that the cells with gold nanoparticles were extremely variable in R255 channel
intensity.
This could be a characteristic of a cellular gold nanoparticle system. Some of
the variability can be accounted to the cell’s interaction with gold nanoparticles. This
would indicate that cells were uptaking and expelling nanoparticles at different rates
therefore gold nanoparticle concentrations would be variable from cell to cell. Cells
were constantly uptaking and expelling nanoparticles.
The C2C12 cells have no error bars due to their difficulty in being measured.
Their high turnover rate and growth in clusters, made single cell analysis problematic.
So approximate uptake was calculated using images that were not just single cells which
could falsely elevate R255 intensity. However qualitatively the R255 intensity was representative.
This could contribute to the large differences seen in the R255 channel intensity
between control and cells with gold nanoparticles especially compared with NIH 3T3
cells. Ultimately the time point chosen for C2C12s cells was due to the fact that the
high cell turn over did not allow for measurements after 24 hours. Cell were grouped
in clusters together and determining focus on a single cell was challenging. Plus, with
tightly packed cells the gold nanoparticles could get trapped between cells which could
affect Raman peak signal. They could potentially be amplifying plasma membrane protein signals which could affect results by masking signal from low abundance proteins.
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Visually the gold nanoparticle distribution between cells was fluctuating. Variability of
R255 intensity at different time points could be attributed to nanoparticle dosage for individual cells. How readily a cell uptakes nanoparticles could be dependent on its point
in the cell cycle. Nanoparticles were uptaken and expelled at different rates causing gold
nanoparticle concentration to be inconsistent.
The 12-hour time point was chosen for the NIH 3T3 cells for SERS enhancement
because it had less variability in the R255 intensity than the 24-hour time point but
a higher average R255 intensity than time points 2 and 6. A higher R255 intensity
was desired since it likely correlated with higher number of gold nanoparticles uptaken
which could increase the likelihood of SERS enhancement.
The results of the uptake indicated but did not guarantee adequate time points for
SERS measurements. Quantification was variable and problematic. When considering
this method for other cell lines a cellular uptake trial needs to be run for experimental
optimization since uptake is variable between cell lines. Several other cell lines such as
U2OS, CHO, HepG2, RBL, F9, MCF-7, and HeLa cells were used in some preliminary
studies but ultimately not analyzed or chosen for Raman studies. Some of the issues
experienced with the other cell lines were long proliferation and doubling time, difficulties identifying cellular structures and difficult morphology and growth patterns for
preliminary Raman measurements using this analysis. The cell to cell variability made
it difficult to quantitatively and definitely choose a time point. Other cellular processes
contributed to the R55 intensity as demonstrated by the control variability. This analysis
method needs further investigation.
4.3 Preliminary Raman Cellular Data
In order to optimize measurements and data collection several preliminary experiments were done. The Raman measurements needed to be reproducible with high
signal to noise. The first set of parameters probed was deciding how to collect data
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on the cell itself. The first method was to focus the laser spot on the nucleus and the
cytoplasm of the cell and observe a spectroscopic difference between the two.
U2OS cells a human osteosarcoma cell line, were used in this set of experiments.
They are cells were chosen due to their robustness, fast growth and ease of culturing.
Eventually these cells were not used due to the fact they are a cancer cell line and likely
have mutations in cellular pathways. In order to establish baseline measurements for
comparison, it was decided that a non-cancerous cell line would be better for experimental optimization. The experiments were moved to more stable, non-diseased and
well-studied cell lines.
The U2OS cells were mounted on a coverslip and placed under the microscope.
Brightfield microscopy was used to target the structure of interest. The Raman measurements were performed with a 532nm laser excitation source, using a 1200/750nm Blz
grating, integration time of 60seconds and a selected ROI 800cm−1 -2600cm−1 . Data
was averaged over multiple cells. A few selected Raman peak signals in regions that
are known to be associated with nucleic acids and cytoplasm proteins were selected for
statistical comparison The regions with Raman peak signals as seen in Fig 4.11 was
significantly different. The difference validated the use of Raman to discern differences
between biologically similar samples suggesting that the overall method would work.
Unfortunately, the signal to noise was poor. In order to be sensitive to subtle changes like in disease transitions or cell cycle signaling the sample needs to have
low variability. Different parts of the cell have different functions that are continuously
happening. The perpetual processes in cellular functions makes it difficult to quantify
spectroscopically structured parts of the cell because results are very dependent on relative spatial factors, resolution of the instrument, excitation wavelength, under sampling
of the same process continuously, and focusing in the same spot and same focal depth
each time.
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Figure 4.11: Mean spectra of U2OS cell cytoplasm and nucleus. Specta overlaid for
comparison with statistics applied to prominent peaks calculating for significant differences.
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In order to measure in a consistent manner, the measurements with the Raman
needed to not depend specific cellular structures that are highly variable but on the cell
itself. A method considered to overcome the cellular variability was to increase spot
size to include the entire cell for measurement. When adjusting spot and viewing the cell
another issue became quickly apparent. As in figure 4.12A when spot size was increased

Figure 4.12: Schematic of Laser spot size. A) Laser spot size that would cover the whole
cell but some of the space around it. B.) Focused spot size in the cell.
to include the entire cell the spot itself was not guaranteed to include only the cell. To
make an accurate measurement need to reduce the spot size like in figure 4.12B. It was
possible to get Raman signal from surround material and confounding spectroscopic
results. Another issue would be that the entire cell gives a large distribution of different
proteins and biomolecules making signal to noise indistinguishable.
The system had to be designed so that the Raman measurements are less dependent on where they are taken. To insure fidelity of Raman measurements the cytoplasm
was chosen to take measurements on. The cytoplasm is less structured and also is a
location in which biomarkers are found. The cytoplasm would also be the simplest to
identify under the microscope and would relieve some of the accuracy needed in insuring
same focal depth with each measurement
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Biomarkers can also be found in the cell nucleus but if using gold nanoparticles
for SERS enhancement the nucleus would be a poor choice. Gold nanoparticle will
cross the plasma membrane but will not cross the nuclear membrane without significant
perturbation. Therefore, if SERS enhancement is to be used then the nucleus would
make a poor choice of focus for measurements.
The gold nanoparticles used for SERS enhancement in this method, described
in section 3.4 , were engineered to be ’stealth’ particles so that they had no binding
affinity to a specific target. The probability of measuring a low abundance protein increases as more proteins have the ability to interact with the gold nanoparticle. In the
cytoplasm the gold nanoparticles have a chance to interact with a larger variety of proteins/biomolecules.
4.4 Microfluidic device testing
A microfluidic device was designed and made as described in Chapter 3.8 for
integration with the confocal microRaman set up. Unfortunately, there were several
structural issues with the microfluidic device. Without a fiduciary mark it was difficult
to navigate and recognize location within the device and if the measurement was being
done on the same cell. The tubing inlets had leaked so that measurements could not
be taken and samples were lost. Physically the cell trapping channels were not trapping many cells. The cells that did get trapped were unable to withstand the pressure of
being trapped in the channel and would stretch and burst causing measurements to be
inaccurate and incomplete See Figure 4.13 for an image of trapped cell that burst. Unfortunately, the polystyrene beads tested were not a good model comparison for cells.
Cells are not rigid due to their cell membranes which are a fluid assembly of amphiphilic
molecules in a two-dimensional liquid crystalline structure. Which means that the membrane is rigid enough to form a stable container but it allows for lateral transport of
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Figure 4.13: Image of C2C12 trapped in microfluidic device. Red circle shows where
cell is ’leaking’ organelles. Image taken within 5 minutes of capturing the cell.
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various constituents and differential permeability for elements coming in and out of the
cell. Espinosa et al. [2011]
Another consideration is that cell surface shear viscoelasticity will be effected
when the cell is in a fluid flow and then trapped with some fluid pressure in the channel cavity. Microfluidic Raman data was unable to be collected. A new device design
is needed for success of trapping single cells for measurements over time. This is addressed in chapter 6.
4.5 Spectral Analysis Method using LabVIEW
4.5.1 Raman Spectra of Biological systems, peak analysis and assignment
MicroRaman Spectroscopy and SERS techniques utilizing gold nanoparticles,
were applied to investigate the Raman spectra for spectral identifiers/biomarkers of NIH
3T3 and C2C12 cells. Experimental procedure is fully described in Chapt. 3.
Laser power over 15mW caused cells to detach from the coverslip which indicated cellular stress or apoptosis. Measurements could not be made on the detached
cells. The C2C12 cells could withstand higher laser powers up to 15mW while NIH 3T3
cells did not survive over 9mW of power. To standardize measurements, laser power was
at 9mW for all cellular data collected. Several hundred spectra were taken to optimize
these settings per laser (532nm and 632.8nm), cell line, and cellular platform (microfluidic device, coverslip on slide glass and welled slide glass) The optimal settings were
with laser source at 532nm(2.33eV), laser power of 9mW, and spectra recorded with
acquisition times of 3060 s with 15-30 accumulations per spectrum.
4.5.2 Cellular Raman and SERS Results
Raman data of NIH 3T3 and C2C12 cell lines are collected and processed using the custom in-house developed LabVIEW program described in Chapter 3.2. Post
spectral processing results of significant peaks and their structural assignments are listed
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for each data set in Tables G.1, G.2, G.3 and G.4. Significant peaks that did not have
assignments are also listed as potential identifiers/biomarkers for future investigation.
Processed spectral data is then compared between data sets to look at differences using
a point by point contrast to noise ratio. The samples sets compared differences between
cells of the same type with and without SERS enhancement and two different cell types
(NIH 3T3 verses C2C12) with and without SERS enhancement(with and without gold
nanoparticles). See Figure 4.14 and 4.15 for a CNR spectra of cellular data of C2C12

Figure 4.14: Point by Point CNR Spectrum comparison of C2C12 cells with Gold
nanoparticles (SERS enhanced) and C2C12 controls (no nanoparticles).
and NIH 3T3 cells with and without SERS enhancement.
The collected raw data and the processing and noise filtering stages for a mean
spectrum that was applied to CNR calculations will be described in detail in the following sections, 4.5.3 and 4.5.4
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Figure 4.15: CNR comparison spectrum of NIH 3T3 and C2C12 SERS Enhanced. Areas
of interest highlighted
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4.5.3 NIH 3T3 Raman Analysis
In Figure 4.16 a representative raw mean Raman spectrum of an NIH 3T3 cell

Figure 4.16: NIH 3T3 step by step processing of a control mean spectrum. NIH 3T3 control mean spectrum undergoing step-by-step spectral processing from raw to processed
for peak analysis.
is presented and demonstrates a broad nonstructured background. Following flattening
a relatively noisy and unstructured weak signal remains. Little can be said based on
the limited information found in this spectrum. Given the biochemical complexity of
the cell and the relatively weak unenhanced Raman signal a weak unstructured spectrum is not unexpected. Fibroblasts like the NIH 3T3 cells, main function is to produce
and maintain the extracellular matrix (ECM). In particular biomolecules such as collagen. Chhour et al. [2016]In particular biomolecules such as collagen are known to
exist at relatively high levels in the ECM. Furthermore, in previous studies of cells, that
also have high collagen content like epithelial cells, it has been shown that they have
high intrinsic fluorescence (autofluorescence).Espinosa et al. [2011]. Autofluorescence
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could also contribute to a broad unstructured background. While generally undesirable
for Raman measurements, this characteristic in itself could be considered an identifier
of tissue/cell type i.e. NIH 3T3 cells. What is clear is that lacking enhancement the
observed Raman spectra is of such limited signal quality that quantitative comparison
would be difficult. figure 4.17, with gold nanoparticles, some of the autofluorescence is

Figure 4.17: NIH 3T3 with gold nanoparticles step by step processing. NIH 3T3 with
Gold nanoparticles mean spectrum undergoing step-by-step spectral processing from
raw to processed for peak analysis.
overcome and spectral peaks become more resolved.
Once processed the spectrum still is nonstructured., In figure 4.17 the two mean
spectra from the NIH 3T3 cells control and SERS enhances were overlaid and the background in the controls is larger. The peaks most prominent in the control mean spectrum
the raw mean spectrum of the SERS enhanced NIH 3T3 cells in figure 4.17. In figure
4.18 the nonstructured spectrum is reduced. the two mean spectra from the NIH 3T3
cells control and SERS enhances were overlaid and the background in the controls is
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Figure 4.18: Overlay of mean NIH 3T3 spectra with and without SERS enhancement
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larger. The peaks most prominent in the control mean spectrum (Found in G, table G.1)
were from signals associated with abundant cellular biomolecules, such as lipids, proteins and collagen. Collagen associated peaks, 973cm−1 , 1067cm−1 , and 1174cm−1 are
expected with fibroblastic cells like the NIH 3T3s. Togo et al. [2011] The peak signals found in the regions between 800-980cm−1 are also associated with collagen. The
signals from collagen likely masked biomolecules that were less abundant and could
signify cellular health and disease state. However strong the spectral signal of collagen
could be used as a spectral identifier/biomarker for the NIH 3T3 cells
The peaks found in the NIH 3T3 spectra at 828cm−1 , 891cm−1 , 893cm−1 ,
928cm−1 , 929cm−1 , and 1067cm−1 , are all associated with Proline and/or Hydroxyproline. Proline is critical in whole-body protein synthesis and structure, metabolism
(especially in synthesis of arginine, polyamines and glutamate via pyrroline-5carboxylate, peak signals also found in spectra), nutrition, wound healing, anti-oxidative
reactions and immune responses. Georgakoudi et al. [2002] There is a high physiological requirement for proline because of the involvement it has in these processes. Kann
et al. [2015] Proline and Hydroxyproline are the most abundant in collagen and milk
proteins. One-third of amino acids in the collagen proteins account for approximately
30% of proteins in the body. Wu et al. [2011] Proline has also shown to be a key
component in the differentiation of cells. Wu et al. [2011]In cells especially like NIH
3T3 cells that are associated with connective tissues and are high in collagen, Proline
spectral peaks could be an indicator of cellular health, differentiation and growth.
In Figure 4.19 the areas of interest are highlighted in green, these are areas of
activity in which changes could signify cell cycle state, cellular health and cell line
differences. When comparing the SERS and non-SERS spectrum, in Figure 4.20 the
major peaks of enhancement (those peaks on the CNR that are the largest, negative or
positive) are associated with collagen, lipids and proteins which fibroblastic cells, like
NIH 3T3, have in abundance. The SERS enhanced the collagen and collagen associated
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Figure 4.19: NIH 3T3 processed Spectra of controls and SERS enhanced with areas of
interest highlighted.
peaks. Collagen composition and type vary on cellular function and type so the further
exploration of these regions could pinpoint a spectral identifier or marker for NIH 3T3
cells
4.5.4 C2C12 Analysis
The C2C12 cells undergo the same spectral processing as the NIH 3T3 cells and
are shown in figures 4.21 and 4.22. There are many candidates for spectral identifiers/markers seen in Figure 4.23 and G Tables G.3 and G.4 of spectral peak assignments.
The C2C12 Raman spectra had a peak signal at 1122cm−1 that is associated with saccharides. This peak could be a spectral marker for myoblastic cell health indicating
cells are proliferating. Glycosaminoglycans are sulfated linear polysaccharides that are
associated with protein-forming proteoglycans. They have been shown to be involved
in cell growth and differentiation. Types of these polysaccharides are associated with
myoblast differentiation into myotubulues. They also play a key role for intracellular
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Figure 4.20: Point by Point CNR Spectrum comparison of NIH 3T3 cells with Gold
nanoparticles (SERS enhanced) and NIH 3T3 controls (no nanoparticles)
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Figure 4.21: C2C12 control mean spectrum undergoing step-by-step spectral processing
from raw to processed for peak analysis
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Figure 4.22: C2C12 with Gold nanoparticles mean spectrum undergoing step-by-step
spectral processing from raw to processed for peak analysis.

Figure 4.23: C2C12 processed spectral data of control and SERS enhanced spectra with
areas of interest highlighted.
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calcium concentrations to control differentiation of myoblasts. Talari et al. [2015] The
intensity and appearance of saccharide peaks could indicate differentiation state of the
C2C12 cells.
There were several peak signals in the Raman spectra of the C2C12 cells that are
associated with high energy production and cell proliferation which is consistent with
muscle and blastic cells. Spectra of muscle cells have strong signals of tyrosine, proline,
amide III, cholesterol, and cholesterol esters, which is seen in the Raman spectra of the
C2C12 Cells, peaks at 666 cm−1 , 928cm,-1, 1174cm−1 , 1210cm−1 , cm−1 , 1268cm−1 ,
1348cm−1 , 1350cm−1 , 1465cm−1 , and 1459cm−1 .
Phosphatidylserine in the Raman spectra of the C2C12 cells has a peak at
733cm−1 . It is the most abundant negatively charged phospholipid in eukaryotic membranes. Once it loses its asymmetry it is an early indicator of apoptosis. Kong et al.
[2015] This loss of asymmetry makes Phosphatidylserine a unique possible spectral
marker or indicator of disease state and apoptotic cells. It is especially of interest since
symmetry rules are important in creating Raman signal. Following symmetry rules the
less symmetrical the molecule becomes the less intense the peak signal should become.
Therefore, a strong and intense Raman peak signal could indicate diseased or defective
cells.
In the Raman spectra of the C2C12 cells at 1061cm−1 there is an intense peak
signal that correlates with Ceramide. Ceramide is the structural core of the sphingoid
base sphingosine Martelly et al. [2010] Sphingosine is a lipid that is synthesized from
serine and the activated fatty acid palmitoyl-CoA. Leventis and Grinstein [2010] There
are several peaks in the spectra identified that correlate with lipids and a peak at 733cm−1
that is associated with phosphatidylserine. Ceramide has been shown to be involved in
activating pathways that de-phosphorylate a variety of key factors in regulating proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation. Bieberich [2008] Ceramide is generated when a
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cell is stressed and can lead to apoptosis. Bieberich [2008] Ceramide peak intensity and
appearance could be a potential marker for cellular health and stress.
Cells that are proliferating at a high rate have a high rate of protein synthesis and
large amount of nucleic acids. The C2C12 cellular mean spectra from both controls and
SERS enhanced had an abundance of signals from nucleic acids at 666cm−1 , 1268cm-,
1348cm−1 and amino acids and proteins, 928cm−1 , 1028cm−1 , 1029cm−1 , 1126cm−1 ,
1174cm−1 , 1210cm−1 , 1268cm−1 , 1466, 1480, 1521, 1523, 1566, 1568, 1606, 1713,
and 1742cm−1 . This is due to the fact that C2C12s have high cell proliferation rate
(a doubling rate every 18 hours) characteristic to this cell line and blastic cell lines
in general. These peak signals should lower in intensity as cells slow growth, reach
senescence, or differentiate. The protein and nucleic acid regions should be closely
observed when observing cellular proliferation rates. An unusual amount of activity
in these regions could indicate uncontrolled cell growth which is associated with many
diseases of the cell cycle such as cancer.
In Figure 4.24 an overlay of the two mean spectra from the C2C12 cells with
gold nanoparticles and without is shown. From the overlay there is a visual signal
increase of around two fold of the peaks. However, for a more quantitative measurement a CNR spectrum is calculated. The CNR spectrum of C2C12 control compared to
SERS enhanced show larger differences in the protein and nucleic acid sections of the
spectra. Notably the peak signals at 987cm−1 , 1178cm−1 and 1351cm−1 . These three
peak signals are in areas that are important in evaluating cell proliferation as described
in previous paragraphs. The SERS enhancement of these areas in the C2C12 cells is
promising due to the ability to increase peak signal to noise for important biomolecules
associated with cellular growth and health 4.25
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Figure 4.24: Overlay of mean Raman spectra of C2C12 SERS and non SERS enhanced
spectra
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Figure 4.25: Point by Point CNR Spectrum comparison of C2C12 cells with Gold
nanoparticles (SERS enhanced) and C2C12 controls (no nanoparticles).
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4.5.5 Comparison of C2C12 Cells and NIH 3T3
When comparing the two cell types, NIH 3T3 and C2C12 cells, both with and
without SERS enhancement using the CNR spectra, there are differences, notably in
peak signals within sections 1,2 and 4 in labeled CNR spectra in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.
This region correlates with nucleic acids and proteins which are in greater abundance
during cell growth and proliferation. It is of particular interest because changes in these
regions could indicate cellular health and stress responses.
The peak signal at 1268cm−1 in section 4 that correlates with nucleic acids is
prominent. The data supports that C2C12 cells have a higher proliferation rate than the
NIH 3T3 cells through image studies with the darkfield and Raman spectral peak signal
assignments (see Appendix G). These three sections are important when considering
diseases like cancer that have the characteristic of uncontrolled cell growth. An increase
in peak signal in these regions could signify defective cell cycle. When examining areas
of interest for spectral identifiers/biomarkers regions of interest are sections 1,2 and 4.
The spectral data from the C2C12 cells with and without gold nanoparticles
have less noise from autofluorescence as compared with the NIH 3T3 cellular spectral
data. This difference can be attributed from the difference in collagen content found in
fibroblasts verses myoblasts. Peaks 1068cm−1 and 1172cm−1 in both CNR spectra (fig
4.14 and 4.15) are associated with collagen. The difference between the two cell lines
indicates that collagen regions are indicative of cell type and function.
The peak signal at 733cm−1 is only seen significantly in SERS enhanced CNR
spectra. It is associated with phosphatidylserine. As described in previous sections
this protein is indicative of cellular health. If this peaks begins to disappear the cells
are becoming stable and as it increases the cells are becoming unstable. The SERS
enhancement of phosphatidylserine is important and could be an indicator of average
cell health across cell lines.
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The peak signal at 1350cm−1 or 1352cm−1 was in both control CNR spectra and
enhanced CNR spectra. This peak signal range correlates with the amino acid Tryptophan Sanchez-Rojo et al. [2016] Tryptophan is a vital amino acid that interacts with the
membrane interface in stabilizing membrane proteins and contributing to hydrophobic
mismatch response. It also plays an important role in protein folding and in structures
and activities of different peptides and proteins. Fogarty et al. [2014] The degradation of
tryptophan has been associated with inflammatory reactions in a variety of disease states.
Talari et al. [2015] Inflammation is a stress response and this would make Tryptophan
peaks and their changes indicators of cellular health, stress, and disease state.
The CNR spectra show many areas for identifiers and biomarker mining. The
SERS Enhanced spectra exposed additional biomolecules not seen in non-enhanced Raman spectra, like the defined collagen peak signals, and phosphatidylserine peak signals.
The SERS enhanced peak signal regions which are associated with cellular health, stress
and disease were enhanced in both sets of spectra more. The areas the cells were
different or contrasting were areas that can be explained by cell type. The NIH 3T3
cells had peaks that mostly correlated with structural proteins and collagen. While the
C2C12 cells had peaks that correlated with nucleic acids and proteins, that correlate with
high proliferation rate and high cellular metabolism. Regions of interest have spectral
changes that can be predictive of cell type. These spectral differences correlate with
expected cellular activity. Certain regions routinely show significant differences in the
CNR Raman spectra.
4.6 Calculations of SERS Enhancement in the Focal Volume
In order to understand SERS enhancement in a cellular system, the number of
gold nanoparticles within a focal volume must be considered. The focal volume is the
area in which a microRaman measurement is made. It is dependent on spot size and
sample. Cells are approximately 1µM tall so the focal volume was assumed to be a
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cylinder 1µM high and a circular area dependent on the diffraction limit. The maximum
possible number of analytes that can be detected must be calculated as a concentration
in the focal volume itself. To calculate focal volume for this instrumental setup and
sample system, the following equations were used:

Vf ocal = πr2 h

(4.6.1)

where Vf ocal is the focal volume, h is defined as the height of the cell, taken to be 1µm,
r is the radius of the cell, taken to be 250nm. Therefore the experimental focal volume
is
2
Vf ocal = π 25 × 10−7 (1 × 10−4 ) = 2 × 10−12 cm3

(4.6.2)

This is the focal volume in which a Raman measurement was made in a cellular system. In this focal volume the interactions dictate the measurement quality. Now the
behavior of the system within the focal volume must be considered. To do so calculations were made on maximum number of particles that could be found within the focal
volume, number of molecules that could interact/bind with the gold nanoparticles, the
binding affinity of the gold nanoparticles for SERS enhancement and maximum SERS
enhancement possible within the focal volume. These calculations will be described in
the following sections.
4.6.1 Luminous (Raman) Flux Calculations
In general, the total Raman signal generated in a volume of sample is:

IL = (N − n)IL σR + nIL σr G
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(4.6.3)

Where: N = total number of molecules being probed, n = total number of molecules
generating SERS, G = SERS enhancement Factor, σR = Raman cross-section, IL =
Laser (incident) intensity.
For the calculated focal volume, the generated Raman signal was determined
by combining the Hill equation, the number of particles in the focal volume and the
physiological parameters in the cellular environment of the focal volume. This final
calculation is called the Luminous Flux. The derivation for luminous flux is as follows:
First the Raman scattering from SERS and non-SERS signal.

Itotal = IR + ISERS

(4.6.4)

A factor needed to be added for the number of molecules in the system bound and
unbound that can generate Raman and SERS signal. So the Hill function that was previously calculated was integrated with the Raman signal as well as the Raman cross
sections.
Itotal = NF IL σR + NB IS ERSσr G

(4.6.5)

Therefore, using substituting into equation (4.6.22), the following relations

NF = N − NB
NB

= θNS

NS

= Nη

(4.6.6)

yields:
Itotal
= NF + NB G
σR IL

(4.6.7)

Φ = N + θN η(G − 1)

(4.6.8)

and thus the luminous flux:
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Where: Φ = The Luminous Flux N = total molecules θ = Hill equation = NB/NS From
equation 2.1 N = total particles in the focal volume G = the SERS enhancement factor
We know that: θ takes values 0 → 1 (from Hill Function) η: takes values 1 → 50
(number of possible binding sites on AuNP, from reference) N : takes values 0 → 10
(Calculated from gold nanoparticle synthesis) N: is on the order of 103 → 106 (200nM
standard concentration of molecules in a cell, Milo [2013]) If N  N then N ≈ NF ,
therefore
θ=

N
N + KD

So that Luminous Flux is now:

Φ=N+


N
N η(G − 1)
N + KD

(4.6.9)

In order to apply this equation to the gold nanoparticle cellular system being
measured, it was taken into account that the Raman signals was in generated in the focal
volume which was calculated in Equation (4.6.1). To account for total volume (VT ) in
which total Raman signal (IT ) can be generated, the total volume and equation (4.6.3)
must be factored into the Luminous Flux. So that:
1
IT 1
=
σr IR VT
VT


N+

IT 1
ΦT =
= CM +
σr IR VT

N
N + KD

!
N η(G − 1)

!
Cm
Cnp η(G − 1)
KD + Cm

(4.6.10)

(4.6.11)

Where: Cm = concentration of molecules Cnp = Concentration of nanoparticles
To calculate the Luminous Flux of the system the values from the preceding
equations were put into an in-house custom program for luminous flux using these equations and parameters.
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4.6.2 Calculations of Gold Nanoparticles in the Focal Volume
In order to understand gold nanoparticle behavior in a cellular environment, we
must first understand the interactions between the nanoparticle and the environment as
a system. First the number of gold nanoparticles that were available for SERS enhancement had to be calculated. Another factor was that not all nanoparticles in the system
were available to do SERS enhancement just the ones in the focal volume where signal
was being collected.
After the focal volume was calculated the maximum number (number density
(N )) of gold nanoparticles found in the focal volume were calculated. (based on the
standard synthesis recipe found in the materials and methods section.) First the number
of gold atoms in one 20nm gold nanoparticle was calculated by initially finding the
volume of a gold nanoparticle. It is calculated using the equation for a volume, (V ), of
a sphere of radius r:
4
V = πr3
3

(4.6.12)

Taking the radius of the sphere to be 5 nm, then the volume:

V

= 43 π(5 × 10−9 )3
= 1600 × 10−21 cm

(4.6.13)

The mass was determined using calculated volume (V) and the known value of the
density, ρAuN P = 19.3g/cm3 of a 20 nm gold nanoparticle:



g
−18 cm3
1.6 × 10
m = 19.3 cm3
NP
g
≈ 30.9 × 10−18 NP
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(4.6.14)

To determine the number of gold atoms per nanoparticle in the focal volume, multiply
equation 4.6.14 by the molecular weight of gold (197 amu):
Au atoms
g
= 30.9 × 10−18 NP
NP

!
Au atom
197amu

!
1 amu
1.66×10−24 g

atoms
≈ 10, 000 AuNatoms
= 9.4 × 104 Au NP
P

(4.6.15)

Then from the concentrations in the gold nanoparticle synthesis recipe the number of
gold nanoparticles used in the synthesis can be found using the dilution calculation:

C1 V1 = C2 V2

(4.6.16)

Where C1 is the starting concentration of gold chloride stock, V1 is the volume of gold
chloride solution added to the reaction, C2 is the concentration of gold in the reaction (an
unknown), and V2 is the volume of the reaction. Solve eqn. 4.6.16 for C2 , and substitute
in the values C1 = 25mM, V1 = 4mL, V2 = 204mL to obtain the concentration of gold
atoms:

C2

=
=

C2

C1 V1
V2

(4.6.17)

25mM×4mL
204mL

= 0.5mM

(4.6.18)

Then the number of gold atoms was calculated from the concentration of gold in the
:
reaction using Avogadro’s number, NA = 6.02 × 1023 atoms
mol
NAu =

h 25 × 10−3 mol i
L

× (4 × 10−3 L) × (6.02 × 1023

atoms
) = 6 × 1019 atoms
mol
(4.6.19)

Then to find the number of gold nanoparticles in the 200ml gold nanoparticle
suspension take the result from Equation 4.6.19 (gold particles) and divide by the result
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from Equation 4.6.15 (number of gold atoms per nanoparticle):

NAu NP =

6 × 1019 Au atoms
= 6 × 1014
10, 000Au atoms/NP

(4.6.20)

Thus there are 6×1014 gold nanoparticles in a 200 mL solution. Knowing the number of
gold nanoparticles in the solution the number of gold nanoparticles in the focal volume
was calculated. Number of gold nanoparticles per cellular dose can be extrapolated and
reduced to maximum number of gold nanoparticles in the focal volume.

NAU NPperFV =

2 × 10−12 mL 6 × 1019 Au NP
≈ 6 Au NP
×
Vf ocal
200mL

(4.6.21)

The maximum number of nanoparticles that could be in a focal volume inside a cell is 6
gold nanoparticles.
4.6.3 Using The Hill Equation as a Kinetic Model
To describe the interaction of the biomolecules and the gold nanoparticle a kinetic model was calculated using the Hill equation. The Hill equation is a common
equation used to characterize biological systems through molecular interactions by analyzing binding equilibria in ligand receptor interactions and/or estimating the number
of ligand molecules required to bind to a receptor to produce a functional effect. Weiss
[1997] The binding of a ligand to a substrate like a gold nanoparticle surface can be
described as cooperative and non-cooperative binding. Cooperative binding is when the
binding of the ligand to one available binding site affects the affinity of other binding
sites. Non-cooperative binding is when the ligand binding has no effect on the ligand
affinity at the other binding sites Ferrell [2009]. If the molecule or particle has one
binding site (n=1) it must be considered non-cooperative. If all binding sites are identical then it is like the molecule or particle has one binding site (n=1) therefore it is also
considered non-cooperative binding. Sabouri and Moosavimovahedi [1994] For these
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experiments the gold nanoparticles should have had a homogeneous surface making all
binding sites identical and would not influence the binding of another site, therefore
non-cooperative binding was assumed.
The Hill Equation is:
θ=

[L]n
Kd + [L]n

(4.6.22)

where θ = is the fraction of ligand binding sites filled [L] = is the ligand concentration
KD = is the apparent dissociation constant derived from the law of mass action (equilibrium constant for dissociation) n =is the Hill coefficient that describes the cooperativity,
n=1 for this system.
Using the Hill equation, the ligand concentration [L] can also be described as a
number density equivalent to the number of free molecules that can bind to a nanoparticle in a cellular system (NF ). The equation can then be rewritten as:

θ =

NF
NF +KD

(4.6.23)

NB
NS

(4.6.24)

=

Where NS is the total number of possible binding sites. Unlike most applications, in
biological systems, the number of free molecules is not a reservoir and can be very limited. Practically, the number of bound ligands depends on the total number of available
ligands. It can be assumed then that the number is conserved.

Ntotal = NF + NB

(4.6.25)

Where the total number of particles, Ntotal is equal to the number of bound molecules,
NB plus the number of free molecules NF . To apply the Hill function to the gold
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nanoparticle and cell system the ligand concentration [L] was defined as N/V, limiting the ligand concentration to the focal volume. Since all terms are within the same
volume element.
4.6.4 Gold Nanoparticle interactions with proteins in a cell.
Gold nanoparticles can interact with and adsorb a plethora of proteins in a cell
such as polypeptides, collagen, serum albumin etc. Pengyang et al. [2015] Proteins will
form different complexes with gold nanoparticle depending on surface chemistry called
coronas. Pengyang et al. [2015] Coronas can be classified as hard or soft. Hard coronas
are when the proteins have bound tightly to the nanoparticle surface and soft coronas
are when the proteins are bound loosely to the surface. Pengyang et al. [2015] Different
chemical mechanisms can drive the binding of proteins to the nanoparticle surface such
as coordination hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions, steric hindrance etc. Pengyang et al. [2015] How proteins interact with
gold nanoparticles is highly dependent on the nanoparticles surface chemistry. Different
coatings and stabilization molecules can induce different interactions and binding affinities, such as causing protein aggregation. Pengyang et al. [2015] The coating polymer
PVP used for this gold nanoparticle system was chosen because it is not selective binding for proteins or tightly binding proteins. The fluidity of protein interactions is better
for SERS so that more proteins can interact with the gold nanoparticle increasing probability of SERS enhancement of more biomolecules especially those low in abundance.
How tightly a molecule binds to the gold nanoparticle surface is measured by its KD or
dissociation constant. Factors that affect KD are the size of the protein trying to bind to
the surface, hydrophobic and electrostatic forces and individual properties of adsorbed
biomolecules/protein. Israelsen et al. [2015]
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4.6.5 Analysis of Luminous Flux calculations
The Luminous Flux calculations took into account many different parameters
mentioned in the previous section, and gave insight into the SERS enhancement of the
cell and gold nanoparticle system. It helped to quantify where the system did poorly and
areas to improve and where the system did well. All luminous flux calculations were
based on the experimental method parameters of: 20nm spherical gold nanoparticles,
using the values calculated from equations presented in Sec. 4.6.3 and 4.6.1
From the calculations, eqn 4.6.21, at best, only 6 nanoparticles can be found in
the focal volume where data is being gathered, which greatly decreases the chance of
SERS enhancement. The gold nanoparticle number in the focal volume is constantly
changing since a cellular system is not static and is in a constant state of flux. Meaning
that as each measurement is taken there was a possibility of zero nanoparticles and up
to 6 gold nanoparticles within the focal volume. This variability in gold nanoparticle
number and maximum of 6 gold nanoparticles at any one time greatly hinders SERS
enhancement.
A higher dose of nanoparticles would increase gold nanoparticle concentration
inside the focal volume and give expected SERS enhancement, as shown in Figure 4.26.
The Luminous Flux increases as gold nanoparticles increases in the focal volume.
In Figure 4.27 the SERS enhancement factor is plotted with Luminous flux to
show that as nanoparticles are added to the focal volume the SERS enhancement increases. In Ch 4.1.1 in Figure 4.4 the gold nanoparticles when added to the Raman
standard of crystal violet increased peak signal. When gold nanoparticle concentration
was increased signal was increased even for a lower concentration of crystal violet at
10µM. Based on that data the expectation for large SERS enhancement was not met.
The solution for increasing SERS enhancement would be to increase number of gold
nanoparticles in the focal volume. However, to probe an unperturbed system, the probes
themselves must have very little effect on normal cellular function. In order to get a
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Figure 4.26: Luminous flux calculations as gold nanoparticles in the focal volume increases
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Figure 4.27: SERS enhancement factor as correlated to Luminous flux with increase of
gold nanoparticles in the focal volume
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significant enhancement a higher gold concentration of at least 1 million particles as
shown in figure 4.26 is needed. High gold nanoparticle concentrations especially a
million particles, would significantly interfere in cellular function. The altered cellular
function would not be comparable to a normally functioning system therefore would not
be physiologically relevant. Consequently, it could not be applied to studying disease
transitions and cell cycle.

Figure 4.28: Luminous flux calculations as molecules in the focal volume increases.
The next consideration in SERS enhancement was the number of proteins/biomolecules a gold nanoparticle could interact with to enhance signal. The standard
concentration of proteins in a cell is 200 nM which is about 103 − 106 proteins in a
cell. Milo [2013] Given that a 20nm gold nanoparticle has a maximum of 50 binding
sites according to luminous flux calculations, this severely limits the ability for low
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abundant biomolecules/proteins for SERS enhancement due to the decreased probability for gold surface interaction within a SERS enhancement distance. The reduced
probability of surface interaction plus their low abundance, decreased the probability
of low abundance biomolecule/proteins of interest interacting with a gold nanoparticle
surface and being SERS enhanced. The proteins/biomolecules of interest must also
be within a certain distance (dependent on nanoparticle surface properties) of the
gold nanoparticle’s surface for maximum SERS enhancement. Israelsen et al. [2015]
Unfortunately, due to the need of adding gold nanoparticle coating for stabilization
at physiologically relevant conditions the biomolecules/proteins cannot easily interact
with the gold nanoparticle surface. Thus reducing the already diminishing probability
of SERS enhancement. Another factor that could hinder proteins/biomolecules from
reaching the gold nanoparticle surface is sterics. Other larger proteins could block
access to the nanoparticle surface. Israelsen et al. [2015]
As seen in 4.30 as the number of molecules increase the luminous flux increases.
In 4.30 for 6 gold nanoparticles in the focal volume with only a SERS enhancement
factor of two as was calculated for experiments, as the number of molecules increase
to 20,000, more than calculated for the focal volume, the SERS factor increases. More
molecules increase the likelihood of SERS enhancement even with a small number of
gold nanoparticles.
If the number of nanoparticles in the focal volume is increased from six to 100
the increase in SERS factor is more dramatic as seen in 4.31
Unfortunately, when applying these calculations to a biological system there
can only be a finite number of molecules and nanoparticles within a focal volume
due to physical space, boundary conditions of the focal volume, and keeping within
physiologically relevant conditions. Therefore, it would not be possible to add more
molecules in the focal volume without perturbing the system substantially and creating
non-physiologically relevant parameters.
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Figure 4.29: SERS enhancement factor as correlated to Luminous flux with increase of
molecules in the focal volume
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Figure 4.30: Lumnious flux for 6 gold nanoparticles in focal volume as molecules in
focal volume increases from 1-20,000.
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Figure 4.31: Lumnious flux for 100 gold nanoparticles in focal volume as molecules in
focal volume increases from 1-20,000.
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The KD or dissociation constant is the bonding affinity the biomolecules/proteins have for the gold nanoparticle surface. According to Figure 4.32 the Luminous

Figure 4.32: Luminous flux calculations as dissociation constant (KD ) in the focal volume increases
flux increases as KD increases of the nanoparticle surface and the SERS enhancement
increases as the luminous flux increases as seen in figure 4.33. The drawback is that the
SERS enhancement is for the biomolecules that are bound, usually the high abundance
molecules, and biomolecules of low abundance have a decreased probability to bind
and become enhanced for a measurement due to being blocked by higher abundance
molecules at binding site.
Since the proteins and biomolecules of interest are low in abundance the KD
should stay low to insure mobility of biomolecules. Higher mobility would allow for an
increased probability of SERS enhancement of low abundance biomolecules/proteins.
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Figure 4.33: SERS enhancement factor as correlated to Luminous flux with increase of
dissociation constant (KD ) in the focal volume
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However, the proteins/biomolecules must also stay bound to the surface long enough
to get adequate SERS enhancement. To insure mobility of biomolecules to and from
the surface of the nanoparticle then the KD needs to stay small. However, to ensure
that biomolecules are bound long enough to the surface to be SERS Enhanced during
measurement the KD cannot be too small. So there is a balance between a KD that
insures measurement and one that insures mobility to allow for measurement of different
biomolecules for analysis
As a nanoparticle becomes smaller in diameter their surface area decreases
slower than their volume causing them to have a larger surface to volume ratio.
Lundqvist et al. [2011] The larger surface to volume ratio enables a nanoparticle to
bind more proteins relative to its mass than a particle of larger size. Lundqvist et al.
[2011] For a higher protein packing density that would increase KD and allow for
biomolecules/proteins to bind, a gold nanoparticle >20nm could be used. Lundqvist
et al. [2011]
Therefore, within a biological system, like the NIH 3T3 and C2C12 cells, using
SERS and sustaining physiologically relevant conditions a SERS factor of two is the
maximal enhancement factor for this type of system. In order to increase the SERS enhancement factor, the system would have to be perturbed so that the biological functions
and changes of interest would no longer recapitulate the in vivo environment in which
they take place in.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, according to the aims of this thesis the most significant findings
are: 1.) Raman and Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) enhanced spectra
are sensitive to biochemical changes due to cellular function, proliferation rate, cell
cycle and disease state. 2.) These changes are exhibited in Raman spectra and are
unique to cell type. 3.) Statistical processing using statistical methods like calculating
a CNR spectrum, uncover subtle differences between two similar samples (cells). 4.)
Unfortunately, SERS enhancement was much lower than expected indicating the design
of gold nanoparticles for SERS needs more optimization or reconsideration of using
SERS entirely. 5.) A method for calculating and predicting SERS enhancement in a
system was developed, called Luminous Flux. 6.) Cellular uptake studies and methods
need further investigation. And 7.) A new design for a microfluidic device needs to
considered for cellular integrity.
Conceptually, I determined my experimental parameters to improve the likelihood of acquiring SERS signal with correlations in SERS conditions previously applied
to biological conditions. The combination of darkfield microscopy and the use of a
microfluidic device along with gold nanoparticles for SERS enhancement was a novel
method developed to evaluate single cell differences and characterize disease spatially
and temporally on the individual cell level. The addition of adding CNR (Contrast to
noise Ratio) and Luminous flux calculations made this a unique method to characterize cellular systems and validate characterization methods themselves, in relation to
studying diseases of the cell cycle like cancer.
The High variability in Raman spectra make cellular characterization difficult,
however this method overcame some of the variability by targeting single cells and
extrapolating information after data was collected from cells and grouping them into
population sets. The CNR spectra validated the method in terms of CNR values that
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have real biochemical meaning by revealing subtle but significant differences between
cell types. The CNR spectra revealed areas of differences between the NIH 3T3 and
C2C12 cells that correlated with known characteristics of the cell lines. In the data
presented in Chapter 4 when comparing CNR spectra there were six highlighted sections
of cellular importance that had contrast between the cell types. One major difference
seen between C2C12 cells and NIH 3T3 cells was collagen signal. Collagen is a major
component of fibroblasts. The C2C12 cells had large peak signal in regions 1,2 and 4
that related to nucleic acids and proteins, indicating increased rate of proliferation. The
C2C12 cell line has a faster doubling time than NIH3T3 cells. The results in Raman
spectral differences indicate that cellular function differs between cell type and possibly
disease state.
In the SERS enhanced spectra peak signals from nucleic acids, phosphodiester
bonds and amide protein bands became more prominent than without gold nanoparticles.
These regions are important because they aid in evaluating cellular health and indicate
placement in the cell cycle. Tissues of tumors have shown spectral shape differences in
the regions that contain Raman signals associated with protein and lipid conformations,
nucleic acids, and C-H stretching modes. These regions are 1000-1100, 1200-1400,
and 1500-1700 cm−1 de Jesus and Allen [2013] where SERS enhancement of signal
was the largest for the cell lines. Differences in the biochemical changes on the Raman
spectrum can be attributed to cell proliferation in a quantifiable manner allowing for the
detection of rapidly dividing populations of cancer cells in vivo. Moffett and Namboodiri [2003] Tumors show a higher percentage of signals in nucleic acids, tryptophan and
phenylalanine and a lower percentage of signals for phospholipids, proline and valine.
Talari et al. [2015] In the processed spectra especially the SERS enhanced spectra, these
signals were present. The capability of characterization of cellular proliferation exhibits
the ability of SERS to aid in enhancing regions of interest. This method of spectral
processing also demonstrates the meticulous application of statistical analysis methods
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can be utilized effectively to uncover subtle differences between cells and achieve classification of cellular state. With this method a spectral database can be developed by
recording Raman spectra of known cell disease states for the comparison of unknown
states of other cells. Which therefore would enable the standardization of the process of
investigating disease transition states and all types of biomarkers.
In the clinical setting this method in identifying cellular changes in specific Raman spectral regions on tissue pathology could provide real-time in situ diagnoses. The
SERS enhanced regions are vital in staging disease progression and transition on the
single cell level. If SERS enhancement could be further optimized these regions of
interest could hold more information with greater application to therapeutics. SERS
enhancement, as described in Ch 2, Sec. 2.7, should have a 108 or greater enhancement. Unfortunately, the results from the SERS experiments and methodology showed
only a two-fold enhancement. According to Luminous flux calculations however, for
the focal volume and number of nanoparticles the maximum SERS enhancement for the
system could only be two-fold. Therefore, the results for this system were proficient
however not adequate for true SERS enhancement. SERS may not be the best method
for extracting data without modification in method and system.
In summary with obstacles faced for aquiring improved SERS enhancement a
two-fold increase as seen in the data is the best that can be measured for this system
and ethod. Due to these limitations, if SERS enhancement is the chosen method for
studying a cellular system then modifications must be made. Going forward there are
several parameters that could be changed to further optimize this method and system.
More specifically within the SERS parameters there are several simple variables to investigate first that could improve SERS signal from the first set of experiments. The
gold nanoparticle systems investigation could vary particle size, morphology, surface
coating and its thickness, and chemical composition. The ability, with this method, to
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discover small cellular differences that correlated with significant peak signal information in relation to cell type proved method efficacy. Using CNR spectra made it possible
to view even small differences on a quantitative level. This is essential when studying
disease transition and state in cells because the differences between healthy and diseased
cells are small and sometimes indistinguishable from noise. Which is why disease transition biomarkers and cellular identifiers are elusive and make the early detection and
diagnosis of diseases of the cell cycle difficult. This spectral method approach makes it
possible to observe slight changes between cells that are meaningful and predictive
In conclusion it should be emphasized that the application of Raman spectroscopy, microfluidic devices and SERS with different statistical analysis methods,
opens new possibilities for obtaining information about the interactions and cellular
mechanisms of individual cells. This method potentially deconvolutes cellular processes, disease mechanisms and normal cellular function. It also fills a need in the study
of single cells using Raman spectroscopy and data analysis methods, because even in
the most recent studies the difficulty has been in extracting significant cellular information and characterization. Taylor et al. [2016] A method of this type is a powerful
tool giving potential for dynamic observations of disease transitions at an individual
cellular level and exposing critical data. Cellular activities and possible areas of interest
for biomarkers and spectral identification of cells could be successfully investigated
using this method. The application of these methods enables studies of cells and their
functions at the single cell level, as they correlate to biochemical kinetics and disease
progression.
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Chapter 6
FUTURE WORK/RECOMMENDATIONS

Going forward there are several parameters that could be changed to further optimize this method and system. More specifically within the SERS parameters there are
several simple variables to investigate first that could improve inhomogeneity and low
signal in SERS measurements from the first set of experiments. To improve this method
for SERS enhancement there are two approaches that can be taken. The first being to
design and engineer a better nanoparticle system. The modifications to the nanoparticle can include different nanomaterials and stabilizing surface coatings, particle size,
morphology, or targeting moieties. Albanese et al. [2012] The second being Raman instrumental modification to include other Raman methods such as Coherent anti-Stokes
Raman Spectroscopy (CARS), SRS, etc.
Unfortunately, SERS enhancement was poor in these experiments. Recent biological studies have also struggled with SERS enhancement using nanoparticles. Currently research is exploiting the unique physical and chemical gold nanoparticle properties by integrating them with fluorescent probes, SERS reporters(labels), engineering
multimodal nanoparticles i.e. iron oxide cores with gold nanoparticle shells, quantum
dots, taking advantage of fluorescence quenching, and manipulating cells to increase
uptake. Taylor et al. [2016] There are other factors beyond the considerations of the
Luminous Flux calculations, that could potentially interfere with acquiring satisfactory Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) enhancement. The first being the
coating used for gold nanoparticle stabilization. The PVP coating could be interfering
with biomolecules coming in close contact with the nanoparticle surface for significant
enhancement. The PVP spacer theoretically is 1-2nm thick (Chapter 2 background coatings). This would decrease some of the enhancement while also preventing molecules
from coming in contact with the nanoparticle surface.
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The next area for recommendation is cellular uptake studies. The process and
data gathered needs to be reconsidered. In order to have statistically better data and
find more relevant trends larger set of data are needed. Many more data points would
need to be taken to reduce variability in observing nanoparticle uptake and increase
fidelity of data quality. However, the process of data collection was incredibly labor
intensive. A better process needs to be investigated to overcome some of the degree
of labor needed. A recommendation is automating the process, by using a profusion
chamber along with a darkfield microscope and a camera that would be programmed
to take images at each time point and store them where they could be automatically
analyzed once the experiment was finished. A better method of analysis is needed to
decipher nanoparticle concentration. Especially considering cells that behave more like
tissue like the C2C12 cells. There was difficulty in analyzing and measuring many cells
close together. This difficulty highlights potential problems when measuring other cell
types especially diseased cells like cancer cell since they have high proliferation rates
and lose contact inhibition. Cree [2011] The second iteration image analysis for gold
nanoparticle concentration should include, a more powerful program that can handle
large sets of data that includes large sets of images and all the pixel information they
contain. This would be a good project for someone with a computer science background
that could utilize programs and programming language like ImageJ, python, Matlab etc.
more efficiently.
Unfortunately, uptake data could only be used as an approximation of number of
gold nanoparticles in a cell. The variability of the R255 intensity between the time points
made the method unreliable and unable to give a well-defined time points for maximal
gold nanoparticle uptake. A second iteration of methodology for uptake analysis is
needed.Another method to validate uptake is to graph SERS enhancement alongside uptake data. Therefore, for every time point Raman spectral data should be gathered and
processed. With that data the time point with the greatest SERS enhancement could be
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more effeciently determined. Another potential factor that could have interfered with
signal is that rather than diffusing into the cell, the nanoparticles were uptaken via endocytosis. Endocytosis is a process of which the cell engulfs the particle via invagination
or pit formation of the plasma membrane and pinching it off from the membrane forming a small membrane bound vesicle. Taylor et al. [2016] A membrane layer added to
the nanoparticle would interfere with SERS signal by not allowing biomolecules to be
close enough for enhancement. Optimal size uptake via endocytosis for gold is around
50nm. Taylor et al. [2016] Therefore, it was not a consideration in doing these experiments when they began. However, in recent studies, clusters of gold nanoparticles have
been shown to be internalized via endocytosis. Taylor et al. [2016] It was found that
a cluster of five or more 14nm gold nanoparticles could enter the cell via endocytosis.
Taylor et al. [2016] If the 20nm particles used for experiments were indeed clustering at the cell membrane surface they could have entered the cell via transport vesicle.
Taylor et al. [2016] This would increase the radius of the particle system which would
then increase the distance between biomolecules decreasing SERS signal. Now when
conducting SERS studies with cellular uptake it is advised to use gold nanoparticles
40-60nm in size to combat this effect. Taylor et al. [2016]
Recommendations in regards to the confocal microRaman system would be to
update to the entire system. The installation of another grating would be critical in being able to get a better understanding of spectral changes. Currently, the gratings are
either high resolution or low resolution. A grating that is in between the two would give
more spectral information by increasing spectral range and not losing large amounts of
resolution. Another important change would be a different CCD that doesnt need to be
liquid nitrogen cooled. It would save time in set up and stabilization of the system. An
inverted microscope with a better white light source to do tissue and cell culture work
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and imaging would be vital in expanding research and laboratory experimental capabilities for doing in vitro experiments. The update would enable longer measurement
ability and less cellular stress in aquiring data.
Another recommendation is replacing the camera with a higher fps camera that
has better resolution and could easily fit on the microscope without having to be placed
in and out of the eyepiece. This would make imaging and Raman spectra acquisition
a more efficient process. A rotary nosepiece with interchangeable filters between laser
lines would save a lot of time in alignment. Another consideration would be investing
in a laser source with a wavelength around 784nm as to increase Raman scattering for
biomolecules which would increase signal peak intensity and number of peak signals
from biomolecules. This would give another set of Raman data for system characterization along with the 532nm laser source. Another instrumental recommendation would
be updating the Raman system for the ability to do CARS. This is a technique suited for
studying cells dynamically since it can image cells at video rates without extrinsic fluorescence dye labeling. Talari et al. [2015] This technique can also be applied to in vivo
imaging which would be important in continuing cellular studies from the petri dish to
the whole organism. Talari et al. [2015]
To further optimize this system and validate this method of the Raman System,
LabVIEW programs, mathematical models, microfluidic device and cell imaging is to
apply it on cells of the same type that have changed state. The C2C12 cells have the
ability to easily be differentiated as stated in Chapter 3 materials and methods, from
myoblasts to myotubules. The next step would be to apply this method to C2C12 cells
that have differentiated and compare them to undifferentiated C2C12 cells. The spectral
signals should change to show slowed proliferation rates by a decrease in Raman signal
for nucleic acids and proteins. The recommendation is to continue using the C2C12 for
Raman and microfluidic experiments. They are robust, easily differentiated and have
a large amount of surface area for measurments. They also have easily identifiable
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morphology as they transition from blastic state to myotubules., which enable better
qualitative assessments for data.
Another quality of C2C12 cells is that they are multinucleated when differentiated. This characteristic enables many measurements of the cell nucleus without causing
apoptosis due to damage of the nucleus. So that further studies of cellular components
such as the nucleus would be possible. C2C12 cells also have unique electrochemistry
which could potentially be related to neurons for Alzheimers studies or other neural
degenerative disorders. C2C12 cells correlate with tissues found in vivo due to their
heterogeneous nature and 3D cell growth. Differentiation studies and characterization
would demonstrate spectral differences of cells as they transition from one state to another. The differentiation studies could give insight into mechanistic changes in cellular
processes. In diseases like cancer it is difficult to visually track cells as they transition
to disease state since the variability in morphology and function between a cancer cell
and healthy cell are similar. The ability to identify spectral changes of cells as they
change cellular state could provide spectral targets of focus when applying this method
to cellular disease transitions.
The preliminary integration of a microfluidic device into the confocal microRaman system failed. It had mechanical malfunctions in tubing causing leaks. Also, as
described in Chapter 3, the cells could not withstand the pressure in the capture channels
and would burst. Microfluidic design and optimization needs to be further investigated.
In addressing the concerns with the microfluidic device a new device design is recommended. The initial critical step when designing a new device is having fiduciary marks
to indicate which cell is being analyzed so that measurements can be made distinctly on
the same cell. The second area of concern is designing cell trapping channels to reduce
shear viscoelastic stress on the cell. One of the major issues was cells getting trapped
in channels and when trapped the cells would burst from high pressure of fluid flow. A
new device is proposed for further measurements that would circumvent the issues with
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the preliminary device. The COMSOL model in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 designed by Aimee

Figure 6.1: COMSOL model of surface pressure in newly proposed microfluidic device
for single cell trapping. Designed by Aimee Co
Co address many of the issues with the preliminary device. In Figure 6.1 the surface
pressure is mapped. The device is designed to have higher pressure by the inlet but as
the fluid moves through the device, the pressure decreases. The pressure on the trapping
channels is minimized so that pressure is minimized on the cell itself thus decreasing
stress on the cell. In Figure 6.2 the velocity is mapped out in the COMSOL model. In
the trapping channel areas, the fluid velocity is greatly reduced. This will help keep the
cell from being damaged and relieve sheer viscoelastic stress on the cell. In this way the
cells will not be stressed by sheer and can have nutrient exchange and waste metabolites
washed away. A stressed cells biochemical signals will change and pathways will be
activated for the cell to manage the stress. This would potentially change cellular mechanisms and change Raman signal which would give misleading data. This COMSOL
model could potentially be modified to trap cells over longer periods of time for spectral
monitoring. The next step would be keeping cells alive over time and allowing them to
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Figure 6.2: COMSOL model of surface velocity in newly proposed microfluidic device
for single cell trapping. Designed by Aimee Co
differentiate as measurements take place. In this way spectral changes could be assessed
in real time to find spectral identifiers/biomarkers.
Another issue to consider with the microfluidic device is material. The materials
of the microfluidic device should be re-considered as to use a material that will be less
likely to cause a memory effect by having gold nanoparticles bind to it. A more durable
device design would be crucial so that there is less device failure. A Peltier stage to cool
and heat the cell sample should be added for long term studies. An important factor
that also needs to be considered is designing a device that can be autoclaved or\and
sterilized as to not infect or interfere with signal and samples. The microfluidic device
enables the cells to stay alive outside of the petri dish and also provides an opportunity
to trap the cell while flowing nutrients in and taking several hundred measurements on
one cell and quantify its biomolecular changes.
Future work for using this method should include the testing of different cell
lines and creating a standard spectral database of cellular types and disease states. The
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database should have a special focus on Raman spectral signal regions that include,
protein, nucleic acids, lipids and amides as highlighted in the CNR spectra in chapter
4. Once cells are characterized, follow up studies would be to test cellular responses to
different stimuli such as chemotherapeutics by collecting Raman spectra. The Raman
spectra could then be used to further elucidate cellular responses through regulation of
biomolecules seen in peak signals. The characterization of interactions between cells
and potential treatments would give insight into potential therapeutics, treatments of
disease and disease mechanisms of the cell cycle. Thus being able to apply this method
in the discovery of intermittent biomarkers of dynamic and stochastic systems such as
diseases of time and aging.
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Appendix A
ALIGNMENTS

A.1 Laser Alignment and Alignment of the fiber Optics Bundle
To align the laser, it is done at the stage where the sample is. The Fiber optic
bundle needs to be physically aligned into the microscope from the CCD camera. This
is done to focus the beam to the middle of the sample stage area to minimize inclined
reflections and maximize the solid angle of scattering light cone. A coverslip is placed
under the microscope objective (Olympus Plan N 40x/0.65 ∞/0.17/FN22) and the laser
is focused on the coverslip. The laser power is cut down with a neutral density filter till
it is barely visible. First the fiber optics bundle must be adjusted to maximize collection efficiency. This is done manually turning the axis of the fiber optics bundle where
it couples to the detector. In the WinSpec program open the Experimental Set up box
found in the menu. In it select 100ms acquisition and disable the shutter to open. Click
OK to save set up. An audible click will be heard indicating shutter is open. Center
the grating exactly on the wavelength of the excitation laser (532nm or 632.8nm). Then
instead of clicking run click focus in the menu bar for a continuous real time measurement of the laser line in order to be able to watch intensity changes. There should be
a peak at the laser line wavelength. When the fiber optics bundle axes are moved the
peak will change in intensity due to coupling efficiency as it goes from sample up to the
detector. Each axis (x,y,) is aligned manually at the coupling port till intensity is optimum. Optimal laser alignment is when the intensity is around 60,000 counts meaning
light collection is coupled into the detector efficiently. Keep moving the axis to align
the laser for maximum collection efficiency. Peak will go up and down and when the
global max is reached the peak should saturate the detector and be over 60,000kcounts
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A.2 Alignment of spectrometer and CCD Chip
To align the Princeton instruments spectrometer with 1200Blz/750nm grating
with the CCD chip the WinSpec program is used. The laser is focused on a Raman
active standard. (Crystal violet dry cast on a coverslip) Open the WinSpec program and
click on Calibration menu and select Auto Spectro on the usage dialog box. Select the
Save as Default button and then select Calibrate on spectrograph menu. Choose the
Acton SP150 on COM1 for spectrograph and the 1200 grating to calibrate. In detector
pixel width choose 20. Image whole CCD. Leave the shutter open and select ROI to
be the whole CCD chip. After the entire chip is read the spectrum shown was sloped
meaning the fiber was not coupled correctly into the detector. The fiber needed to be
physically rotated at the coupling site and spectrum is continuously taken as fiber is
being physically rotated and stopped when the spectrum becomes flat again. Then the
camera needed to also be physically rotated. Moved the fiber and change ROI from 85
to 90 with a height ∼100.
The 647nm band pass filter is taken out and a neutral density filter (≥OD2) is
used to cut the laser power. A fine adjustment of the fiber can be made using the crystal
violet dry cast sample. The shutter is left open and acquisition is 100ms. The spectrum
is taken continuously as to see real time changes for alignment. The fiber can now be
rotated till spectra resolution and peaks become narrower. Once resolution is optimized
the measurement can be stopped and experiments can be started
A.3 APD Alignment with 632.8nm Laser
APDs are on the top and side of the microscope (see Fig A.1) with a 90/10 45◦
beam splitter cube. Focus the laser onto a regular reflective mirror. To align the APDs a
homemade LabVIEW program is used. LabVIEW functions were no longer supported
so LabVIEW had to updated to a more current version LabVIEW 8.5. Start the program
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(a) APD 1

(b) APD 2

Figure A.1: APD 1 and 2
MasonLab ScanSpec on the desktop. Click the button Tweak APDs. Two graphs will
show up reading several peaks in terms of counts. Adjust the fiber optics bundle leading
into each APD on the top and side of the APD till the graphs are showing ∼900kcounts.
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This means maximal light efficiency is coupled into the APD from the sample through
the fiber optics bundle. All measurements must be done in a dark room with all external
light sources off due to delicate nature of the APDs. Once both APDs are aligned the
program can be stopped and experiments can be started
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Appendix B
Calibration

B.1 Wavelength Calibration
First click calibration in the menu bar then click set up and a dialog box will
open. Click the Find Peaks button. The maximum number of peaks is equal to one
quarter of the number of displayed pixels. The pixel values for the 10 highest peaks will
be shown in the column that is labeled pixels and in the column labeled values is what
the program is reading at those peaks. In the value box manually input the correct value.
The extra peaks listed that are not from the laser sources are unchecked and not used in
the calibration. Once the wavelength has been entered for the peaks of choice make sure
that the box is selected to the left of the pixel column. Click the Save as Default button
to apply this calibration to all subsequent spectra. Click OK and the calibration is done.
The same is done for the high resolution grating 1200Blz/750nm.
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Appendix C
Cell Culture Upkeep Protocols

Due to the delicate nature of cells in culture strict aseptic techniques were followed in accordance with Biosafety Level 2 (BSL-2) (see table) guidelines and recommendations. To keep a healthy cell culture first personal hygiene must be addressed.
Clean clothes were worn to reduce contamination from shed skin, dust and dirt. Hair
was tied back and hands were thoroughly washed before doing cell culture. Another
important consideration was to not be around yeast in food preparation due to possible
contamination of cells from yeast. Once in the cell culture room personal protective
equipment was worn including lab glasses, a lab coat, and gloves. If sick a mask was
worn. Next consideration was making sure all reagents, media and solutions used in cell
culture were properly sterilized. Some products were commercially bought sterilized
while others were autoclaved or sterile filtered. Then all equipment and surfaces used
from biological safety cabinet to culture flasks to pipettes had to be sterilized. Gloved
hands were constantly wiped with 70% ethanol anytime going into the incubator or into
the biological safety cabinet. When cell culture hood was to be in use the UV Lamp
was turned off and the blower and light was turned on. The hood was then thoroughly
wiped down with 70% ethanol from back to front including sides. This was to start
with the most sterile area in the back and work to the front to decrease contamination
possibilities. All containers, flasks, dishes, pipettes, pippetor and bottles were wiped
done with 70% ethanol before placing in cell culture hood. Sterile glass or disposable
pipettes were used when working with sterile liquids and each pipette was only used
once for that specific solution to avoid cross contamination. Sterile pipettes were not
unwrapped till placed in the hood and ready to use. Caps on media and reagents used
for cell culture are only opened n the ell culture hood and then sealed with parafilm
for storage. When media and reagents were used the cap was only opened during use
and never any longer. This prevented microorganisms and airborne contaminants from
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gaining entry. Sterile flasks and petri dishes used for cell culture were never left open to
the environment and only uncovered in the sterile cell culture hood. All equipment used
in the hood was sterilized with 70% ethanol as well as other sterilization techniques if
needed. When working with cell there was minimal talking to reduce contamination.
No one was allowed into the cell culture room especially during culturing. All this work
was performed careful and as quickly as possible to minimize contamination risk. A
constructed check list was followed (see figure) The cell culture room itself was cleaned
once a month with 70% ethanol and sporocydin. The incubator and centrifuge was
wiped down regularly and the light microscope was wiped down daily. The water bath
was changed and cleaned every 1-2 weeks to keep bacteria or algae from growing. Foot
traffic into the cell culture room is reduced to keep out contamination. The cell culture
area was kept neat and clean. Basic equipment needed and used are as follows: Class
II Biological Safety Cabinet, Incubator at 37◦ C and 5% CO2 , water bath, centrifuge,
refrigerator, freezer both -20◦ C and -80◦ C, hemocytometer, Inverted light microscope,
autoclave, pipettor, pipettes, cell culture vessels, centrifuge conicals, microscope slides,
coverslips, ethanol, bleach, glassware, waste containers, media, sera and reagents, and
the cells themselves. Cells were checked daily or every other day for confluency and
contamination. There are two types of contamination that are possible, Chemical and
Biological Contamination. Chemical contaminations include: media, sera and water
that have endotoxins, long exposure to fluorescent lights, plasticizers in plastic tubing and storage bottles, free radicals formed in media due to photoactivation, deposits
of detergents on glassware, pipettes instruments etc from disinfectants and detergents,
residues from germicides used for disinfection and impurities in CO2 gas. Biological
contaminations include: Bacteria, mold, viruses, protozoa, invertebrates, mycoplasma,
cross contamination from other cell culture, non-sterile supplies, media and solutions,
airborne particles and aerosols, unsealed culture plates, loose caps, moisture and spilled
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media, and accidents in the lab that cause contamination. There are four common contamination issues to be aware of. 1.) Yeast contamination. It causes a rapid growth and
consumption of media and nutrients which cause a change in the color of the media.
Media will become turbid and have a baking bread smell to it. The cells will be dead or
poorly spreading and yeast morphology can be seen with a string of pearls interspersed
with the cells. 2.) Bacterial contamination. It will also cause a rapid growth and consumption of media and nutrients with a media color change. The media will become
turbid and have a sour smell. Cells will also be dead and will grow slowly. Bacterial infections tend to happen rapidly. Bacterial morphology is highly variable and dependent
on bacteria type. The bacterial cells can be more difficult to spot under a microscope
but the cellular environmental changes are obvious. 3.) Fungal Infection. As with the
other two infections the media and nutrients are quickly consumed and the media will
have a color change. The media will become turpid and dark with a garbage smell to
it. The cells will also be dying and having trouble growing. The morphology of fungus
looks like fuzz/threads in the cell culture dish. 4.) Contamination from another cell line.
If another cell line takes over the growth rate of the original cell line changes, it will
need to be split more often usually. There will be a change to cellular morphology and
a change in response to stimuli.
If the cells are still not doing well there are 3 other contaminates to consider that
are less visible. 1.) Mycoplasma. Mycoplasma is a bacterium that infects cell culture.
Cells will behave differently and there is an increase in cell death. There are two ways to
test for mycoplasma, one is to order a kit and the other is to do a staining procedure but
it is less accurate than the standard test. 2.) Viruses. There are several viruses that can
infect cell culture and are difficult to diagnose because they are not visible under the light
microscope. Usually they result in rapid cell death. Cells may look slightly granular. 3.)
Chemicals. Chemicals are also not visible under the light microscope but result in poor
cell morphology/response or apoptosis. To test for chemical contamination, all recently
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changed chemicals are replaced and cell culture equipment is re-cleaned and checked
for residues.
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Appendix D
Confocal Reflectance Imaging

To do confocal reflectance imaging a LabVIEW program was previously created
MasonLab ScanSpec, Fig. D.1. To operate laser scanning stage and Raman spectra

Figure D.1: Screen shot of laser scanning program
accumulation open MasonLab ScanSpec. In program click the Move Gratings button.
In the options there will be the choice of which grating to use and where to center it
and the excitation wavelength used. Fill in with the correct information and then click
Done when finished. Make sure APDs are aligned using protocol in previous section.
Focus laser spot on the sample. Then in the control panel choose image size usually
100µm × 100µm and 50 pixel count per line. Use a low pixel count of 50 pixels per
line for initial scan of image to check focus. Then once image is focused satisfactorily
increase pixel number for higher image resolution. Then under pixel and image setting
is acquisition for image setting. Here there is a choice of dwell time and dead time
during image acquisition. Normally 2ms dwell time and 1 ms dead time. This can
change depending on sample. With biological samples the dead time is increased due to
movement of liquid inside of sample causing interference patterns in the image. These
parameters needed to tested with each new sample to keep settings optimized for sample
type. After image a satisfactory image is taken Raman Spectra can be taken at different
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points on the image. Open Point Probe Mode. Then move cursor with crosshairs over
the spot the spectra needs to be taken and then click the button Add. The program saves
the coordinates of the positions on the image. This can be done for as many spots as
needed. Click Done when all points needed are chosen. Click Start Scan for Raman
Spectra to be taken, see Fig. D.2. Once Spectra is taken the program will prompt to

Figure D.2: Confocal reflectance Image of U2Os Cells (100µm × 100µm) with point
probe mode and corresponding Spectrum.
save the data in directory of your choosing. To open data and see spectra use LabVIEW
program Read ImageSpec Data set program.
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Appendix E
Monochromater Adjustments

1. Selection of rotations and grating for measurement in spectrometer The
spectrometer/monochromater has three gratings that can be selected depending on use.
In these experiments the high resolution 1200blz/750nm was primarily used. To have
grating angled for wavelength range desired the grating needs to be rotated at the center
of the spectrum of interest. This can be manually done on the WinSPec program by
selecting Tools and Move Grating. There will be an option to type in the center wavelength for the measurement wave number region. Sometimes there is a need to try a few
different angles and center wavelengths to get the ROI. Click OK once grating is done
moving. Take a spectrum to test the ROI. Repeat process till the correct ROI is being
measured.
2. Change of binning To change binning the default is All (=100). There can be
a smaller number selected to avoid scattering from outside of the laser spot. For change,
select EasyBinning from Experiment Setup menu. For Z adjustment of the lens in front
of the entrance slit, you need to change the binning to 10 or 20, otherwise it is difficult
see the change due to adjustment. After adjustment, put it back to 100 or all.
To Save and Export data To save data as a .text file for data processing spectra
must be converted via ascii format. Click Tools then click Convert to ASCII. In a new
window click Choose output directory and choose where the converted file will be
saved. Then click Get Active Window which will choose the spectrum that is in the
window last clicked. Multiple spectra can be converted at once but each spectrum must
be made active by clicking on it and then clicking Get Active Window. Check output
order so that it reads pixel, intensity and is tab delimited. Then press the Convert to
ASCII button and then press Done. File should be converted and exported to desired
file folder as a text file.
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Troubleshooting If no peaks are showing up or if peaks become weak when
taking spectra from materials peaks are expected there are a few things to check. Make
sure the CCD is still cooled. Do this by clicking on Hardware and the Check Detector
Temp. The temperature should be set at -100C. Remove pinhole in case it is blocking the
light. Check if the beam path is blocked anywhere. Make sure there are no extra filters
or lenses put in the system. Check binning in the set up menu. If the binning is small set
it equal to 100 and try the spectrum again. If these steps do not the solve the problem,
then try taking a spectrum of a known sample or room light. If no spectrum, then check
alignment and test laser and spectrometer hardware components for problems.
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Appendix F
Protocol for adding scale bar

F.1 Protocol for adding a scale bar
To add a scale bar to the image using the MU 900 from AMscope, it can be
done through the AMscope program. First each objective needs to be calibrated (10x,
20x and Nikon 40x). Open the Amscope Program magnification settings for scale bar.
First focus on the stage micrometer, set the digital magnification to 100% and use the
largest dimensions for Live Resolution. Then click on the options menu and choose
calibrate and the magnification and then title (objective/camera model if not already
shown). The choose Actual length and choose length unit, in this case micrometer.
There will be a red line on the image in which the first marker at the beginning of first
line and ending marker at the beginning of the last line. This will save that calibration
for that magnification and objective. Each new objective needs to be calibrated. To pull
up magnification or edit it can be done through clicking options and magnification. To
apply the scale bar to an image in Amscope, first open the image then select apply a scale
bar. The options will prompt you to put in the desired unit of measure, magnification
(from earlier calibration as stated above) and desired digital magnification. Then click
measurements menu then scale bar and then input desired length. Once scale bar is in
place the file can be saved for later editing. File extension needs to be TFT. (When using
a batch save function all files save as a TFT extension) To save an image capture that
includes a measurement click layer menu then export to image (this merges the layers
of the image) and then can be saved in the desired file extension type such as JPG or
TIF, Fig. F.1. To save and export images quicker once there is a calibration in place
the F2 key can be used as a short cut for export to image function. This exports the file
immediately after taking the image and thus saving files in TFT format and other image
file extension format TIF or JPG using the batch save function. To use a scale bar in
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a live image capture, click options then preferences the capture and lastly capture with
measurement.

Figure F.1: Cell image with scale bar. NIH 3T3 cells dosed with nanoparticles time
point 6 10x objective.
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Appendix G
Significant Peaks and their structural assignments

(cm−1 )

Intensity

668.126

509.323

704.671

582.225

Assignment

Reference

v(C-S) trans (amino acid methionine)

Talari,
2015

735.007

490.537

768.253

673.093

810.379

408.562

(C-S) trans (amino acid methionine), C-S stretch (one of Talari,
three thiocyanate peaks, with 2095 and 445 cm1)

2015

Phosphodiester (Z-marker), RNA O-P-O stretching

Talar
2015,
Byrne
2011

828.368

434.446

C -C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline, Out-of-plane Talari
ring breathing, tyrosine/O- P- O stretch DNA, Phosphodi- 2015,
ester, O- P- O stretching DNA/RNA, Ring breathing tyro- Sanchez
sine

867.213

543.989

2016

C -C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline, Ribose vibra- Talari
tion, one of the distinct RNA modes (with 915 and 974 cm1) 2015

893.999

661.125

C -C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline, Backbone, C C Talari
skeletal, Phosphodiester, deoxyribose

928.099

973.507

2015

(C -C), stretching; probably in amino acids proline and va- Talari
line (protein band), C -C stretch of proline and hydroxypro- 2015
line, (C C), stretching; probably in amino acids proline and
valine (protein band)
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973.837

1028.089

1092.9

843.459

C -C backbone (collagen assignment), ρ(CH3),δ(CCH) Talari
olefinic (protein assignment)

2015

Protein C-C stretch , Phenylalanine

Kraft
2003,
Sanchez
2016

1055.806

443.811

In the solid, the most significant difference between the two Talari
nucleic acids is the ratio intensity of the bands in this area, 2015,
)-P-O symmetrical Stretch

Luca
2015

1067.447

407.893

C -C skeletal stretching, Proline (collagen assignment)

Talari
2015

1135.493

956.786

Talari
2015

1174.315

1199.698

Tyrosine, phenylalanine, C -H bend (protein), Tryptophan

Talari
2015

1228.623

1118.158

Amide III (proteins)Amide III; due to C N stretching and Talari
N-H bending Electronic structure of nucleotides

2015,
Sanchez
2016

1255.631

1080.987

Amide III (proteins)Amide III; due to C N stretching and Talari
N-H bending Electronic structure of nucleotidesAmide III 2015,
(arising from coupling of C N stretching and N-H bonding; Sanchez
can be mixed with vibrations of side chains), lipids
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2016

1320.62

895.374

Amide III; due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Elec- Talari
tronic structure of nucleotides, G (DNA/RNA), CH defor- 2015,
mation (proteins), Tryptophan, helix, Phospholipids

Sanchez
2016

1329.055

896.026

Amide III; due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Elec- Talari
tronic structure of nucleotides, CH3CH2 wagging mode in 2015,
purine bases of nucleic acids, Tryptophan, helix, Phospho- Sanchez
lipids

1352.902

1096.934

2016

Amide III; due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Elec- Talari
tronic structure of nucleotides, Tryptophan

2015,
Sanchez
2016

1390.617

1240.522

n(COO) sym, G: base

Bando
2015

1414.263

1271.912

1448.896

1303.041

CH2CH3 deformation, CH2 deformation, CH2, Collagen, Talari
CH deformation, lipids, proteins (CH2,CH3)

2015,
Bando
2015

1466.839

1524.499

1516.412

1613.103

Adenine,

Guanine (DNA, RNA), CH deformation Talari

(DNA/RNA and proteins and lipids and carbohydrates),

2015

C=C- carotenoids (absent in normal tissues)

Talari
2015

1588.463

1404.996

COO

Talari
2015
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1611.453

1482.537

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*

Talari
2015

1623.593

1646.464

1467.682

1663.752

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*, Trypto- Talari
phan

2015

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*

Talari
2015

1674.61

1719.93

1286.323

1349.75

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*, C =C Talari
stretch vibration

2015

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*, C=O

Talari
2015

1768.895

1538.121

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*

Talari
2015

Table G.1: Raman Peaks of NIH 3T3 Control peak assignments if known.

cm−1

Intensity

666.6

519.95

709.229

352.056

Assignment

Reference

G, T (ring breathing modes in the DNA bases); tyrosine-G Talari
backbone in RNA

2015

v(C-S) trans (amino acid methionine)

Talari
2015

735.007

648.329

768.253

787.24

822.376

614.247

v(C-S) trans (amino acid methionine), C-S stretch (one of Talari
three thiocyanate peaks, with 2095 and 445 cm−1 )

2015

Phosphodiester, C- C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline

Talari
2015

861.248

321.347

C -C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline

Talari
2015
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891.027

593.542

C -C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline, Saccharide Talari
band (overlaps with acyl band)

929.579

620.655

2015

C- C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline, v(C C), stretch- Talari
ing; probably in amino acids proline and valine (protein 2015
band)

982.659

1253.748

1028.089

681.664

Phenylalanine

Sanchez
2016

1064.538

1125.396

696.083

462.711

C -C skeletal stretching, Skeletal C- C stretch of lipids, Acyl Talari
chains, v(C -C) trans

2015

C -C skeletal stretching

Talari
2015

1171.446

693.177

Tyrosine (collagen type I), Tyrosine, (CH) Phenylalanine, Talari
tyrosine

1214.369

431.861

2015

Amide III (proteins)Amide III; due to C N stretching and Talari
N-H bending Electronic structure of nucleotides

1269.808

848.677

2015

Amide III (proteins)Amide III; due to C N stretching and Talari
N-H bending Electronic structure of nucleotidesAmide III 2015,
(arising from coupling of C N stretching and N-H bond- Sanchez
ing; can be mixed with vibrations of side chains), Amide III 2016
(collagen assignment)

1350.1

671.438

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Talari
Electronic structure of nucleotides, Carbon particle, Trypto- 2015,
phan

Sanchez
2016

1412.874

348.089

214

1473.728

516.153

1516.291

361.309

Amide II and various amino acids

Rehman
2015

1566.755

542.912

COO-, Phe, Trp (phenyl, aromatics)

Talari
2015,
Mead
2007

1646.464

521.423

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*, Amide Talari
carbonyl group vibrations

2015,
Rehman
2015

Table G.2: Raman Peaks of SERS enhanced NIH 3T3 peak assignments if known

cm−1

Intensity

Assignment

666.6

1305.735

G, T (ring breathing modes in the DNA bases); tyrosine-G Talari

733.493

1348.072

Reference

backbone in RNA

2015

Phosphatidylserine

Talari
2015

768.253

1540.788

823.874

1091.258

Phosphodiester

889.541

1084.212

Methylene rocking

Talari
2015

928.099

1153.822

v(C C), stretching; probably in amino acids proline and va- Talari
line (protein band)

984.129

2598.277
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2015

1029.55

1301.698

Phenylananine, O-CH3 stretching of methoxy groups

Fullwood
2014,
Talari
2015

1058.718

1547.959

1122.508

813.707

v22 (porphyrin half ring), observed in the spectra of single- Talari
human RBC, vs (CC) skeletal, vsym (C- O -C) (polysaccha- 2015
rides, cellulose), v(C C) trans

1174.315

1429.117

Tyrosine, phenylalanine, C -H bend (protein)

Talari
2015

1212.942

651.59

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Talari
Electronic structure of nucleotides

1268.391

1659.656

2015

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Talari
Electronic structure of nucleotides, ( C- H) (phospholipids)

2015,
Sanchez
2016

1348.699

1511.434

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Talari
Electronic structure of nucleotides, Tryptophan

2015,
Sanchez
2016

1383.647

551.363

CH3 band

Talari
2015

1407.316

821.021

1466.839

848.659

Adenine,

Guanine (DNA, RNA), CH deformation Talari

(DNA/RNA and proteins and lipids and carbohydrates),

216

2015

1480.611

913.288

Adenine, Guanine, Amide II

Luca
2015,
Talari
2015

1523.132

979.318

Amide II, amino acids, -C= C- carotenoids, β carotene

Fullwood
2014,
Talari
2015,
Sanchez
2016

1566.755

1248.45

Amide II, COO-, Phe, Trp (phenyl, aromatics)

Talari
2015,
Mead
2007

1606.051

1645.121

769.944

1165.026

Amide I band of proteins; due to C O stretching*,C= C Talari
bending

2015

*Amide I (α-helix)

Talari
2015

1742.473

582.443

*v(C O)OH (amino acids aspartic and glutamic acid)

Talari
2015

1776.801

594.622

*

Table G.3: Raman Peaks of C2C12 Control mean spectrum and their assignments

cm−1

Intensity

Assignment

666.6

2293.274

G, T (ring breathing modes in the DNA bases); tyrosine-G Talari

Reference

backbone in RNA
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2015

703.152

1076.677

733.493

2156.894

Phosphatidylserine

Talari
2015

768.253

3142.952

817.879

2324.017

C C stretching (collagen assignment)

Talari
2015

861.248

1341.418

888.054

1750.9

928.099

2117.657

982.659

4425.351

1028.089

2286.002

v(C C), stretching; probably in amino acids proline and va- Talari
line (protein band)

2015

Protein C-C stretch, Phenylalanine

Kraft
2003,
Sanchez
2016

1061.628

3024.873

C C in-plane bending (one of C C ring vibration to be ex- Talari
pected in aromatic structure of xylene) C N stretching, Ce- 2015
ramide

1126.839

1189.746

, Paraffin, v(C- C) skeletal of acyl backbone in lipid (trans Talari
conformation), C -N stretching vibration (protein vibra- 2015,
tion), v(C- O)+ v(C -C), disaccharides, sucrose, protein, Sanchez
phospholipid C-C stretch

1174.315

2657.571

2016

Tyrosine, phenylalanine, C-H bend (protein), Tryptophan, Talari
Phenylalanine

2015,
Sanchez
2016
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1210.087

1224.716

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bend- Talari
ing, Electronic structure of nucleotides, C- C6H5 stretch- 2015
ing mode in tyrosine and phenylalanine, v18(δ: CmH), observed in the spectra of single human RBC

1268.391

2528.399

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Talari
Electronic structure of nucleotides, ( C- H) (phospholipids)

2015,
Sanchez
2016

1350.1

2810.894

Amide III (proteins)due to C N stretching and N-H bending, Talari
Electronic structure of nucleotides, Carbon particle, Trypto- 2015,
phan

Sanchez
2016

1390.617

957.583

n(COO-) sym, G: base

Bando
2015

1407.316

1015.065

1465.461

1663.868

Lipids

Talari
2015

1521.764

1426.171

Amide II amino acids, -C= C- carotenoids

Fullwood
2014.
Talari
2015

1568.113

1950.004

Amide Carbonyl group vibrations, COO-

Fullwood
2014,
Talari
2015
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1649.15

1962.983

Amide Carbonyl group vibrations*

Fullwood
2014

1691.975

944.272

*

1713.284

923.404

*v(C O)OH (amino acids aspartic and glutamic acid)

Talari
2015

1778.118

1254.872

*

Table G.4: Major Raman Peaks of C2C12 SERS enhanced and structural assignments
of know peaks.
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